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There are sick companies, sick banks, ailing financial institutions, 
and unpaid workers. But there are hardly any sick promoters. 

There lies the heart of the matter. 
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for creative restructuring to meet the challenge of industrial sickness in India, anci outline 
innovative, yet implementable; reforms to facilitate the process of industrial and corporate 
reorganization, I hope that .the Report Will measure up to your brief, and create an environ 
ment for accelerating the process of ·economically viable and commercially meaningful. 
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Unfortunately, Dr Gangopadhyay had to go abroad immediately after the formation 
of the Committee, and was away throughout the period. Nevertheless, he can escape neither 
accolades nor criticism for many of the ideas and recommendations in this report - as these 
were adopted from joint research that he has been doing with Dr Anant and Dr Goswami for 
the past two years. 
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On April S, 1993, a group of economists and lawyers were invited to make a presentation 
on various aspects of industrial sickness and corporate restructuring for the benefit of the 
Minister of Finance, Government of India. After the presentation, the Finance Minister 
requested that the group be constituted into a formal committee, and that this committe submit 
a detailed report on industrial sickness and issues in corporate restructuring. This was 
subsequently formalized by an office order (No. B.l3017J.8/93-Adm.III, dated May 27, 
1993). 
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1.5 A caveat is in order. Although the Committee was given no brief assuch, it 
decided to focus on industrial and corporate restructuring in the private sector. There are two 
reasons for this. First, except for occasional scale effects, there is no basic difference in 
economic, commercial, and legal principles between reorganizing the affairs of a private 

1.4 The Committee is unanimous in its view that the various barriers to 
industrial and corporate restructuring serve no economic goal. By preventing reorganiza 
tion at the appropriate time.these barriers choke off future growth opportunities, and so foster 
an uncompetitive environment which rapidly leads to gross and pervasive industrial sickness. 
For exactly the same reasons, these barriers are anti-labour: although the restraints seek 
to protect labour in the short run, these actually harm long and medium term employ 
ment by eliminating growth possibilities. Equally, these barriers go against the economic 
interests of any non-myopic government. They result in a systematic drain of scarce public 
funds, foster a climate of budgetary support, and eventually justify high tariffs, quotas, 
sectoral and product reservations to sustain inefficient firms. Indeed, barriers to restruc 
turing have only one over-riding purpose: tliey maintain an army of inefficient promoters 
and managers in the public and the private sector, who justify their incompetent 
existence on the ground that their firms "protect" employment. 

1.3 The focus should now be on rapid industrial sector reform. This is not just 
eliminating licensing and other barriers to entry. It requires giving signals to potential 
entrepreneurs (irrespective of their origin) about the scope for operational flexibility - in the 
choice of output, of markets, and in the use of labour and capital. Industrial restructuring 
involves commercially reorganizing ailing but economically viable firms, facilitating the 
withdrawal of unviable ones, and re-utilizing the land and labour thus freed in the best 
possible manner. Encouraging such reorganization will give strong signals about flexibility 
and India's commitment to rapid industrial growth. It is here that India needs to show marked 
success - to prove that we can liberate ourselves from the fetters of rigid dogma, and chart 
out areas of future growth and more meaningful employment. 

1.2 The prospects of industrial growth and investment depend upon the signals that 
India gives to the rest of the world as well as her own entrepreneurs. The reforms initiated 
since July 1991 have already started sending positive signals. People realize that there has 
been a serious attempt at macroeconomic management, reducing the fiscal deficit, cutting 
unwarranted subsidies, reorienting the import regime away from quotas to tariffs, introducing 
floating exchange rates on trade account, eliminating a number of hitherto sacred barriers to 
entry, and at restructuring the fiscal system to gradually bring import duties in line with other 
competing developing nations. Three years ago, even the most die-hard reformer would have 
scarcely anticipated the changes that have occurred since July 1991. 

1.1 The long term success of India's economic reform process depends upon 
sustained growth in industrial output and investment. Without this, there cannot be a genuinely 
competitive industrial base from where India can launch an export drive to systematically 
reduce its debt service obligations over time. 

1 : Introduction 
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1. 7 The report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief description of the 
extent of industrial sickness in India. Chapter 3 examines the Sick Industrial Companies 
(Special Provisions) Act (SICA) and the performance oflndia's premier restructuring agency, 
the Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR). Chapter 4 relates the financial 
sector with the industrial sector: how the earlier practices of banks and financial institutions 
led to bad appraisals, poor rehabilitation packages, and created barriers to industrial restruc 
turing. Thereafter, it focuses on incipient sickness: detection, norms, and possible remedial 
measures. Chapter 5 examines various barriers to reorganization: land, labour, management, 
and corporate and tax laws. Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of findings and policy 
recommendations. 

1.6 Secondly, industrial sickness - and the need for restructuring, reorganiz.ation, 
and strategic withdrawal - is as pervasive in the private sector as it is in the public. Decades 
of high tariffs, quotas, licensing restrictions, barriers to entry, and irrational. excise duties 
have been instrumental in fostering widespread inefficiencies in large and medium scale 
private sector factories. These have nurtured a perverse environment in which, irrespective 
of ownership, an inefficient firm is never penalized for being systematically uncompetitive. 
Therefore, focusing on the private sector in no way trivializes the problem of industrial 
sickness. Besides, the relative absence of political compulsions makes it easier to restructure, 
reorganize or withdraw private sector companies relative to the public sector enterprises. 
Conversely, if we cannot create a climate that encourages commercial restructuring and 
reorganization of financially sick but economically viable private sector firms, and facilitates 
the withdrawal of unviable ones, then one cannot hope for any meaningful restructuring of 
public sector companies in the years to come. 

sector firm and a public sector company. The distinction lies in political will - particularly 
the ability to create a consensus that shapes the will. This "will" needs to come to bear soon 
enough, because the government can no longer afford to maintain inefficient, loss making 
public sector units through constant budgetary support. Moreover, the scale deterrents in 
reorganizing sick public sector units are hardly deterrents at all. So long as there is a desire 
to reorganize, it can always be done by a combination of (i) strictly one-shot budgetary outlays 
through carefully computed drafts on the National Renewal Fund (NRF) and (ii) innovative 
financing through the sale of unproductive assets and unutilized land. 

~-------------------------------~~~~~~~ 
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2.1.2 What is significant is the spread of sickness among large and medium scale 
units. While their numbers have increased at a modest rate of 4.8% per year, the amount 
or outstanding credit locked in these companies has grown at 17.65% during 1982-1989; 
and real outstanding credit has risen by 11 % per year over inflation. The average unpaid 
credit per large and medium sized sick company has almost trebled: from Rs.1.24 crores in 
1982 to Rs.3.05 crores in 1989. Not only are more large and medium scale units getting 
sick, but these companies are also locking-up increasing amounts of nominal and real 
bank credit. 

2.1 Industrial sickness in the private .sector 

2.1.1 Industrial sickness arises 'out of bad financial structure and/or chronically 
inefficient use of factors of production and/or poor market positioning. Its outcome is the 
locking up of scarce investible funds in/sub-optimal activities. Given this outcome, an 
appropriate way of looking at sickness is to examine the amount of outstanding credit 
locked up in sick industrial units. During 1982-1989, outstanding credit to sick units has 
risen from Rs.2585 crores to Rs.9353 crores: an increase of 18.4% compound per year. 
By December 1989, almost 75% of this was locked up in sick large and. medium scale 

·industrial units. Chart 2.A and Table 2.1 give the data. 

2.0.2 Section 2.1 gives some facts about sickness in the private corporate sector - 
where the problem is as widespread as in the public sector. Section 2.2 gives some data on 
public sector sickness. Section 2. 3 highlights a number of research findings on various aspects 
of industrial sickness, ~nd so sets the stage for the policy issues in subsequent chapters. 

2.0.1 At an elementary level, industrial sickness refers to an industrial or manufactur 
ing firm performing systematically worse than the average, not covering its fixed costs, and 
frequently reneging on its debt repayment obligations. There can be no second opinion 
about the growth of industrial sickness (so defined) in India. It is pervasive across 
ownership (public or private sector), across industries, across states, and across scale 
(small, medium, and large). On at least two counts the problem oflong term "sickness" is 
more severe in India compared to all developed and most industrializing nations. First, being 
a poor country, India can ill afford to lock up scarce financial as well as real resources in 
persistently loss-making firms. Second, in most other countries such firms cannot survive (in 
the Indian terminology, "remain sick") for long: these either have to reorganize their assets, 
liabilities, product-mix, capital stock and labour force, or retreat from the industry. It is a 
sad reflection of our notion of opportunity cost of scarce resources that we maintain and 
exacerbate sickness without economically viable restructuring or planned withdrawal. 

2 : Dimensions of Industrial Sickness 
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Large and medium scale sick units 
(1) No. of firms Outstanding credit Real outstanding credit 
1982 1622 2016 1933 
1983 1747 2372 2141 
1984 1832 2758 2327 
1985 1823 3200 2581 
1986 1964 3568 2726 
1987 1839 4459 3185 
1988 2011 5564 3656 
1989 2269 6926 4262 

Rate of growth 4.8% 17.6% 11.390 

[ Total (liege, mediwn, and small) I 
1982 60173 2585 2478 
1983 80110 3101 2799 
1984 93282 3638 3070 
1985 119606 4271 3444 
1986 147740 4874 3723 
1987 206098 6256 4469 
1988 242584 7705 5062 
1989 221097 9353 5155 

Rate of growth 18.6% 18.4% 12.0% 

Table 2.1: Industrial sickness according to scale, all-India, 1980-89, rupees crores 

---+-- Real c red It: L & M 

~ Real credit: Total 

M Large and Medium 

• Total 

1989 1988 1987 1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 
1.5 

9.5 

7.5 ~ 

5.5 ~ 

3.5 ~ 

Rs. thousand crores 

CHART 2.A 
Industrial Sickness : Outstanding 
Credit Locked up in Sick Firms 
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Sta tell Outstanding credit Share of outstanding 
credit 

Maharashtra 1302.0 27.5% 

West Bengal 690.9 14.6% 

Gujarat 568.7 12.0% 

TOTAL 4734.3 

Table 2.3 : State-wise dispersion of sick large and medium scale units, 1990 

2.1.4 Three states - Maharashtra, West Bengal, and Gujarat - have the largest 
cluster of large and medium scale sick units. In 1990, the three states together accounted 
for 54 % of outstanding bank credit. Maharashtra was the worst off, thanks to a huge presence 
of sick textile mills as well as engineering firms. West Bengal's status derives from a large 
number of sick engineering units and jute mills. Gujarat's is due to the state of the Ahmeda 
bad textile industry. 

% distribution of outstanding Outstanding credit in sick 
credit in sick units firms as % of outstanding 

credit in industry 

Textiles 33.60% 20.29% 

Engineering 22.55% 17.65% 

Chemicals 5.39% 3.79% 

Paper 5.15% 12.71 % 
Iron and Steel 4.79~ 7.80% 

Jute 4.75% 57.23% 

Sugar 3.20% 25.03% 

Rubber 2.50% 14:14% 

Cement 1.27% 6.82% 

Electrical 1.21 % 1.65% 

Miscellaneous 15.59% 0.89% 

TOTAL 100.00% 4.13% 

Table 2.2 : Industry-wise distribution on non-small scale sick units, September 1989 

2.1.3 The industry-wise distribution of outstanding credit to large and medium scale 
sick companies as of September 1989 (Table 2 .2) shows that textiles dominates in no uncertain 
terms. It is followed by engineering (narrowly defined). If the engineering industry is broadly 
defined to include engineering, production of iron and steel, and electrical and non-electrical 
machinery and transport equipment, then it is an even closer second. Comparisons yield a 
more meaningful analysis of the industry-wise distribution of sickness. If one examines the 
share of total outstanding bank credit that is accounted for by the sick companies in any 
industry,· then the jute industry is the worst hit: the sick units take up more than 57 % of the 
total outstanding credit. 
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2.2.5 The public sector's net profit to sales ratio from non-manufacturing activities 
in 1989-90 was even more modest: 1.65 % versus 4.11 % in manufacturing (including 
petroleum). The losing units posted a net loss of Rs.218 crores out of a sales turnover of 
Rs.1,306 crores: a net loss to sales ratio of 18.43%. These losses were exclusively due to 
companies in the construction and consultancy business. Thanks to a massive increase in 
the losses in public sector technical consultancy, total losses in non-manufacturing activities 
increased by 69% between 1988-89 and 1989-90. No less disheartening is the performance 
of some non-loss making public sector activities. In 1989-90, trading and marketing could 
only earn a net profit of 0.84% on a sales revenue of Rs.15,627 crores. Similarly, the steel 

2.2.4 In 1989-90, manufacturing activities of central government owned, commercial 
non-departmental enterprises generated sales ofRs.82,516 crores, or78% of the total turnover 
(manufacturing and services). Total net profits were Rs.3,392 crores, which translated to a 
seemingly reasonable 4.11 % net profit to sales ratio. The story changes quite dramatically 
if the twenty-odd petroleum based units are excluded from manufacturing. The total sales in 
1989-90 halves to Rs.40,308 crores; net profits plummet by a staggering 85% to Rs.492 
crores; and the net profit to sales ratio slumps to a mere 1.22 % • Fertilizers, transport equip 
ment, consumer goods, agro-based products and textiles companies - accounting for 
11.6% of manufacturing sales - suffered net losses to the tune of Rs.821 crores. Their 
net loss to sales ratio was 8.6%. 

2.2.3 Activity-wise analysis indicates that production of fertilizers, transport equip 
ment, consumer goods, agro-based products and textiles are loss leaders in manufac 
turing. In non-manufacturing activities, public sector construction companies, technical and 
engineering consultancy firms, and tourism corporations incur consistent losses. None of these 
are activities where public sector involvement can be justified by invoking the possibility 
of market failures. 

2.2.2 As of 1989-90, there were 98 loss making central government non-depart 
mental companies, and their total losses amounted to Rs.1,959 crores. Although there was 
a drop in the number of losing units between 1988-89 and 1989-90 (from 106 to 98), the 
losses rose from Rs.1,923 to Rs.1,959 crores. Thus, the average loss per losing company 
increased from Rs.18.14 crores to almost Rs.20 crores - a 10% increase over the year. 

2.2.1 It is almost impossible to give a comprehensive quantitative picture of sickness 
in the public sector undertakings. The Public Enterprises Survey, published annually by the 
Bureau of Public Enterprises covers only a small portion of the public sector in India, namely 
the commercial non-departmental enterprises of the central government. The Survey data 
exclude (1) nationalized banks and government owned public financial institutions, (2) 
departmental economic enterprises of the central government, such as posts and telegraphs 
and railways, (3) departmental economic enterprises of the state governments, such as 
irrigation, (4) non-departmental economic enterprises of state governments, such as State 
Electricity Boards, State Road Transport Corporations, or State Textile Corporations, and 
(5) establishments of local governments. Despite these omissions, the data highlight wide 
spread industrial sickness. 

2.2 Losses in the public sector 
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Activities Net profits Sales ttimover Net profit % sales 
88-89 89-90 88-89 89-90 88-89 89-90 

Manufacturing 
Steel 186.01 51.29 7540 8483 2.47% 0.60% 
Minerals & metals 39.72 310.6 1902 2715 2.09% 11.44% 
Coal & lignite 5L64 166.86 6634 7331 0.78% 2.28% 

Power (NTPC) 461.47 638.83 1740 2459 26.52% 25.98% 

Petroleum 2563.66 2899.53 36512 42208 7.02% 6.87% 

Fertilizers -240.58 -288.38 3833 3405 -6.28% -8.47% 

Chemicals & pharm 26.30 37.67 ·1625 1809 1.62% 2.08% 

Heavy engineering 75.44 48.90 3695 4136 2.04% 1.18% 
Medium & light 36.68 59.33 3156 3825 1.16% 1.55% 
engg. 
Transport equipment - 6.6.97 - 88.78 2746 3414 -2.44% -2.60% 

Consumer goods -258.50 -232.26 1266 1479 -20.42% -15.70% 

Agro-based - 2.72 - 3.74 40 60 - 6.80% -6.23% 

Textiles -317.28 -208.06 1013 1192 -31.32% -17.45% 

Total loss makers -886.05 -821.22 8898 9550 -9.96% -8.60% 

Totai manufacturing 2554.87 3391.79 71702 82516 3.56% 4.11% 

Total exel, petrol - 8.79 492.26 35)90 40308 -0.02% 1.22% 

Non.manufacturing . ' 

Trading & marketing 92.52 131.89 14841 15627 0.62% 0.84% 
Transportation 92.41 77.73 3287 4039 2.81% 1.92% 

Construction -107.93 -114.45 653 681 -16.53% -16.81 % 
Consultancy - 20.13 -103.09 527 625 -3.82% -16.49% 

Tourism - 0.55 0.16 142 160 -0.39% ·0.10% 

Financial 65.98 128.15 668 966 9.88% - 13.27% 

Telecommunications 316.4 264.3 1291 1431 24.Sl % 18.47% 

Sec.25 companies - 0.04 5.25 26 33 -0.15% 15.91% 

Total loss makers -128.65 -217.54 1348 1306 -9.54% - -18.43% 

Total non-manf. 438.66 389.94 .. 21435 23562 2.05% '· 1.65% 

GRAND TOTAL i993,53·· 3781.73 ·93137 106078 3.21% 3.57% 

• Excl. petrol 429.87 882.2 56625 63870 0.76% 1.38% 
.. 

Table 2.4 : Activity-wise break-up of sales, net profits, and net profits to sales ratios, 
central govenunent commercial non-departmental enterprises, 1988-89 and 1989-90, 

rupees crores 

sector sold Rs.8,483 crores worth of goods, but earned a net profit to sales ratio of 0.6%. 
Table 2.4 is self-evident. 
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Company Accumulated losses (Rs. crores) 

NTC (excluding Tamil Nadu & Pondicherry) 1481 
Fertilizer Corporation of India 1217 
Hindusthan Fertilizers 950 
IISCO 602 
Delhi Transport Corporation 448 
National Jute Manf. Corporation 445' 

Indian Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Ltd 346 
Engineering Projects 346 
Hindusthan Shipyard 273 
Hindusthan Paper 259 
Hindusthan Steelworks 229 
Scooters India 212 
Heavy Engineering Corporation 190 
Nagaland Pulp and Paper 171 
Central Inland Water 166 
Cement Corporation of India 155 
Cochin Shipyard 145 
Western Coalfields i44 
Indian Road Construction Corporation 139 
Elgin Mills 135 

South Eastern Coalfields 114 
Mazagaon Docks 109 
Tannery & Footwear Corporation 102 
Cycle Corporation 98 
Vayudoot 

, ... o 80 
Paradeep Phosphates 78 
British India Corporation 77 
Bharat Gold Mines 69 
Bharat Pumps 62 
Burn Standard 59 
Bharat Ophthalmic Glass 56 
Tyre Corporation of India 56 
Mining & Allied Machinery Corporation 54 

Table 2.5 : Accumulated losses of some loss-making public sector enterprises, 1989-90 

2.2.6 The accumulated losses of 43 loss-making public sector companies stood 
at Rs.9,511 crores in 1989-90. The six loss leaders - National Textile Corporation's 
subsidiaries, the Fertilizer Corporation of India, Hindusthan Fertilizers, IISCO, Delhi 
Transport Corporation, and the National Jute Manufactures Corporation - accounted 
for 54% of the accumulated losses. 
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Companies Accwnulated reserves 
NTC (excl. Tamil Nadu & Pondicherry) -1401.45 

- IISCO - 578.35 

Elgin Mills - 134.32 
Cycle Corporation - 89.34 

Tannery & Footwear - 85.38 

British India - 76.33 

CIWTC - 57.25 

Tyre Corporation - 52.99 

Bengal Chemicals - 50.19 

National Bicycle - 49.54 

Mandya National Paper - 47.83 

Richardson Cruddas - 46.34 

Biecco Lawrie - 43.60 

Bharat Refractories - 40.87 

Braithwaite - 39.13 

Bum Standard - 36.85 

Bharat Process - 33.52 

Bengal Immunity - 28.04 

Cawnpore Textiles - 17.06 

Jessop & Company - 14.56 

Table 2.6 : An illustrative list of nationalized companies with negative accumulated 
reserves, 1989-90, rupees crores 

2.2. 7 Table 2.6 gives an illustrative list of nationalized companies having negative 
accumulated reserves and, hence, qualifying as large and medium scale sick units. Of these, 
two mammoth entities account for two-third of the negative accumulated reserve: the NTC 
subsidiaries (excluding Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry), and IISCO! 

Company Accumulated losses (Rs. crores) 

Mandya National Paper 52 

National Bicycle Corporation 50 
Bengal Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals 50 
Project & Development India Limited 49 
Richardson Cruddas ( 1972) 46 
Biecco Lawrie 44 
Bharat Refractories 41 
National Instrument 39 
Braithwaite & Company 39 
Hotel Corporation of India 34 

TOT AL (43 companies) 9511 
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1 This is a summary of work done as a part of a research study funded by the Ministry of Industry: T.C.A. 
Anant, SbubbashisGangopadhyay, Omkar Goswami, Industrial Sickness i11 India: Characteristics, Determinants, 
and History, 1970-1990, Studies in Industrial Development, Ministry of Industry, Paper No.6, October 1992. 

2.3.5 There seems to be no difference in the structure of unit variable (or raw 
material and consumable) costs - the proxy for technical efficiency - between the BIFR 
and healthy firms. Indeed, there are "healthy" firms that have higher variable costs (and 
lower variable profits) than the industry average. This does not imply that sick firms (or, 
for that matter, healthy companies) are internationally competitive. Indeed, the finding reflects 
the generally uncompetitive nature of India's market structure for factory output. In a less 
protected scenario, firms cannot systematically have higher variable cost and higher fixed 
costs, compared to other firms in the industry, and yet continue to survive. In India, such 
firms not only survive, but often do so outside the ambit of SICA and BIFR. It implies that 

2.3.4 BIFR firms have always had higher unit wage·costs. Again, this is not only 
true today, but has been so for the last twenty-one years. 

2.3.3 The major difference between BIFR and healthy companies lies in interest 
cost and wage cost, i.e., in fixed costs, and not so much in variable costs. BIFR companies 
have always had higher debt-equity and total liability-equity ratios compared to the non-BIFR 
firms. Their debt portfolio has been always skewed towards current liabilities, and away from 
deferred liabilities. Consequently, the BIFR firms have always suffered from less insurance 
against bad sales realizations than the non-BIFR companies. 

2.3.2 Analysis of the textile and engineering industries (sectors with the most sickness) 
clearly indicates that there are distinct differences in attributes between the sick (i.e. those 
registered with the Board for Industrial Finance and Reconstruction (BIFR) and healthy 
companies. These differences have existed across decades. In other words, sickness has its 
history: the companies which are under BIFR today can be identified as problem cases 
well back into the past. 

2.3.1 This section summarizes some of the research findings that are germane to this 
report. 1 The conclusions are based on a very large time-series cum cross-section analysis 
of textile mills and engineering firms, covering the period 1970-1990. 

2.3 Some research findings 

Companies Accumulated reserves 

Hooghly Docks - 14.34 

Bharat Brakes - 14.26 

Smith Stanistreet - 13.43 

Weighbird - 6.88 

Bird Jute - 3.67 

TOTAL -2975.52 
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2.3.8 Decades of "development" financing certainly played a positive role in catalyz 
ing fairly rapid industrialization in India from the late 1960s. However, it also created an 
environment where everyone believed that soft loans with generous interest rateconcessions 
were obligatory for industrial development. When these subsidized funds were bolstered by 
high tariff walls, quotas, and product/sector reservations, the upshot was widespread ineffi- 

2.3. 7 The role of history is very important. BIFR companies have shown very dif 
ferent attributes from healthy firms not only in the present, but also over the distant 
past. Moreover, sickness has a high degree of persistence· - which: underscores the 
importance of bad financial structure and highunit fixed costs. . 

. . . ~ .. ·. 
2.3.6 .. · .Interest and wage costs are both statistically significant determinants.of 
industrial sickness: increases in such costs raise a firm's probability 'of being sick, .For 
instance, a percentage increase in wage costs in composite textile mills can increase the 
probability of being sick by anything between 0.8% to 1.4%. By its very nature, interest 
payment is not only a more committed cost compared to wages but is also compounded. 
Hence, the percentage increase in the probability of being sick given a percent change 
in interest cost is much greater than the corresponding elasticity with respect to wage 
costs - varying from 1.6% to-2 .. 8%. 

Indices 19io~1s 1976-80 1981-85 1986-90 1970-90 
Wage I Sales + 34% + 17% + 19% + 53% .+ 28~ 
Interest I Saies + 69% + 74% + 130% + 183% + 118% 
Fixed Cost I Sales + 42% + 31 % + 41%! ··+ 89% + 51%'. 

Variable· Cost I. S11le~ -' 3% ~ '2% + 5'% + 7% + 2% ... 

Total liability I Sales ' + 63% + 72% · +' U8% + 169% + '104% 

Total liability I Equity -+ 25% .. + 27% + 29% + ~0% + 35% 

Table 2.8 : , Engineering· - BIFR firms versus. healthy companies' 

Indices - 1970-75 . 1976-80 1,81·85 1986-90 1970-90 
Wage I Sales + 42% + 45% + .67% + 106% ·+ 63% 
Interest I Sales + 19% + 27% + 31% + 141 % + 51 % 
Fixed Cost I Sales + 38% + 41% + 58% + ll5% + 61 % 

Variable Cost I Sales - 4% - 3% + 2% + 6% Same 
T~tal liability I Sales - 2% + 9% + 17% + 164% . + 43% 
Total liability I Equity + 13% + ·51% + 66% + 94% .+ 54% 

Table 2. 7 : Textiles - BIFR firms versus healthy companies 

our market structures and past government policies - high tariffs, quantity restrictions on 
imports, price regulations on inputs, and barriers to domestic competition - provided 
sufficient cushion to production and cost inefficiencies. In a more economically competitive 
situation, many of the seemingly healthy firms have the potential of turning sick. Tables 2.7 
and 2. 8 highlight these findings for textiles and engineering - the two industries. that have 
the greatest amount of funds locked up in sick units. · · · ' 
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2.3.10 Things are considerably worse if one questions the assumptions on the basis 
of which OAs build forecasts. There is sufficient evidence to suggest that many OA reports 
use inflated sales forecasts to impart a false viability to the rehabilitation projects, so 
as to generate the "stipulated" debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) of 1.33. Often, slightly 
lower sales projections suffice to generate negative net present values at very modest 
discount rates. With such assumptions, these packages typically fail to rescue sick flrms, 
and instead bequeath scarce loanable funds and immense arbitrage possibilities to private 
promoters at very low costs. 

2.3.9 The negative effects of" rehabilitation" through subsidized funding become clear 
from an economic analysis of the operating agency (OA) reports that are prepared by financial 
institutions at the behest ofBIFR. Logically, rehabilitation can succeed if the projects (i) avoid 
attributes that cause sickness, and (ii) do not suggest improbable targets which have never 
been achieved even by the healthier firms. The OA reports indicate quite the opposite. In 
almost all industries and sub-sectors, these reports exhibit a peculiar blend of over-opti 
mism with many characteristics of acute sickness. For instance, most rehabilitation projects 
have been structured on the assumption that more loans will bail out the company. Conse 
quently 1 these projects typically end up with extremely high debt-equity and total-liability to 
equity ratios - usually quite a bit higher than the average for the BIFR firms. Thus, by 
opting for "additional loan route" to "rehabilitation", the OA reports often propose worse 
financial structure with even poorer insurance against bad future sales realizations. These 
translate to yet higher interest cost per rupee sales - which further increases the possibility 
of debt defaults in years of bad sales. These negative aspects are covered up by excessive opti 
mism: wage costs are often targeted at levels below the healthy firms, as are variable costs. 

ciency in the use of scarce resources. Eventually, firms started to make losses and default 
on interest payments. Once again, it was deemed obligatory to rescue these companies by 
pumping in subsidized "developmental" funds. In the process, very little attention was paid 
to the opportunity cost of loanable funds, to how these could be put to best economic 
use, and to alternative methods of promoting new firms or reorganizing existing ones. 
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3 Section 3(n) of SICA defines "industry" as those activities specified in the First Schedule of the Industries 
(Development and Regulation) Act of 1951 (IDR Act). It excludes "ancillary undertakings" as defined in section 
3(aa) of tbe IDR Act, as well as "small scale industrial undertakings" under section JG). In the original SICA, 
public sector firms were also excluded. This has been subsequently amended to accommodate central and state 
public sector industrial enterprises. 

2 The backdrop to the legislation was provided forby the Tewari Committee Report (1985). It observed that (i) 
industrial sickness was increasing over the years, (ii) there was a multiplicity of conflicting laws, (iii) there was 
hardly any coordination among the different agencies involved in restructuring, and (iv) the existing institutional 
framework was inimical to making quick decisions regarding a growing. number of sick firms. Accordingly, the 
Tewari Committee recommende<l the need for a new enabling law, and also presented a model bill. Much of 
SICA is a recognition of several aspects of this bill.· 

1 Chapter 4 examines the other aspect of BIFR performance: whether it has corisistently made corr~t and 
economically justifiable decisions. . . : . . . . . 

; •1 • j .•• 

3.1.2 The proposed amendment to SICA (passed by the Rajya Sabha in August 1992, 
but not as yet by the Lok Sabha) has altered the criterion somewhat: firmsonly need to be 
registered for five years, and cash losses .for two successive years has been eliminated.: · 

3.1.1 SICA was framed to promote fast reorganization of sick industrial firms - a 
process that was earlier replete with long delays due to multi-point administrative clearances 
and tardy High Court procedures. 2 For an industrial company to be sick, 3 SICA requires 
it to ; 
a) be registered for at least seven years, .. . . _ 
b) incur cash losses for two consecutive years, including the current year.cand · .. ·:· :·-· 
c) have cumulative losses that wipe out its net worth. · - . _,~. -:· ., , ·. 

3.1 Why the definition of sickness is a barrier to .restructuring 

3.0.2 This chapter addresses two important issues: (i) the definition of sickness given 
in SICA, and (ii) the performance of the Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction 
(BIFR) since 1987. Regarding BIFR, this chapter only looks at the administrative-functioning 
of the Board: delays in decision-making, the seemingly endless loops that proposals go 
through, the effects of adopting a consensus approach, and the problems of. mistaking 
reorganization for "rehabilitation". 1 

3.0.1 The Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) Act of 1985 (SICA) lays 
down the legal framework for reorganizing the affairs of a sick iridustrial company. It was 
framed to allow "timely detection of sick and potentially sick companies", to expeditiously 
provide "preventive, ameliorative, remedial and other measures", and to --enforce such 
measures. 

. 3 : SICA and the Working of BIFR 
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3.1.5 Here lies a contradiction. On the one hand, SICA gives BIFR a cane blanche 
to design any restructuring package that it deems fit: rehabilitation, mergers, acquisition, 
outright sale, workers' cooperative, asset restructuring, hiving off unproductive divisions, 

3.1.4 Since the proposed SICA definition is "looser" than the original SICA criterion 
of sickness, one would expect it to detect sickness at an earlier. stage. But, the detection is 
still very late inthe innings. When a company reaches the state where accumulated losses 
are large enough to wipe out its equity base and reserves, it becomes extremely difficult, 
if not impossible, to design and implement a viable rehabilitation scheme. The data bear 
this out. Even if one accepts the proposed SICA criterion, a typical textile mill is officially 
identified as 11 sick" when its aggregate losses have surpassed net worth by a staggering 
Rs.18.5 crores, when its annual pre-depreciation operating losses have exceeded Rs.6 crores, · 
and when its long term debt is 7.6 times its equity. Analogously, an engineering firm is 
considered to be 11 sick". only when aggregate losses have eroded its net worth by Rs.12 s· 
crores, when annual losses average Rs.4.5 crores, and when the debt equity ratio has risen 
to 5.4. In fact, things are worse than what these debt-equity ratios suggest. An economi 
cally meaningful measure of corporate debt is long terin debt plus the excess of current 
liabilities over current assets. By this canon, the debt-equity ratio of an average BIFR 
textile mill at the time of getting "sick" as per the new SICA criterion is not 7.6 but 14.2, 
which makes rehabilitation an even more remote possibility. When such extremal criteria 
combine with BIFR' s predisposition towards rehabilitation using subsidized public funds, these 
give perverse signals to the promoters of sick firms. 

Source T.C.A. Anant, Shubhashis Gangopadhyay, Omkar Goswami, Industrial Sickness in India: Characteris 
tics, Determinants, and History, 1970-1990, Paper #6, Studies in Industrial Development, Ministry 
of Industry, October 1992. 

I 
Indices 

I 
Existing SICA Proposed SICA Healthy firms 

definition definition 

TEXTILES 
Pre-depreciation operating - 7.5 - 6.1 16.5 
profits (Rs. crores) 
Net worth (Rs. crores) -21.2 

~·~ r ' 
-18.5 90.5 

Debt-equity ratio 8.4 7.6 3.9 .. 
ENGINEF;RING 
Pre-depreciation operating - 5.1 - 4.5 10.8 
profits (Rs. crores) 

Net worth (Rs. crores -15.2 -12.5 63.7 
Debt-equity ratio 5.4 4.6 2.7 

Table 3.1 : Comparing sick and healthy companies, textiles and engineering, 1987-1990 

3.1.3 The preamble of SICA states an important objective of the Act: "timely 
detection of sick and potentially sick companies". However, the definitions (existing and 
proposed) are inconsistent with this. To illustrate this, Table 3 .1 highlights some indices from 
a sample of 34 sick (BIFR) and 30 healthy textile mills, as well as 18 sick and 26 healthy 
firms in the engineering industry. 
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s AJI BIFR data are from BIFR, Review of Disposals, September 1992. 

4 Indeed, on point of law, SI CA is probably the world's most powerful legislation to aid industrial restructuring. . . 

3.1.8 There is yet another problem with the SICA definitions: they are "backward" 
looking and based on the historical book value of a firm's assets, not its future earning 
potential, nor its current realizable market value. The negative net worth criterion simply 
implies that the historical value of a company's assets is less than its cumulative liabilities. 
In other words, as per the SICA definition, what matters is that the book value (and not the 

The definitions of sickness in SICA and in the proposed amendment (passed by the 
Rajya Sabha in August 1992) are serious barriers to reorganizing unhealthy 

·industrial companies because these primarily identify terminally sick finns. This 
ensures very delayed intervention and, so, reduces the likelihood of conunercial 
viable reorganization, reconstruction, or rehabilitation. Matters worsen when such 
extreme, late-detection criteria combine with BIFR's preference for rehabilitation 
using heavily subsidized public funds. . . ' 

3.1. 7 Since the SICA definition identifies mostly terminally sick firms, it is logical 
to expect winding up to dominate BIFR decisions. Quite the reverse is true: As of July 1992, 
1010 cases were admitted by the BIFR (considered "maintainable"), and allocated to its 
various benches. Of these, only in 242 cases winding up has been recommended, or show 
cause notices for winding up issued. 5 In other words, despite the extremal nature of the 
SICA definition, only 24% of the cases have been, or are being, sent for winding up. 
Here lies another contradiction. While SICA prescribes a very severe measure of sickness, 
B!FR - the agency implementing the Act - generally avoids prescribing extreme 
unction. 

3 .1. 6 The SICA definition is tantamount to intervening too late with poor chances 
of rehabilitation. It makes sense if the purpose is winding up of terminally sick, cash drained· 
companies. However, the rhetoric of restructuring repeatedly uses the word "rehabilitation". 
For instance, the preamble to SICA speaks of "timely detection" and "speedy determination 
... of the preventive, ameliorative, remedial and other measures which need to be taken". 
Yet, the definition eliminates "timely detection" which, in turn, reduces the prospect of 
devising "preventive, ameliorative, remedial and other measures". The numerous instances 
of failed rehabilitation schemes illustrate the fundamental contradiction between the SICA 
criterion and successful amelioration. 

and much more. The Act also overrides all other Acts barring the Foreign Exchange Regula 
tion Act (FERA) and 'the Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act (ULCRA). 4 On the other 
hand, its definition systematically identifies patients that are beyond cure. Thus, while 
the Act gives a variety of restructuring options, it simultaneously selects candidates on whom 
such powers can never be exercised profitably. 
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6 This obvious economic concept is well understood by the legal profession in other developed countries. For 
instance, decades earlier, the late Judge Frank of the United States Courts of Appeals for the Second Circuit 
had clearly stared that, "Value is the present worth of future anticipated earnings. It is not directly dependent 
on past earnings" - suggesting that for properly valuing a (sick) company, prospective earnings have to 
capitalized at a rate that reflects the opportunity cost: Edward I. Altman, Corporate Financial Distress, John 
Wiley, New York, 1983, pp.63-64. · 

3.2.4 Since SICA introduces a first-round hurdle by identifying companies at 
very late stages, it is vital to sanction the restructuring or winding up schemes as quickly 
as possible, and so reduce further losses and depreciation of productive assets. Has.BIFR 
measured up to this task? 

3.2.3 BIFR was established in 1987. Prior to SICA, the process of restructuring, 
rehabilitation or winding up was severely complicated due to divergent approaches followed 
by different institutions. This was compounded by the long procedural delays in courts, and 
the overlapping jurisdiction of a number of central arid state-level acts. A raison d'etre of 
SICA was to accelerate the process of restructuring via BIFR, and impart it with much needed 
coherence and consistency. BIFR was visualized as a fast facilitation agency, with a single 
point reference and rapid disposal. 

. ' 

3~2.2 Presently, BIFR is at a cross-road: between being an organization that facilitates 
innovative, fast-track restructuring, and one that gets overwhelmed by bureaucratic apathy, 
by mandatory references, and interminable procedural loops. Unless there is a radical 
departure from past practices, BIFR will rapidly lose credibility in the eyes of banks, financial 
institutions, labour, andthe firms they seek to rehabilitate. To prevent this, the Board must 
conscientiously grade its past performance, and devise alternatives that can make it an active 
agency for industrial change. This is all the more important with public sector industrial 
companies coming under the fold of SICA and BIFR. - · · 

3.2.1 There are several areas where BIFR's practices and procedures need 
revamping, so that the Board can speed up its decision making process and, so, play a 
vital role in industrial ai;id corporate restructuring. 

3 .2 BIFR: an overview 

market value) of the firm is less than its current financial obligations." H there are no 
barriers to asset reorganization, sale, or withdrawal from an industry, then finns can 
realize the market. value of their assets - which can often be substantially higher than 
the book value. Besides, the sale of unproductive or underutilized assets at their market price 
need not have anything to do with their historical or current use. For instance, all sick textile 
mills in Bombay are situated on prime properties land whose housing value far exceeds their 
use as cloth manufacturing units. It is quite possible that a market driven valuation of land 
and other assets can suffice to meet all the current claims on the "sick" firm. In other 
words, in the absence of restrictions on asset reorganization and sales, the firm is not truly 
sick. Unfortunately, SICA, with its emphasis on net worth and, hence, book value, precludes 
such aneconomically meaningful valuation. Thus, the SICA definition creates a situation 
where the "seemingly sick" firms exceed the quantum of truly sick ones. 
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8 Chapter 4 examines several such schemes, 

7 The proposed amendments to SICA (passed by Raj ya Sabha in August 1992) broadens OA to include state level 
institutions and professionals ("any other person as may be specified by general or special order as its agency 
by the Board"). 

3.2.8 Finally, if all proposals are rejected by one or more party, BIFR can recom 
mend winding up under section 20 of SICA. Here, BIFR can opt for one of two modes: 
forward its winding up opinion to the relevant.High Court (section 20(1) of SICA); or back 
it up with sale of assets, and remit the proceed, to the High Court for distribution (section 
20(4) of SICA). 

3.2.7 When there are no feasible 17(2) proposals, and when Bi°FR believes that it 
is "in public interest" to rehabilitate the company (this is always the case), the Board appoints 
an operating agency (OA) under section 17(3) of SICA. The operating agency is usually a 
financial institution (IDBI, ICICI, IFCI, or IRBI) or, occasionally, a scheduled bank.7 The 
OA is supposed to examine the turnaround possibility of the firm, and then submit a report 
to the BIFR (the OA report) which either formulates a rehabilitation proposal with all its 
conditions, projections, and attendant costs, or demonstrates unviability and recommends that 
the firm be wound up. When an OA approved rehabilitation scheme under section 17(3) is 
sanctioned by BIFR, it is called a section 18(4) scheme. 8 

3.2.6 For an officially sick company, BIFR examines the feasibility of turnaround. 
This can be done in two ways. The company may propose a rehabilitation proposal on its 
own, and convince BIFR that the scheme will tum its net worth positive within seven to ten 
years. If the proposal is accepted b_y all parties, then BIFR sanctions the scheme under section 
17(2) of SICA. Most 17(2) scheme:' concern companies that started the process of formulating 
a rehabilitation package with banks and financial institutions even before turning formally sick, 
In such cases, the companies and financial institutions use the powers of SICA to circumvent 
other legal barriers. Section 17(:'.) proposals have two characteristic features: these- are 
endogenously determined, and do not require fresh commitment of subsidized funds or large 
scale rescheduling of payments. . 

3.2.5 First, some facts about procedures and case data. From its incepdon until July 
1992, BIFR has received 1673 references, including 57 from central and state p.µ~lic sector 
industrial companies. Of these, 1221 were registered. Section 15(1) of SJCA makes it 
mandatory for a sick firm (satisfying the sickness criterion given in section 3(o) of SICA) 
to make a self-reference to BIFR. References can also be made independently by the central 
or state governments, banks and financial institutions, or the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 
under section 15(2). After registering a case, the Board conducts a prima facie enquiry. 
Typically, this culminates in a hearing which involves representatives of the company, trade 
unions, financial institutions and banks, and state and central governments. The parties are 
first heard to decide whether the firm is sick as per section 3_(o) of SICA. In the period from 
1987 to July 1992, approximately 27% of the cases were dismissed at this stage as "not 
maintainable". 
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b) 

3.3.3 The main reasons for such delays are: 
the quasi-judicial nature of BIFR proceedings, which depends on consensus 
at almost al! stages, and 
BIFR's clear preference for rehabilitation over winding up, unless repeat 
edly proven ·otherwise. 

a) 

Disposed 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 July Pending 
Registered 1992 

Year Number 
1987 266 2% 16% 41 % 64% I 78% 85% 15% 
1988 215 '4% 24% 57% 77% 82% 18% 

., 

1~89 .. 166 4% 26% ! 59% 67% 33% - J 

1990 127 6% 24% 36% 64% 
1991 ·137 I 1% 7% 93% : 
'1992 . 103 ,' 100% 

Table 3.2 : Annual disposal rate of cases within BIFR 

3.3.2 BIFR's low disposal rate also shows up in Table 3.2 below. The Board's 
,performance leaves much to be desired even if one adopted an excessively generous grace 
period of three years: 43 % of the maintainable cases registered in 1988 remained undecided 
in 1990; 41 % of the 1989 cases were pending in 1991; and 64% of the maintainable cases 

·of 1990 were in limbo as of July 1992. Such procrastination effectively reflects an ex post 
.. :(a~d possible ex ante) disregard towards the opportunity cost of time - a critical factor 

in restructuring seriously sick companies. 

3.3.1 The BIFR process is very time consuming. There are numerous opportunities 
for multiple loops in the procedures which results in the case 'shuttling several times between 

, BIFR and the OA at any given stage. This is in addition to the delay caused by the possi- . t-.,, 

bilities of appeal at every stage in the proceedings. Chart 3.A (next page) illustrates a delay 
profile of a random sample of 565 cases that were decided upon by BIFR. The mean delay 

·is 749 days; and for 19% of the cases, it took more than three years to arrive at a 
decision. These statistics underestimate the delays, for theydo not account for the "pending" 
cases - those that have remained undecided until date. · 

3.3 Pattern of decisions of BIFR 
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3.3. 7 The other reason for delays is BIFR's preference for exhausting all possibilities 
of rehabilitation. Table 3.3 shows that rehabilitation dominates winding up; and Table 3.4 
shows that the option to wind up is taken at very late stages. Of the 911 references registered 
until 1991, 132 cases were disposed under section 17(2), while OAs were appointed in another 
650 cases: thus, BIFR decided on examining rehabilitation proposals for almost 86% of 
the cases that were registered until 1991. The option to wind up an economically unviable 
company is taken at much later stages - typically as a last resort. In the first three years after 
registration, the emphasis is on rehabilitation. It is only when various proposals fail to get 
consensus, and firm's position degenerates even further, that BIFR looks at winding up as 
a possibility. 

3.3.6 As the deliberations meander on, the delays create their own complication. 
Soon, someone complains that the proposed scheme is out-dated, and BIFR asks the OA to 
prepare a fresh scheme, which goes through the same loops. Chart 3.B explains the system. 

3.3.5 AU the concerned agencies know how to use the veto power and delay the 
proceedings for their own advantage. When a financial institution is convinced that a 
company is beyond repair, it vetoes all other schemes until BIFR is driven to a winding up 
decision under section 20. Various political compulsions persuade state governments to ask 
for fresh hearings to introduce their proposals. Promoters veto original OA reports on the 
ground that they have better schemes; three months later they usually present something that 
is unviable and unacceptable to BIFR. Consultants prepare estimates of productivity and 
profitability that often exceed those of the best firms in the industry. Representatives of labour 
wish to introduce a scheme, generally involving heavy write-offs and workers' cooperatives. 
Throughout the process, the debates are carried out without sufficient analysis or understand 
ing of discounted cash flows, balance sheet projections, the market position of the firm, and 
the status of the industry. 

3.3.4 When a rehabilitation scheme is prepared under section 17(3) and eventually 
sanctioned under section 18(4), it implies that no alternative, endogenously formulated 
programme could pass muster under section 17(2). This being so, there is always at least one 
unwilling party in any 18(4) scheme. Since these schemes are imposed upon all claimants "in 
public interest", these are couched in the rhetoric of "sacrifices for the public good". The 
combination of "consensus" and "sacrlflce" is usually fatal for the company. Sacrifice 
brings with it all types of free-rider problems, as agents try to wriggle out of their 
commitments. Consensus gives any claimant the right of veto, and implies that the BIFR 
process can be only as fast as the slowest party. 
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Note: 1: Excludes cases dismissed as non-maintainable under section 17(1). 

I I I 
Rehabilita- Winding Number of 

Year 
17(2) I · 18(4) 

tion: 17(2) + up: Pending cases I 
18(4) 20(1) 

1987 12% 43% 55% 30% 15% 266 
1988 ·16% 36% 52% 30% 18% 215 
1989 25% 28% 53% 14% 33% 166 
1990 15% 15% 30% 6% 64% 127 
1991 4% 2% 6% 1% 93% 137 

I Total I 14% I 29% II 43% II 19% II 38% I 911 I 

Table 3.3: Disposal of BIFR cases as of July, 1992 

I Succeeds F I.I ,__________ a1 s 

Sanctioned 
I 

No consensus 
I 

New scheme 

Consensus 

Succeeds Fails 

Totally infeasible 

Rehab in public I 
interest: 18(4) Show cause for 

] winding up 

OA appointed Objection No 
ll .... ----~I Obj 

Draft scheme Overruled I 
BIFR hkarings L Winding up 

Infeasible 
17(3) 

Feasible to turnaround 
Section 17(2) 

CHART 3.8 
The BIFR process 

Determination of sickness 
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9 This is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

3.3.10 However, Just the reverse is· true. Bad accounting norms and poor 
provisioning among secured creditors induces banks and institutions to continue their 
exposure in sick firms, and support otherwise untenable rehabilitation projects. 9 Unsatis 
factory provisioning implies that many loans to sick units have not been sufficiently written 
down in the books of banks and institutions. Winding up immediately forces secured creditors 
to fully provide for such exposure, and write down the value to zero. Since this looks awful 
in the account books, most banks and institutions have been traditionally reluctant to push 
for winding up of unviable cases. Until tainted accounts are clearly identified and properly 

3.3.9 It has been argued by some BIFR members that they purposely stress upon 
rehabilitation because of two reasons. First, the preamble of SICA states the need to take 
"ameliorative" and "remedial" measures "in public interest" - which ought to be interpreted 
as rehabilitation. Second, they feel that there is need to counteract the eagerness of banks and 
institutions to get rid of bad cases, and opt for winding up. 

3.3.8 BIFR's distinct preference for rehabilitation over winding up stems from the 
belief that firms should be "saved" at all costs - all possibilities should be exhausted before 
judging a case to be a lost cause. If a .firm genuinely has the potential of being saved and 
revitalized, the discounted flow of future earnings should exceed the salvage price of its 
assets. If this is so, then one expects the promoter or any other entrepreneur to furnish a 
realistic reorganization plan, and convince the secured creditors of its bona tides. Such 
proposals are rare among the so-called rehabilitation schemes sanctioned under section 18(4) 
of SICA. . . .. . 

/..: 

Disposed 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 Pending 
Registered 

1987 311 39 
17(2) + 18(4) 6 31 40 40 21 8 
Winding up 0 8 24 22 15 10 

1988 298 40 
17(2) + 18(4) 4 43 48 19 5 
Winding up 4 10 23 23 5 
1989 202 SS 
17(2) + 18(4) 6 31 40 9 
Winding up 0 6 14 4 

1990 151 82 
17(2) + 18(4) 7 18 12 
Winding up 0 5 3 

1991 155 126 
17(2) + 18(4) 1 8 
Winding up 0 1 

Total 1117 342 
17(2) + 18(4) 6 35 89 126 99 42 
Winding up 0 12 34 50 57 23 

Table 3.4: Rehabilitation versus winding up in BIFR 

.. ····--·····-···---------- 
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io Of these, 27 were merger cases - which underscores the importance of mergers, and the need to remove 
barriers to merging of companies in the Income-Tax Act of 1961. 

3.3.14 Whatever data are available within. BIFR confirm the general view that Board 
has been unsuccessful in rehabilitating firms. Between 1987 and July 1992, 1010 cases were 
registered, allocated, and considered maintainable by BIFR. First, the clear cases. Of the 
1010 firms, only 49 - less than 5% - have officially turned around."? BIFR declared 
64 schemes to have clearly failed: these had to be re-opened. Of these, 19 had to be wound 
up - again emphasizing the fact that firms are often "rehabilitated" when these should have 
been wound up. For the rest, the picture is grim enough. In 1991, BIFR published follow-up 
data on 164 ofthe 203 rehabilitation schemes sanctioned in the year. Of these 164 companies, 

3.3.13 To conclude, even in a purely administrative context, BIFR definitely needs 
many changes in its style of functioning. Votaries of status quo might have had some basis 
if BIFR succeeded in either turning around many operationally viable companies, or swiftly 
liquidated and sold the assets of several unviable ones. Unfortunately, BIFR's success record 
is not very impressive. 

3.3.12 In theory, delays are supposed to be capped: SICA stipulates cut-off dates for 
all parties. A sick company has to make a BIFR reference within 60 days of finalization of 
audited accounts [section 15(1)}; the OA has to submit its first report by 60 days [section 
16(3)]; appeals to AAIFR must be made within 45 days of a BIFR order [section 25(1)]. 
However, there are no bounds on the time taken by BIFR and the Appellate Authority 
(AAIFR). Until quite recently, all appeals were pending for more than a year because the 
new AAIFR bench was not appointed! 

c) It has given tremendous opportunities to unscrupulous promoters and, occasional 
ly, state goverrunents to delay matters. 

b) It has prevented BIFR from credibly using the threat of winding up to force quick 
consensus: Winding up under section 20 of SICA is an area where BIFR and the 
Appellate Authority (AAIFR) does not require consensus. The most expeditious way 
of forcing parties to behave responsibly is to use a time-bound threat of winding 
up. This is particularly true if the threat is section 20(4): where BIFR can sell the 
assets of the company "in any such manner as it may deem fit", and forward the 
proceeds to the High Court for distribution. 

quences: 
a) It has lengthened the process: increased the number of rehabilitation proposals that 

are presented and contested by various parties. 

The Board's partiality towards rehabilitation has had three serious conse- 3.3.11 

provided for - a process that will take another three years if the Narasimham Commit 
tee Report is faithfully implemented - banks will continue to be biased towards servicing 
questionable industrial accounts (via rehabilitation), instead of writing them off as bad 
debts (through winding up). Given this inherent bias, the BIFR need not be an additional 
guardian of rehabilitation. 
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I 

Without this, there can be no real reform in corporate and industrial restructuring. Further, 
BIFR's approach must be anchore1d in the changed economic environment: to move away 
from the primacy of protection a\1d nurturing the sick, to commercial viability subject 
to some socio-economic constraints. 

I 
. I 

3.4.2 The problems of HIFR stem from a confusion about its role. Is it an 
arbitrating body that facilitates speedy reorganization? Or is it a body of experts in finance, 
industry, management, mergers, taxation, and corporate law trying to formulate schemes of 
industrial restructuring? As it stands! with the present composition of BIFR, it is very unlikely 

I 

The responsibility of industrihl and corporate reorganization must shift from 
secured creditors and the Statb - as it is presently the case - to the defaulting 

I 
debtor finns. 

3.4 Suggestions for chang, 

3.4.1 All suggestions made here are driven by a fundamental premise: 
I 

I 
Tue BIFR process is very tlmelconsumlng, The main reasons for delays are: 
a) the quasi-judicial natur~ of BIFR proceedings, which depends on consensus 

at ahnost all stages, and , 
I 

b) BIFR's clear preference for rehabilitation over winding-up, unless repeated- 
ly proven otherwise. I 

I 
The combination of "consensus" and "sacrifice" is usually fatal for a sick company. 

BIFR's partiality towards rehJbilitation has had three serious consequences: 
I a) It has lengthened the priocess. 

b) It has prevented BIFR from credibly using the threat of winding up under 
section 20(4) of SICA tJ force quick consensus 

c) It has given tremendotis opportunities to unscrupulous promoters and, 
occasionally, state govetnments to delay matters. 

62 continued making losses; for another 39 firms the schemes failed and had to be re-opened. 
Thus, 62% of the sanctioned schemes had failed one way or the other. This failure rate 
suggests the need for major changes in (i) the way BIFR appraises projects, and (ii) its 
administrative structure and manner ~f functioning. The former is analyzed in Chapter 4. The 
latter is discussed in the next section. 

I 
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12 As the financial sector reforms gel implemented - particulady transparency of accounts, new health codes, 
better recognition of tainted'accounts, and more adequate provisioning - the incentive for banks and institutions 
to formulate economically sound reorganization packages will be greater than ever before. 

11 Section 4(3) of SICA states that BIFR members should have "special knowledge" in, and "professional 
experience of not less than fifteen years in science, technology, economics, banking industry, law, labour 
matters, industrial finance, industrial management, industrial reconstruction, administration, investment, 
accountancy, (or] marketing". Most of the present members ofBIFR are retired or seconded officers from the 
Civil Services. · 

3 .4.4 Presently, the BIFR consists of a Chairman and six other members. With public 
sector firms having entered the fold of SICA, this is wholly inadequate. This short-staffing 
at the bench and secretariat level is yet another reason why (i) hearings get delayed and (ii) 
cases are often determined without sufficient analysis and sound briefing. 

Third, BIFR should end each hearing with the bench members giving a specific 
date for the next hearing, if it is necessary. Not giving specific dates after hearings, 
and relying on bench officers has played a role in increasing the time delays. 

Second, BIFR should dictate an abridged version of its decision in the presence of 
all parties before formally closing or adjourning a hearing. This synopsized version 
should highlight the basic decisions and indicate the date when the full text will be sent 
to all parties. · 

First, a BIFR hearing should be a forum for decision-making, not for seeking 
clarifications, explanations, or stating the Board's reservations about the prepara 
tion of a scheme. These can be settled well before a hearing. 

3.4.3 This leads to a number of suggestions that can be implemented in the very short 
run, and will expedite the purely administrative process within BIFR. These suggestions can 
be immediately implemented. 

The only operationally significant basis for BIFR should be that of being a fast 
track facilitator and, occasionally, an arbitrator. 

that the Board will be able to consistently perform the latter role. 11 There are practical limits 
to the ability to staff either the BIFR benches or the secretariat with top class financial and 
technical professionals, who can consistently give well reasoned, expert opinions. Even if such 
staffing were possible, BIFR would only duplicate the appraisal work that is done by the 
financial institutions - who at lea.st ought to have the monetary stake to avoid making 
incorrect decisions. 12 This leads to the first suggestion. 
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3.4.7 BIFR has observed th~t in the few instances it had ordered winding up under 
section 20(4) and had asked the OA to manage the sale, the proposals were turned down by 
the operating agencies. The financial institutions (as OAs) argue that they do not have the 
expertise to sell such companies. Hi its present state, BIFR should not take upon its 

I 

organization the task of selling companies: it neither has the expertise nor the manpower. 
Moreover, the sale department of mrR will run the risk of ending up like the offices of the 
Official Liquidators of High Courts :- riddled by delays, procedural wrangles, and charges 
of corruption. Thus, there is tremen~ous need for promoting and encouraging alternatives. 
The new Companies Bill (tabled irl May 1993) explicitly recognizes the need for such 
alternatives. Section 518(1 b) of th~ Bill allows for a panel of professional liquidators, 

I 
, 

I 
i 

It is absolutely essential that BIFR use the provisions of section 20(4) more fre- 
quently - not only to expedite the sale of economically unviable firms, but also 
as a threat to force the pace o'r decision-making and consensus among various 

• I parties. 

' I 

3.4. 6 BIFR should recognlze the power of winding up under section 20, especially - 
as an instrument for expediting th~ process of decision-making and arbitration. 

I 
I 

I 
Second, the BIFR must empane~ a large number of experts on finance, taxation, 
corporate law and industrial management, and seek their opinion on various 
matters concerning corporate reorganlzatlon. Outside expertise can only enhance - 
certainly never diminish - the sdture of BIFR. 

I 

I 
I 

First, there has to be a systematic upgrading of human resource and skills within 
I 

the BIFR secretariat with experts being frequently brought in to conduct highly 
focused workshops and seminars on appraisal, on discounting, on cash flow 
analysis, and on industrial and corporate law. 

I 
' I 

3.4.5 It is unlikely that the government will meet much success in staffing the BIFR 
secretariat with acknowledged expe~s in finance, taxation, industrial management, and 
corporate and commercial law. Therefore, it is necessary to simultaneously implement two 
remedial measures. 

The government must fill the ekisting vacancies in BIFR at the bench level by 
appointing eight members who ate experts in finance, taxation, and corporate law. ' . 
It is quite likely that recognized experts in the field will not wish to serve for longer 

I 

than two years. Nevertheless, it isl far better for the future of industrial reorganization 
to employ experts for two years than to get generalists who are willing to serve for five. 

I 
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I 

3.4.12 In this chapter, it has been clearly demonstrated that the existing and proposed 
I 

definitions of sickness are wholly inadequate in recognizing firms at early stages of their 
malaise. There is an urgent need f o~ a criterion that allows for early detection. However, 
the problem with early detection is that it will immediately result in more cases, even when 
references are voluntary. Given the present procedures of BIFR, the Board will get· over-' 
whelmed by this growth in references', and rapidly degenerate to the levels of Courts. Hence,_ 
a definition that detects incipient sickness can work only if the scope of BIFR and SICA 
is fundamentally, restricted to what jmatters the most - single-point facilitation and fast 
arbitration. I : 

I ' 3.4.13 Once this is accepted + as indeed it should - it automatically follows that one 
will need a radically different SICA :to aid fundamentally different ways of reorganization. 
What is urgently needed is an o~erhauled SICA that combines five features _in an 
integrated and consistent manner. I 

a) The onus of reorganization Just shift from the state, BIFR, and secured creditors 
· to the defaulting debtor. 1 

I . 
First, voluntary reference does not prevent others from 'referring the case to BIFR. 
Section 15(2) of SICA allows the cen1tral and state governments, Reserve Bank of India, and 
the secured creditors of a company fo make a reference to BIFR. Second, all other things 
being the same, making the compan1y's own reference voluntary will reduce the number 
of cases that get registered with ~IFR and, hence, lessen the administrative burden. 
Third, arid' more. significant, it will give freedom to the firm and the secured creditors 
to work out a reorganization packa1ge outside of BIFR if they so choose - and freedom 
to choose is a cornerstone of basic jeconomic reform. - 

A sick company's· own refer~nck to BI.FR should be voluntary, not mandatory. 
I - .. . 

Section 15(1) of SICA states that when a company becomes sick, it "shall" make 
a reference to the Board. This tbs to be changed to 11may11• · : 

I 
I 

i 
! 
I 

that SICA is meant to promptly decide, through a single facilitating agency, the case for 
reorganizing ailing companies eith~r through feasible reconditioning of its' assets and 

I 
liabilities, or through rapid windi~g up and quick sale and distribution of its assets. 
Changing the preamble is not a semantic issue in India. Unlike many other countries, the 
judiciary in India places much importance on preambles. It is necessary that the draft be 
immunized from frequent economic' ~isinterpretation. In an increasingly complex industrial 
and trading world, one cannot afford to be loose with words; and so create scope for ultimate- ' . . ly detrimental interpretation. I 

I 
3.4.11 There is absolutely no valid reason why it should be mandatory for a sick 
industrial company to make a self-rjeference to BIFR. The only thing this does is increase 
the scope of government intervention in corporate activity. 

I 
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13 There is a minor risk. If a firm knows that it can get a second chance, it can ensure failure in the first stage 
to gain the extra time of sixty days. However, this downside is trivial compared to the fact that it now takes 
an average of 749 days to arrive at a BlFR decision (excluding the time taken for appeals at the AAIFR). 

3.4.18 There is constitutional barrier which ensures that SICA (a centrally legislated 
Act) cannot override the Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act (ULCRA). ULCRA is 
legislated under Article 252 of the Constitution under the consent and request of two or more 
state governments, and cannot be overridden by any centrally legislated Act. However, there 
is no legal or constitutional reason why SICA cannot override FERA - another centrally 
legislated act. The only reason why FERA dominates SI~A is the archaic fear of foreigners 
taking over our national industries - which has played no mean a role in stymieing the 
industrial and technological growth of the country. In the present environment of economic 
reform and liberalized industrial activity, there is no economic rationale for this kind of 
xenophobia. 

3.4.17 To create further scope for debate, the Committee has prepared a draft bill that 
seeks to amend SICA along these lines. This is given in the Appendix that follows the chapter. 

3.4.16 The proposal outlined in page 30 only looks radical, and that too in comparison 
with the present law and its procedures. In fact, the suggestion is hardly "radical", merely 
"rational 11• This is the way in which restructuring is done in most industrial countries. It is 
incentive compatible. It substitutes an exogenously determined, often unpalatable package for 
an endogenously determined one. It limits the scope of BIFR and, thus, increases its efficacy. 
And, it being endogenous, it promotes creative restructuring, mergers, and acquisitions, 
instead of thrusting packages that are justified by the notion of (non-implementable) sacrifices. 
Without this enactment, the changes will be cosmetic. 

3.4.15 Because the new definition identifies ailing companies at their very incipient 
stages, the probability of an endogenously prepared scheme failing to get consent and being 
sent for winding up is far lower than if the company came for a panacea when its net worth 
turned negative.13 . 

3.4.14 These principles can be integrated in a consistent way only the new SICA 
follows the outline and principles given in page 30 below, · 

b) It should be possible for the secured creditors to detect incipient sickness and 
facilitate the debtor firms to take corrective measures well before the net worth 
of these firms turn negative. . 

c) BIFR should be geared towards facilitation and quick arbitration. 
d) · References should be voluntary, giving the firm and its claimants the freedom to 

choose without third-party intervention. 
e) The basis for industrial reorganization should be economic viability, subject to 

social constraints, and not the other way around. 
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f!(~}~f~~ ~~~sn1~~~~~.·~~~b[~;~~i;~~,~~:.1,l~.~,g·~J~~(.~~1~_h;~rm1r?r1}.~gd~sgci~:~~~~ri '.)iiT. _ . . 2\1.,~ ::: 
. . . r 1· •• ··' .1 '">-i,··I'·~· ,,...... •• _,, .,~, . ~-~· !,~~-~ tn·-:·.'.(::)111 tc1('·1. (i-~ "j} ,,: a)<)''.f . Wfreica coffipany ri.S'~iniis?sitKJ;ih~'sec.!"ure'd' cr~dit'o'f _wolliil •hiy( th~. opt1on:;·_ . ,; 
. -wY ~ . Ti.. - .......... ••0,-1• C."'i( rl')*··!·r1 rrr 1.•~u· r...f-rj 'I r[1I t r , f)0!·J· f: 

zi !l .2:1rroflmoviiig,.'nigh~Coiirl'S Q'f'!Recov'~r);Trilfuil'als t(f're'covef tli'e s'ecii"rea assets - · . - 
· . - . f1 tli ·.'. ·. r - -- .,, · .... ,frt-, =x- '): .. n_dr;t"-'\b·d ;:: ···'t'~ 't' 'i!.;'···r.·11; rt'l JJ iJ 1;> rJ;; t-' .i L ~i 'b(.l i.lSUU,': 1·; :Jt'il.H':i: '.} 1 <Oi J':j."~~i":O 1 e•compahY·•'.1 wou u? ·~OW"' e up '!'' u~- .1,nn o see1'_ .~1!1~< 9µ(!~.P.!~O.!,~-:.,,. _ -~- t··· ·f><o· - - rth ~'BIFR' ., .. q'.r1tl to "qO:;i-' ·1;!i zrnru: ll "JflG b5u: ... i),.-i1_, 'fL::L·.,~,-~liv•)ti-- !!i ·\{:~~..s.:;r~ i:'• rone :, .' "(.Jl,' e-i.. . ~b ; • .\.1 -: . .J ....... ·-:. • ·...... • • .. ~··· -· ..... , ... , ... : . , .. :"'-r·"'"···=·. f\t 11 

·Jnrq11.nrrr·-1') :-r~r: _.~~f')tf1:3Ui ~ani111J~.i!.Jh.ic~~;-1 31/UE-:YIJ .-L;!Ol(h)1q Jr_ ~i:'..i}'.J;=:-'~~}.1b•t-.J 2S~1~ .~Ci .d ~"'-·:' ~ · 
t~"'"'~· ~ .__._ .,,_.:-.1 _ !..~~...., ...... .::.-:: • ), • J -~- .. .: • .:J·., .: ....... ,J ,.~cci-~·\i'{ ·c 1;·:;:1i·· .i • 1 ... ~ h!:''r·-~ -~? 

b) -,. "I'"··•:t''" ---""·~·· r·· r1 ,,, t')'1.B'IF~gt :1·i:.t'.c;.B11,. d7Jr, .. r.i,.l1.~;:,,_ .. t .. ,_.·.,'l·~1r· .. J •..• '.11 .•. ''.~·~:.-.J, . .? 1::"I ,,; 1\'"'rn1company-re ers·' o · ·· ; · ue· o.ar wou a ms rue - ne .ma.nage:-·11 ~- 
. ment/pl'omoter to prepare! -a·1reorgarifi~titJ1n~piart~ithln19(fra~~~~;thhi'· ca.Yi''·} l· 

satisfy the secured cr~dito~:(s). ' ' - •, ...... - n !• •.• ~· '°'~'' .-{' '~ r t r 
"·.--. ·' ;·; ... ~ ·' .. .,r ;:- l\..-,..,~ .. tT'·,·,.-1 .-;~1; "4!".'·i1~:nri1(t) ":t..rf~ ~J[L!3G J"·-• ';Jt.,'.\:~ ~.::;f.._iJU1 ~1.£:;,,.,'-J' ·.,,; l \· - .. ~ 1~-1~: ~~~'"~' -.- , 1;. ,, ,.,~_i ~-.J _. __ •... f!'" ! ._. ~ - ~ 

.:~c)~!1;1i·J ~IfJcreaH'ors'i~preseMiri'g tfo!ebLf8iirtHs~b'f'th~~~~J}ga1J~'b't'\fef~r~~a~Ufi~~·15r{: 1'; 

the plan, it would become I a san~tioned s~tieme. ~[;the !?~FR~ ,I.(,not, th~.Il t E' 
b~1GL::i :~~thel ·Boar.di::iv&u1Ci~giv~ t~eufitrip-~_W(1~s.!'-~it~e1#!PY~~.'1~;f'&5~r~.~µ~f~ai~ei:,~,~~i/e~,.:'- t 
,·,i J...:,u~:pJarl!wffhin' 'anotHer, 60 rd.dys In13corulu1t).Ho'r}:-~vi~h'-Jtlfe }~~~u'i'-~.~ J he'di(q~, _; _ :·: 

- ,, i_- -· .. ·t"-[: ··a]" b'or·•:'' \ l'~,J:) "(Ll'h,plp i~;/t!j'~(I?fl('~) :HP tc ~c ..... ':":·r)l1Lt·~~ c!:Jd!LJ L' ;jj-d~:l,! .)i, ·y10L; 1c •governmen ) an a ur. - ' _,,c .. , ···- · · · •· ·. .. . , : 
' . - . ~,· /· . ,, -- ... .-i-': ~..,(. 11" ,· ~~ \''·=n ...... .._.•rt""' :---~1,.:..t~~1p·r.c.!~_,.i-.:-! "~~ ..-.~ r ~ · ., ·- l l '""' \ h j · • 4 

r-i l r./ j ,.- \ I • i ..... ] ~ ·-"'!. ""~ V • ! · I • · J : ., U D · l • 1 ·-,; I) .~'.) J v·, ~ 1 J;) L ~ .n . ..__ J ! -" · ~ • '~ • ._.J 0 "- •. h .. !J'lt°"t.:~ .. ~~·i=,,;-~~J~ .... J. .• .J"L } .. )~.J.--<•.•.:.'~,.,.! \ ,,.J <•~,,: .,~_1·,_·· _. 0 . ._,, - ; r .-~· < • ,' 

1 'db i :,i:-·~1r thei se'Cond--JSlan '\v~r·e'1n6tJ'ilccept~'ci;i>~ ·e~e&m.w-s·~11eip:i-~'~Htik~i:iti6~1'iii~h0~· ;:.~ 

._:i~rr ~:::_.'t•. t hree-fou·r.thsJof :tfie-secui~etd"·ffefit t£lieir BIFR:::~6rifa 1iUt6h1?itieJn?f~g3ffi~~?-' -; '. 
·_1,-;· :·_;;::simen·u1the1con1pany7tcfth~'Redfrver~ Triti'lin~Is t1rYii~it#aiP?i'~i'Jt~'.6'~ih'~t.~tlr'.~: ~'. 
1• i ,. 1-: :1u:' ecorioinica11y.rviatil~foHo':iJ~'\~o~Hffif P- u'~aei_,~h1~i'~ ~~f~$'e#i1)·;~~:ttWif 7,9(~f"~: :.'..: 

\D b'.1!;~ :f'SlQA~~rr ... 1'J1~r·t -,,·.·110·-~~1·-~1 k)n ~r c;--;~,ri! ~·ir\1n ,,1 !.nf1f(:!JJ,,1 u .. !:' ~.H,_J\Jc~. J, .... ~ ,~~,._. .J·4 ·o ' '·. _,,,,l ·• ,j,, · ·'''' " , I ·' ·-· - -... - - . - . _;_;i:_~o~iqo:' :Y 

There should be a deeming bro vision in the amended SICA which states that - . 
once the 150 (90 + 60) dhys deadline passes without any scheme being 
sanctioned, then it would be deemed to be "non-restructurable" or "non- 

1 

viable". If the former, it ~hould go to recovery courts for attachment of 
security; if the latter, it should be wound up under what is presently section 
20(4) of SICA. I -- - --- ---- -· .. ·-···· ----·--- ~ 

_,, ... .>. • . ,, ,,,. .•. ,, .,.,J f,,,,,,_J:J f. ;,., .:;:1" t;·:(:< :·~/·111,; ~n;·;:; 'jj _;);::--. i•Y1!:if ,; <"i ~~·Hfl '-', 

- ~ · ) '' - ~ i ; ..... 1tt(' , ,f! ·. ·.t-··1,r;fi -~·~·_::u {i . .::i::. to ·.•H!Lt •.~:.1/~ ~Ht! n.a~:J, tJ! -:.n~!: ,J.!"'r i~ i•-;;.~_J);i ~:r!l o' D:;r::1~~.!\L ·~~,\~ .. ~ .:..i .. .-)~·(~.-{ • .;.-1• · 

. -· ' ·~ 11~ ., I .. l" ~.·.'-~-i'].:H.:~·11tl;:.1~:-·(1~t.,(1fr\ .. ~1:;b~_,,~"'!~'l::Zil!~" {;r-1~_:\/.., ·;dj h~ ~IH---\:J1"~~ -:(Jt n·.i).,,.j :..r- !,. :J "gc~i.;_i,._·Tc·."J~ 111 J/.: . . 



• put a 150-day cap on BIFR decision making, barring which the deeming provision 
comes into play, 

3.4.21 Therefore, it is suggested that, in the short run, the government should utilize 
BIFR and SICA more creatively. SICA is a very powerful facilitating act, and the govern 
ment must use its overriding provisions to expedite restructuring. For the immediate future, 
this can be done by implementing some of the suggestions outlined earlier: 

3.4.20 Finally, a few paragraphs of warning. Disenchanted by the past performance 
of BIFR, many have argued that the Board be de facto re-oriented towards being a fast 
winding up court or tribunal. In the present framework, this looks like an attractive short term 
panacea to industrial sickness. It is not. First, there are many firms which can be reorganized 
without resorting to winding up. These companies should gain the benefits of rapid restructur 
ing that SICA confers. Second, given its present organizational structure, one cannot profit 
ably align BIFR towards winding up under section 20(4) of SICA. The only winding up that 
is expeditious is under section 20(4). Yet, BIFR does not have the expertise, the personnel, 
the organizational incentives, and the orientation to behave commercially - quickly sell the 
assets of an economically unviable firm under section 20(4). 

There should be five Recovery Tribunals only for recovering corporate debts to 
secured creditors. These tribunals must be self-financing: salaries and expenses 
paid by the banks and financial institutions. The presiding officers should have 
experience in commercial litigation. The tribunal should only coyer cases exceeding 
Rs.SO Iakhs, There should be a "complete code for recovery!', Le, consistent and 
closed, which can then maintain an independent jurisdiction of these tribunals, and 
so circumvent the problems of overlapping jurisdiction. 

3.4.19 Penultimately, there is an urgent need for creating fast-track recovery 
tribunals, without which one cannot shift the onus of restructuring on to the defaulting 
debtors. In this, there is great merit in adopting the recommendations made by the Reserve 
Bank of India's Committee on Legal Aspects Relating to the Operations of Banking and 
Financial System (1992). 

There is a strong case for having SICA overriae·iFER~?'.iG~ttiiig ·stt~r-outside 
)·rnFEJ~(wiWirrcoWrii~'eif&t;eig'fi)fove5t oi''5tf cftnReo·ver. pofehtiailf vifiliI({~icktcoiripanies :, 

~ '.)'J~a·n~dt•if;no'th In g:else J.r.a-~::till.~-irhar.ket~p rice. afi a inia: vah1esr &r1tnesi·otfi~~wiS~ 'poorly t, 

utilized industrial assets. This may s·0·011H1i<ker~-,raaiehl~~1(ggestlt>ri':SHowevet;tit will 
attract foreign capital and equity - investing in existing plant is cheaper than sinking 

g ii<fqhds 1in :av~ree-riffol~tMociaHoni If it,is1genei-a:i1:y>aireeJd :thaf'g~etfing'Ior1eign exchange f 
. ( 1. jand1fci:rei·g·rf!eq1Htyii's·:iil:'Xifdia;st·natfoii~Winterest;'then1·g~fti.Iig 'such' funas:'fot ~eviilif:.\ z 

·1( bfiie.~nitlletto'mormulra "cbilr pa'iiie.S;:lhusfi 1l1<eWi~m<beifo'.::th~!~natioh·a1':iiit~re5t~Ctrr: 2 i n1. 
L: 1J21ib.ni g·ir!')-'0:1g ·bits ,·:5\1i1·i·j·f...qrrJ)~1 .t:1frfEii1 \(fir:.:J(rnt;ho:~~l fl£ gtl((fOf.~v~U 01 Jn:~i.frtilrHnuJ:~ 'jLJ(~ 

~-~.:Hnt.J ... J V.l G !.~.:)'( ~~:i.l.\J llt .i"L!i .. /'jt: 
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I 
I. 

I 

I 
• fill the benches with energetic, reform-oriented professionals who believe in the 

need for rapid restructuring!, 
• instruct BIFR to use (or threaten to use) the 20(4) provisions more often, and 
• ask BIFR to immediately enlik the services of professional valuers and auctioneers 

on commercially attractive ~ommissions. · 

3.4.22 . However, even in the l1ight~y longer term, there is no alternative to redrafting 
SICA to incorporate the principles an~ provisions stated in paragraphs 3.4.9 through 3.4.15. 
This move will send signals to the world of our determination to restructure firms, and of 
our commitment to developing an economically viable, competitive, and growing industrial 
sector in the years to come. 
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1 The year 1993 is notional. It is hoped that the bill can be introduced this year and, hence, 1993. 

(a) · "Appellate Authority" means the Appellate Authority for Industrial and 
Financial Reconstruction constituted under Section 5; 

3 Deflnitlons 
(1) In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, 

2 Declaration 
It is hereby declared that this Act is for giving effect to the policy of the State 
towards securing the principles specified in clauses (b) and (c) of Article 39 of 
the Constitution. 

(4) It shall-apply to all the scheduled industries. 

(3) It shall come into force on such date as the Central Government may, by notifica 
tion in the official Gazette, appoint and different dates may be appointed for 
different provisions of this Act and any reference in any provision of this Act to 
the commencement of this Act shall be construed as a preference to the com 
mencement of that provision. 

":~ (2) It extends to the whole of India. 
;,,/ 

1 Short title, extent, commencement and application 
. (1) This Act may be called the Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) 

Amendment Act, 1993. 

CHAPI'ER I 
Preliminary 

An Act to make special provisions with a view to securing the timely detection 
of sick and potentially sick companies owning industrial undertakings, the prompt 
determination, by a Board of experts; of restructuring such ailing companies 
either through economically viable reconditioning of assets and Udbilities, or 
through winding up and quick sale of assets, and other measures which need to 
be taken with respect to such companies, and the expeditious enforcement of the 

. measures so determined, and for matters connected therewith or incidental there- 
to. 

PREAMBLE 

Appendix to Chapter· 3 
The Proposed Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) 

_ . . Amendment Act, 19931 



(g) "industrial undertaldng.!emeansiany undertaking pertaining to a scheduled 
industry carried o~ iriCbne1'or\m8re factories by any company but does not 
include (i) an ancillary industrial undertaking as defined in clause (aa) of 
Section 3 of -'thd.rrtaustticls1 r0)evel01)ffientjfu'i.'d Regulationji ~ct,i r}951 (65 

( c.rH)~;:r;.:;;:{ ~1,:r0S{r;~Of ~l-95'1~_;-.'arid (iij1ks"iriai1 ~sahle :ifiodstH~: ~h<le~ng:'as<t(r~fined'. in clause 
(j) of the aforesaid: Section 3; ,f~".l ._J::;~'\ J1r1rri11n~'imf.. 

(h) "Member" means l Mem bet> 'Or• tile, BOara, 00t, 'M 'tn01 Cilsl! ma'.§ -be, the 
Appellate Authorify and includes the Chairman thereof; , ~, 

.... , , . ~- ., . - "", f., .. , "'''l•i~" zs eisb ncnz r•~ ;""'" "('J•,,,..,,.,, .. , cl<''''' .,.r l' l -f;:)nuoi: '{..J ,'(Bff: i;!::ilflITl~·/Ou ,;,1,;'"':~'l--iu t,,,,, ": ''"' .... '") J: . .'·.J~ ·J. ~.'.~ ··'''_'v~- ~':"'''.'· ··: ,,_, 

·1(1 ( b.<J, 1:! oqG/(i)10 \ .'! fibtifi'clltion!'i =m1eanS!"a~nbtification1p'~"tilis~filf1ift'1tie1 offici.µ1Gazette; 
i'"·.~ ·~".'~ o ~rrt~ 1f1 .-.ni:.~i\l\\·:;-r vnB '1-f .:;~"r:;.:J''FJ·1~er1 vus hf"lr~ 3~ll-\ ~n:.J JO 2~·J-._:~~:vc!1!:;r ;;1-.~J"):~y:uD \)_,. ~,~...: . ..._ ~ .. - ~.. . ·-~ - .. I .. ~ 
-mo:i :-.iri1 01 '(j}1::n~}1''6perating'>1igencyf <ifiean~~an§\ p)J~·1ib) fih~~Hff illstit~ti~h, State level 

institution, scheduled bank or anY2offfer person 1as1%ay1'tie specified by 
general or special 9rde~ a~ its agency by the Board; , , . , 

~2 .. ]!I)2£Jb!1r tYJJL'i)"9d::;2 ~.1Fll ilE ot \J.1~r .. f{S .UI?nz ;~ (~) 

(k) "prescribed II mean~ prescribed by rules made under this .~ct; , "Y ; , I q·q' ,.~-,., "' .·.-~I J 

,··:r:12 3:;., to ojioq '!~uolicc·firiancia{fostlt~tid~·:'. fu€fans:1a.nry··t .. or~ili~' fofi~~i~~··~~~~~ution~, 
-,,~ '·h ::1~. 1-1.J'. ,,., "·1,n~fuely:· (iPtlie" ln~us't~aficreliff·an& Inve~tiiforifCdrpora'tion of India 

Limited, a company formed and registered un1~1er'th{'c8nip1iliies Act, 1913 
(7 of 1913); (ii) the Industrial Finance Corporation of India established 

1 -:1v<{. :'! 1'r v ... ., i~:' -1 .,~ under Section _3 o~I the Industrial Finance Co!J?Oratior~~A-·ct:'' 1918: (15 of 
194 8); (iii)" ille'· IriH usfffar De\.~fbpitient: 1B£?iiP"of' India~ I ~~illblisllbi under 
Section 3 of ~~e In1dus~rial Dev~lopmen.t_ !3'm.~1of ~qd.ia Ac~~ 1964 (18 of 

b~Hi Lsi15~~!!I-H;1 1c1 1~"64);_L~i\fih~:Indfismil 2Rec6hstf.u'dfi~nLB;fuk'.ofilndia established under 
s&{i8it:r1·of'llie'td(!~!stri1ai 'Recorirrmciil)h':BanI[dfirtdia Act, 1984 (62 of 

I 
I _: ·-·- - ···-· -··---·- ~- '-·--- .. ····- - 1 These sections of The Companies Act will have to be altered .when the, new Companies Bill of 1Q93"fgets 

I . fC •! ....... ,,-1, -,~ ~'l:i;. ·,· ~·,•,/ 11rrl1 t'·'····[1i}·r~1J!J! 1]~·! [::·~·; jj~tJ ~n:·~ Jl.:.d' Li-!':/iGf< ..::: Ji .n:P,_.,ii;.:i 1·~ !, .·l,, ~:·~·, ,.1:, _ eg1slated as an' Act: - · · -·~' -~- ·, ··· - - · ... · · ' · 

I J'4 
I 
I 

(b) "Board" '"1e2.!1~· tnl!:l3q·a:r9 f qrs Ind u.srn~1l ~q- Financial Reconstruction es tab- 
• ,._, .... O ,> ..._"#. ~- ~ ji•J' ~ ~. '-..~· t., ~· ~ .• ;~ ,:_!,.,.} _,.:<. •• -e- ..... 1L '"""J . .-.. ..'!. 

,. ' ' ;r lished under Section 4; , ., .. . ' J ~.- ' 'I'. ' . e;: . ,.yn 
: __ ?:lL:·rn!'H[n~\ lf:;i'.J~J<I~"~) i.".'"JH:~r~HH;.._; ~B~~U?iJO!"E }l'.}i(J ,,j~1i~:oqc·~(':'!t :h,;. J) 

(c) 11Chairman;•fm&hs,th'e,ehaif.maniof,llie:-B6ard or, as the case may be, the 
Appellate Authority; 

I 

(d) "company" means! aiceimp'ahy :a~ defined in Section 3 of the Companies 
Act, 1956 (1 of 1956), and includes Government companies as defined in 

\i.c·.·: 1:r_,i_'.}l1 \\:,•Section ~~17<'of. ,th~t ·Aot;1:.J ~,~\~,.r ·:~'.()\/r·!1.i'·'\ 'm>~-···\•, ·dJ~\~~ \.)l -;) "· ~, .,., 
';•.;_:·,•.<\" ~\ •.,;1l.1, .: -~,,\·1.:.1;'\-·:1\~1\>l i.. ·:1Yu-:;\,(\ \ ·c, 1··.iw;; ~ ·ci ;_i\·,:,0~1·:w,; }; \[. '!_\\·2 i 1.\;,~ '.u~\ \)\'.£'> -.: :-:.·~·(\~: 
/,3Hff!'=1.;(e):;, //industrial c.o'mpariy.t1:.mea,ns.a~C011lpany which OWrtS one-'()t;?tote1i~dustrial 
'"V) • i. ~ ~- t:.~.1:\u\~uhdertakingS;-:;~ ·;~~~J .. ~tGi ~,1\ .. rJ""' :.·:f) ".:..\~C\c\\· ~(\ ~ ;.r:-.'~\.-'.\.·~~\:s'Y> ~11 ~. ~~\J"\~\·. ·\~r\1: c; 

I. • t ·- • ~ • ' • ·~ ,~: \.Y~~!'l 1\'),1\w ?':•\\:t.:..!·~;',1 "'''·.r\11.i 'T'.n ."l°l.'_\.U.f) \,'I '.ii',;,\'. -},'.ili<i:- \'>;\:·-. <i_,\ ;i,;'.l\!>WN t'\~~}i()1:;~ 

'}~\1 -\· ~ ·:(f)i:~'.::l'~any.:other.eompany.'~ 'means arcompany:defined·'Under.'S.ection·~3(a)\ above, 
- ·,\ ·~. ~\1 --~::. w. -:i.:i·~but ·not~an<.'~ industrial 1company~, -U-nde1hsecti.on: 3\e )l'~bove-:. 'Of.!Sectioo 3 (g) 

below; 1,'-1 
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• • -- .... .e '17.,.. r ~- 

. (:8t;f(3)l\:)Abyic,referehce~lh'~t}iis-:Act '{8-any'lotherieO~Clm~nt';Of- ~y:;p~~~fsibh'il{~}1~r, shall, 
in relation to an area in which such enactment or such provision is not in force, 

(q) "State level institution" means any of the follow.i.11:g_it)~titu_ti_ogs"'namely: 
. t8i? r . A'.:J(i) stateiFfoanciaJ.t;o·rporiiitoh'fl~·itioii§ll.&fWncier! Setti8i1 3'·6~;s'&tion 3-J\ 

and institutions notified under Section 46 of the State Financial Corpora 
tions Aci·;;L95lt'(63 ;df-:{g$1') ;~ (ii)~sfa'.f~ iKCitlsiHru't'I~~Bi6~lrib1rtt .,6Bfpbrati6ris 
registered under the Companies Act, 1.956 (1 .of..1956);_ (iii) such other 

·11i-:0d11~ .A 31~1;5qq1in·sritutio'r1s1ob1eiilg toriipaliigs· ~an'diifl6FB~lfig· ipuffri82firici1i'c1cil in~tiiutions, 
.. engaged in the development36r finhlH:1Hgi"dnnaiisttiai m1ci~'Wakings, as the 

Central Government may, by notification.specify: P,rovid~1.tbat no institu 
!2i::.;~c·:: ltsdt: M::;1:)Bti"on·;sH·au5be0so1sp&lfi&i tiHl~ss1Hones~ ~hhrl.rt'f:ftY,-~h~~ii)~k~~ht of-the paid 
L t!-:c-H ~d ~ ebi v~.Y:q l;ip1stiate':capithl·tneroo(ls·:·fi~id l)f~y_1S~t€·!dl)~1drt{fu:ent'bt {Governments 
::~: "'.2'.T! 2:" ~':<1i··,fcoti1)y;rufy:idstittltfori;oflinstit'~tf6ris1m~hti#n8ifii{~ti6\di.~~-~~~~(iJ and (ii) or 
~Hi.t bw;; brnnH ~:;:{; partly:by"ohe ofrrfore;pub'lic'financtal1tn~tfh}tibrfdr 'fp~,ffr(ifi()ns mentioned 

• • > j.., .J ..... e . l, ,,,._ .-:. J, ·.: ,_~ . ...., r !-• 
in sub-clauses (i) and (ii) and partly by one··c.ir'nfore State'Governments. 

ed usr{2)nicWoids. ~a:n<liexpressions' ~u~ed' a~dYib\1 aetine'.ds~rf-thrs ~H11S1fa11l ti1iVe7~he Jifcimings, 
:;iiX Li Wd ,'[lifJa.ny,rrespecti\iely\'.a~sign&Pib lfierfFil\C'.f~~tc8i)lp!a~l'¬ !!'P~t;-:)Y956' (1of1956). • 
\r:s1Ll ibidw· r!Wordsiand:- expres·sfons-'used1bur'ii'Bt d~ftnea~.~Hiigplfri thi~ ~cWW~Tb the Cornpa 
·(r>m 5?.:S'.J ·;:rl:nies Act~)lt,95o:(ti ! df! 1956J,i':stla11~~1ave~ tfie~eanfogs;·'if.1~hy ;: fesf.WcU\rel y assigned 

\r'-r~~,,., .. , .. !_ ,·,1·"1!-1..•_,...-~ fM .c...~,"'I sit 
to them in the Industries (Developmentanct·-Reg'ulation)'-Att, "1951''(65of1951). 

r T ' r ,.,. ~ ., ' •. - • ' .• !"~ 1-1-.·- .. , ,..~!'··~ 'f { ...... ~ ..... ~ .. ~,.,:--~~\.~·\ u~·o:.1Y...:,.><i'~·g.~) ~:' 
, A~;!·:~. ?i' ~:;rr!(P). :::.~ji';siG:k 11rausfrirutcdiiipanY.'':iffieaiw·ari mdu~tria'.l''cohip'arty (Deing:~~~~mpany 

registered for not less than five years) which has either (i)'tliled in its 
obligations to pay interest on term loan taken from P.Ublic financial.institu 

::ffl£1·:~ .:Jg;-IBr[:i r.L: .:tfotrs'i for!.3;p¬ rioo le'xHeearn'~ f'SO ·tiays'i>~HtitPm~hliy ;.~N11c~~:.ir.w; or (ll) 
whose overdraft or cash credit account(s) have beer('dut"6f order for a 
period exceeding 180 days in any financial year. . . . . ,, 

• ...J \.)( • •• - ~ - • I ~~.:~ •'t (~/ '<(••" "J:,, .•.-'t'1)IT:-'"",·." ;~) i . ?~3(2f _/:.)JT.?._ 2.i:. S!f.u3(: .. :Jg,i!Bit'. 0:..-1 .~:::::fl!Ll':f:J~~O 1!.~ "H!~,,..;;H.)\ ~~ li ~ ""' t~-1.•J :~,._, \"•!~· ~ 

(m) "Reserve Bank" means the Reserve Bank of India constituted.under.Section 
3 of the:R.6se·r¥·d;Bafil('rcifi'ndia'A8t~ (fg3~f'(fbf 193'4y;nul<_\!(\GJ;·.:t :.. 

. ~en):' 1 .11scnectmearoaiik~1~1weil\s'1£'IbaJ1f'fciltth~ fiffi~:serfn~ ·rnc1Yicieid11fi:im~ ~seco~~ 
Schedule to the Reserve Bank of _Ii:tdi~ /~yt1 _ ~~~4 £?:.Pl. l.~34);., ,, .. ,.,. 

1:.0.-:": f A ""1'·-.1 .,.~ .c.'f"t·r·? .::,~.·-·ff1"'· Ol·'f •i.'P'f~n • :(t ;.>,',Jt ~~~P1 ,; J r'"J}:L~'--~ !0 Glii!l, .. :J , s .••• .t'~'.: ! ,;-i....._., ;, ~~ ~.l:i ...., ~ 0 ........ ·a,l= ,, .,,. . .i • "' ,. • ..... - - 

(o) "scheduled industry" 111eans any .. of t~e .. iJ}d~~trj~s, ~p~if\ajJprc.Yie time 
d~ ::.:nis2 .::1gn:Cni J ·--·bbirig''iiHfie~Fifsf Schci:iilie t81tn't!'In8u~ffies (D€iei6pm~~f~:d)t~gulatio~) 

Act, 1951 (65 of 1951); ··-0<1 ,.-1..d:. 
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I 
be construed as a reference to the corresponding law or the relevant provision 
of the corresponding law] if any, in force in that area. 

I 
. j ~HAPTER Il 

Board and Appellate Authority for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction 
I 

This chapter consists of eleven sections (4 through 14). Only sections that require 
change are stated in full. Otherwise, the sections should be identical to those in the 
Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) Act, 1985. 

Establishment of Board. No dhange. Same as SICA, 1985. 
. I 

Constitution of Appellate Authority. No change. Same as SICA, 1985. 
, I 

Terms of office, con~itions oi service. No change. Same as SICA, 1985. 

Removal of Members from 01ffice in certain circumstances. No change. Same as 
I 

SICA, 1985. I . 
Secretary, officers and other employees of the Board. No change. Same as SICA, 
isss. I 

Salaries, etc., be defrayed outlof the Consolidated Fund 9f India. No change. Same 
as SICA, 1985. I 

I 
I 

Vacancies, etc., not to invalidate proceedings. No change. Same as SICA, 1985. 
I - 

Members of staff to be public servants. No change. Same as SICA, 1985. 
I 

Constitution of Benches of Bqard or Appellate Authority 
I 

I 
(1) The jurisdiction, powers and authority of the Board or the Appellate Authority 

may be exercised by Benches thereof. 
I 

(2) The Benches shall be constituted by the Chairman and each Bench shall consist 
I of not less than two Members. The Central Government may provide the Board 

and the Appellate AuthoJity with such other officers and employees as may be 
necessary for the efficieht performance of the functions of the Board and the 
Appellate Authority. I 

I 

(3) If the Members of a Bench differ in opinion· on any point, the point shall be 
decided according to the 9pinion of the majority, if there is a majority, but if the 
members are equally divided, they shall state the point or points on which they 
differ, and make a refere~nce to the Chairman of the Board or, as the case may 
be, the. Appellate Authority. 

I 

Procedure of Board and App~llate Authority. No change. Same as SICA, 1985. 
I 

4 
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(i) instruct the sick industrial company to prepare a debt and corporate reorga 
nization plan, and submit such a plan to the Board within 90 days, and 

(2) Upon registration of the reference under section 15(1), the Board will 

(1) Upon receipt of a reference from the sick industrial company under section 15(1), 
or from the Central Government or the Reserve Bank or a State Government or 
a public financial institution or a State level institution or a scheduled bank under 
section 15(2), the Board will register the case within 15 days of receipt of the 
reference(s). 

Provided that a reference shall not be made under this sub-section in respect of 
any industrial company under section 15(2) by (a) the Government of any State 
unless all or any of the industrial undertakings belonging to such company are 
situated in such State; or (b) a public financial institution or a State level institu 
tion or a scheduled bank unless it has, by reason of any financial assistance or 
obligation rendered by it, or undertaken by it, with respect to, such company, 
an interest is such Company. 

Without prejudice to the provisions of sub-section (1), the Central Government 
or the Reserve Bank or a State Government or a public financial institution or 
a State level institution or a scheduled bank may, if it has reasons to believe that 
an industrial company has become, for the purposes of this Act, a sick industrial 
company, make a reference in respect of such company to the Board for (i) 
attachment of assets in lieu of debt defaults, and/or (ii) submission of debt and 
corporate reorganization measures within a period of 90 days from registration 
of the case with the Board. 

(2) 

Where an industrial company has become a sick industrial company under Section 
3(q) of the Act, the Board of Directors of the company may make a reference 
to the Board for (i) obtaining permission to submit a corporate and debt reorgani 
zation plan to the Board within 90 days of registration· of the case with the Board, 
and (ii) requesting a stay from attachment proceedings for the period of 90 days 
from registration of the case with the Board,· for the express purpose of obtaining 
relief while the company prepares and submits its corporate and debt reorganiza 
tion plan. 

(1) 

16 Directions of the Board on receiving references under section 15(1) or 15(2) 

15 Reference to Board 

CHAPTER Ill 
References, inquiries and schemes 

14 Proceeding of Board and Appellate Authority. No change. Same as SICA, 1985. 



(5) However, if, at the hearing, the sic~ inqus.triaj co,mpany's. debt.and corporate 
~ 1~6105".' ~j ~ O·~ebtganizatibn~ platiiiS ft6~appf6v~Q'bf Secif re(i)lcreciitorSaCtQUO tin~ ·f Or 75 percent 

b;:- .• ~·~sb (6f t!lt!1seclir&1·'deot~ ttien~· iielBBara wiUCinstPu~t tile!8o'mp1fu)r<(under section 15(1) 
references) or the com any and the operating agency (under section 15(2) 
references) to formulate fresh debt and corporate reorganization plan and submit 
it to the Board within a ,urther period of oO days. 

. <:Ei.? I . A:J1 t,:(ij), ~r:gran.~t,P.~.~i~kjnd.u,;;tJia~PQffiPMY1S~X !(rO;m:atta~hntero q,.frptQtiem:f.or assets 
in lieu of default r.or the same period of 90 days while the company pre 
pares and submi1ts debtraiJd!CPrporate reorganization plan, and · 

(iii) inform t~:1~~~~_)I~d;~~t~l~;·;~~~~~~::l;~~i\[~~re will be a hearing to decide 
on all aspects of the debt and corporate reorganization \plan;1wfiicfi will', be 
no later than 30 d~ys after the company submits the reorganization plan to 

rw!1:k12 ;::itinu ym-:r.1f1tbe Boa.rd~;or,Hll?f.days.Jro~:i th~~~qternfi:egist~ti~n~ew?i'C!~everI is less . 
.'.:i.J1;"-"T3'i.::n I> e:>Lsm yprr '(fl.Sq mo.J ~rli ~F e1m~:n tG 1{} fmmfl ;'.Jn; ,J~.A =. to \.o )~ 
:{ru,iw:(~) d::;;i:)Qpg11htegi~ttation: 1ofhthe1 refeterlce.::uQ.geirsecli0zy)l5'(2 )j1 ~ther Board will 

• '-• - • · · 1 ; • , - , • • . i~ - • '"'-0 : '• ;. • '· Cf r: '4 rv • r .:.. '"; • ·~ • ~~)'!_snb !:·{11 ,:~r\v ~:-(:&~-~ eru to .l:01!f/1Jl!!F:r io Z\YBD u .... fhf1 . .r~'"' D1..SOc.i. 5-b ._d r1.s1q •~,.;:~;;~); 
~y.t>l1 OU ~t; i}o<D-{r :3rinfotm;_,the,sick11q ustriabcornpany that it baslrec~ive<Hlrid'1registered such 
o ,;in:1nfo ~h ~·W(tr1;1a<•[eferen·ce; and bfrnc.;J-f !'.)fij r{j£''// Jl.G~ ~[l.J ~(; CT·.)j£rl12ig::n fflO'{!. 

·~:~if;E~ .• ;",; 1tl(i~/'ni1~i~~~;~~FJ.~.· J£;:;:.:~:~E~'.t~;~~~~~~ ;~~~~O:~y ~:n:1e 
tn•'•i""• r"-'·ltfn~-; k-,~''"'') c1{\'i - :' ['} r.oi.J~~::J', ·~ t!<!. 1;) znoict 'lrJ1C! :;:,rfJ DJ :5'.;)fbL! f".>1'[ }uodJi'H (£) ~ - ~ .;. .I.·~· ... ~ v ,;,..1>4 - ~ 1 .. .._. .... ' - t I.. • ~ ~ . • • ,. ~ 

10 iiC' rlr.'r; (?2H l {iii) rrninstruct.tJ;ie;sick inOUStrial<conipan y; prejia:re=a 'debt~~tl ~Cerporate reorgani- 
.i£:{j. '.i'j~i~~·? 1?1 '!Hn21za~~~ plan .i!f.:conf,ulfu:t!dn.~wr:h: theJ?~~~~~g·i~~enc~l~fi.~ointly submit 
!(.;n1c.~•bn.-'r ;u~2 ~ _,.JJJsucn·1ar_plan(tQ:.th.~l'Bo.ara .. w1th~n190~.da~s1,i~d1? .um·:.z.~~-~1. fl._:, 
(<) 1ol t)'!sod 5f!i oJ ··cMqmc;) :bue 'lj! t::~~x12~1 nr :~:Jn::rm}.n s ~n.S!f! :. {1.;;t1if!O:) 
br.F. Jebb Io n(1Y}irng'ran(itpe sicl6industriaFcoihpaiiy stay frotif.attaalimehfof5property or assets 
nou1nJ2rg:i1 ;nod ~\i~rb lieu: ofbdefault rorl!the~rio"d~o~:~2rd~r~~~llil~::!li'~~~~lmpany a:ict _the 

operatmg agency prepares and subnntHts'debt arttl 'Corporate<reorgan1zauon 
. . plan, and · . . 

to \:):Jq(.51 ni aol1::>::i1.-d112 2ifij 1~bi1u ~L~>m sd _Jen "i!Eii1- :.:::1n<;;·1~)!51 s Js:h b:::_bj:o1<f 
D.lJ;J(. '{f:3 Io l(w~ nmin fo'fl:n~thd:sic~dridustri~ddmpanly Jarid1~eroperanrig ·'agt!ri~Ythat there will 
51.f. '( n sq :r: oo rblf;; J>e,~a1 l ~earin~?.t:O! ;d~idenonl r~llJ ;a,.spectsi bf~tne11Clebt i.libd G~og}orate reorga 
-UJ!T.·. ni: i~1vs! ~1 i>J1'. -nizatienr .plan; Lwhloh r:Wiiid_be 1.~6'JJa_te.rl ?tlia'h. 1,~m'." ctay~eafi¥f2 the company 
10 ~·::inst<:in.s Jsi;:,rrBsub(!}its.hhe~r:reorgapizati6n1 zp1an\rt0 th1!:1B6at'dr~r1~1201raaysr!from the date 
, yneqn;o~.i rbu;~ ,OJ of::r~gistrtition),i w~iche\1ei-3fslle~·~~-t jj '(O Dtl15bfr.J: !10hf~J~f61? 

, I . '-'flli<J'mOJ tf:::luc <:t n:~n:.iJrn n .. s 

,,~,\~~ tr~.~~sh~ec~i~e- offtwh?~~ekr}pcte· rset~rt,::,~~:~.i':s.::~~i~t~.~.~1 ::f,ti~? .,,:~~.\L?~;,r\~<2~~ rt 
\~}I~.! '!(; Ile/ eafolflg-_iQ., eisic :;J~ U · (U .C\:lffipanJ s• ceo -ane ·corporaie'reorganzzauon 

I 1 \? ~ , .. ;·1·:1~ .• ,-,~-11:l.'). -;n6"·~~'t1.\~.~~~# f c~· ;r~:.~.ut'~ j· ;~;;:;,. ;:,nJ Ir:(;·;'.· ~.~.:on5·1.:',.:t511: -10. 1o,i~.4~j-9.·I i:i6o 'CJ f i) ~( .i J~ ......... ~.l'-::....! ... t'-'V •.JiJ .i .' \. .D•~i\, -·" -._. .... ,,,,J .I~_ ... -. -~" • ~. -• .. ... 

·~~ i:re;n,n~vc(i) ;;;.c<the· -~oir<lS\vill:~ascerta'ihicwrrether~:str(j~ r~-,p~ari fs!1appf6veti by secured 
~:':bm; :lI nsd tJ-J1ub~rlcteditorf.\accountt1g::rar1575:p'~red1HYfrm~i s~ctii#r beHt;.1~a if so 

..:.;.rt"' i,r'\. •. -,1·n·•c:.·~. •1,..1· ..... ~~·~, ? r ~;-;~~·ivr .:\~-:~·~, j£f: .. t~tzic..~1 !If~;., bw·otf 5rU 
1(~;(.l fiC_!)~)~.2 - ••. n Lt ..,•.,~' ~· ~ ..,,,J....._~., "-· ,..,. '{- ~ .r-. 1 ~- ~ • ~ .,~ ....r...,.J-,.."' • • '" r::, ~ ,. 

, (ii) the Board will san tion the debt and corporate rb~:Ngani~fibn plan as the 
sanctioned scheme · 

Jiiw tn.si:iS. ':.lri1 ,(I)cr c10i1~.1:n X:3brw :nn~rd~::n :'.:lr!i 1o :-;oi;r-:-rr?.ig::n rn)qU (S:) 
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erU ,(l) 1:c(Where::the~Boa~d;;:1aftenihea.ring,;.the)case' for· th,e.:~secQndqand; firiab.time under 
section 16(7), and after ascertaining that the reorg?-riizatiori plan ha~:twice failed 

18: · .. 1.G!Win'ding .up ~f-sickL!industdal1''cm.npany rn:ww·u:::ni ·1~;,dJ!.) yru.;. v:; 1r:u;c; ;;H>'J 

c:]~··~?~. 3IU I1c1 -~~~:~:.q2ih '1() u~~ (jj b~Jl.~frrr1.:,;;~.- .. ~~}~~ J1)n nr.lli 1,~f:~~qrno~) if~.---·rt .. ~-d .. H:i :~·)iz; :)r!J 

, l1:'1)iJ ( -~~ni.~f)~·q ~uq_h (O,then measures t asr:may .::_betapprdpfiate~:;efono·micaliycf~sible, and 
••n :~?pr- ... "(·,.\ ""-c··o·m'" ·-e·'c1·a .. I·l·y· "''l0abl·e·-., -~··'~ ..... · f···r··· ... 1·:-ri,.._ "&"" ~ •• ;f;l ·ri-r· "!".~~' · .. i .. ,J,_,_ ... "rc •;-. •.",'-''- ~·· ;) •; c m. .... '-' .. Y; . • ~i!:. 'll .. •J dhn[-;,i .3•·- ! \;,J.> ,:;.i•'\.i•.l~!d!L·'1JJ I 

_;_;;j 1 t2u_bj11i ~1i f ~ ... tf) :;(:iiu-;_i:Jo~~~: ,:i "x<J '.:5.[:J.i S-!r:- t~_;~t: rn u bn.Giorn:;<i1 ~]dJ 'F') \;~i ~-~~ ;:-:irUo \H-G 

(.'.. :~ t•":"; '""'"i"'r011--~-;.._. .t:'"!:r::·..-o<"in·acc'ordan' "'c.t.. w1"th·law·:- ...... , !("lir·~--->~!-'.-...ri ~ -i~":,,. C" -:';,,."' 1-t'>r_,.·1.rc··j n:-=- <~1ei .. •1/' ·.,.,..!.·.!l~~\ ·~_., ~····~''-" .' · . C. • '· :, ,,,~ .. '""'"';.l'"' ,,.J1-:: ,,_, lv "'''"'.'·_<",.), .• ; _ • .iJl ( 

fS ·:n.-~)f~'li ·10 t: [~ t tiOr~:)~t2 1'.JbfiU n· )i~~~~rn-},U.:·; "~0-~ h:Y1J:q~~1q ~3.0 f:}d ~_i :!~1J."::-;rl :)(: ! !O_lJ 

(e) the rationalization of managerial personnel, supervisory staff and workmen 

·~c·. ym:qnv.(c) r~hJthe•ainalgamat!pn(of:merger.::of:(i)':the:.sickrindustrihl: company with any 
i.~hJ;:;ubnr .::: ri.1 orother.companyror'(ii), any'other compa!}y:.with the.sick i!}dµstrial company; 
'l~ rf..,1~;::> \!"jf'"JOffJut f;_:•"'.(\7 ~i•j)t) f\'i- -f~'- .... t:l~~ 

1fC\. 
v-:rr•\ffV')•"_.,Lr ·~d: 1•{l~~ ~r',/ . .-,.. f~;_'.\ .. ,,"). ·.~-l ']t'T"rl""J. .. I 

~-:'"""" ~ ...... HI •. • - /• · ';' -~ .-·~"'"' \, .... _. ~, ---\-. ."<. ,. \.,-~•-1.io ..;..,·~7 ~ ,J •• .:i ..1.•.<''"'- I!._.- ·.~· J~ •• : : '(_- ... •·.;,~l·V·,.- 

.-.,.-~;'.. -~ f.,n. .i"''~ \,-'('n·~ .... ";Jn;1·":.·.;.n''J•,..,,.'*""''' -~ -'~!'"'-_nj ·y· c· f'0;7j·~n$"P.:H'v':~ l'I ~ ;...,: ~~-· 1~f_.-~t.:~h" 1 J.,_/ }.l ~C.6t l:•U·--=""-~:3· .:n,fr. .:'.l~,(;,··"l-" \~- t: .: ..... ~J·~.~, r-~f.1.(.J "1....1&.. 

(1) When the Board orders a reorganization scheme to be prepared under sections 
·· sz:J nzg.(~~;16(2) (i~,;tmr bl 6(3) (iii)', , Qrcel~6(5); i thezsiok: industrial icompan y .on1the operating 
r~~; ~T1~n:iw agenc~ cail'~ptovide?fomanyimn'e·,or.(fu(fre10~~th~ following• measurescmamely: 
~n~·~.rL~ ~snibH~fI ;.~~ '{r)Bqc10~ J;;,}·n.~ubr=l n;-; o~. g~:J)Gf~1 t ~ f!'..;~J:.:~):2, ~.L!:.~bn~J .'8.:Lf(JE 
ro , (6 (~X '(a) l) \theifinartciaI rreeonslruotiori bfrthe,.sicl§:iriduftriaj.~·company~l'.provided this 
1£h_L~nbrri :;Jx !ois(economicrulyt.Jeasible1,andrcommerciabviable; .<1.Gi 1>iito yn.1~ 
~VIC~· ~J~•dlc 10 J~J.!\ bi£~ edJ ~:}bJlJJ J~.~}1"-~ :Jf1[1.l,8d 1H5fI1Ll'lJ~r:i:i 1edJ~_; q •• r1J~ :f\ '!P;~f1frJD~) . . .._, .... . .... - '\ . 
€ n6iJu:x)X~)(b)1 ·:uih~·p~0per management' OD the ~~ck, iridustrialccompany.by.changes in, or 
·lc:1 1r) ~n&q.wo:;, .take.overof', 'Jmana:geIJtenJ~of the-sick-industrial icompanyt-u: i·f.; 
"~ri \t'l~\l{)l""':.l'i·1 ~rjt •11,"1 .. ~;;1:;- F\£"' h ... ~,~ ·1;·no!)-·p.· .. rl~ -t")_,·-,:·1--·..-··.~1 1~·1.r -~· .. ;,:.;r.:......-J~ry s- ··~f· ~q.l"'~~-r=~.1;~-1~r~~ i:::-..1!? 

,1_,r ';.,_ ... -:--:··· -..~• _.. V~ .;_..~.,, ·•- ~- .. -·~·'-'" "IJ • .....,.~'""--1- "r>: .... 1_'"·.JJ. \~ -.-~~ ............ ~.._..._._ J._J .•>..-· .)~-,.~-•l..:.~_~~· ..... \.1-1•.7 Vl1.,' 

.. ,,, • ·c, .. . ,~,, ,. '"°'"" ~ • • ~ • • ~ . • ~ • _ 
!1;?~ '~S~fl. ~1£,0.a t)[Jj_ ~ ',~·'.:..;-. 1Q t\ --~) 2t1GJJ~'32 --d!J~! nr i)'j·fllf;Jn;·f) grBf!J'(fill ;:\fJ1DC£i2.i"U t'lll~1vt ( i.~) 
brt.E , J ft rn(ii)' '! .recom mend' winding nip~ ofqthe.sick: industrialscompanyoundemsection 18 

· · · ·b r· ~ · -~ ·) · ... r • • ·• • ' •· -roooe. Bl nO!JH.(JL. ~e QW01 21!·}f}1(l 101 tl!J_(): .-. n'.g!tJ ~H1J oi 21:'~;~001\1 ~!lP~ SIL r.ru::.\)r'!O.i 
...... '-• r ... "' ~-'t i '<. -\ ...... Q .., /. ' j""\ !'..f • '\ ,.._ - ~ - l"} "'J • • ! ' r • • \qCl::'.l ',10 ~) c.CU . rs« W~J1i>qm0._, 31, i /\-~:~ (~ n0U:xi0 ro ZflOlZIV!)';{.:; ~)[d tiJ[1N 5'.)fl£1) 

17 Preparation of reorganization schemes · 

J1 :.:o'(V}i giIHowev~r.fcj:f1oat iJthe:: .second i tiearing, qthe. rsicki -industrialtcqmpan y ?s debt: and 
G:::.vig \~'.)n~c_omorate~r~0rgani1.atjonJplrur is.notapproved by:.Secur¢,credit,ors accounting for 
o: i'.)~;i\1p 75~percen_t}o~the.:secured,debt~<then;:itiwilbbe)dt:emed:that tJlej}r.pl has no viable 
y,us.q.iT1c.:) Jr¢Qrganiza~omplan.qH@.nce11.ithe;B<5ard~willwq edJ ·101 Hsrfa u~.::.lriioqqs 
erU 1~b.rHJ "!O~r..b.ttJ-pi,! L3l!.H1J{J :.11·H .io 2.14.:}ViCJf[ edJ ill~- ,:,;1.G.ri bns i.:J\.1 ci L~~~~r:-x:d) :;6 

(i) either de-register the case ancFrefor'it· tb)the!appropriatetr.epoyery court or 
recovery tribunal, or 

(i) the Board will ascertain whether such a plan is approved by secured 
g ni ~)71 iw -::;;tn (J .eredi tors: accou nting for 1/5 .percent' ofcthe' secured-debt; i and rif so (::; 
r}ji\:"~ fy~-11,...1.r··~···•!"'( =--Tt ,.~_....:.\·-~··\. hrft {'ic.....:::·.-\.f"l*tl"1' ~n-·rn t'(1e u1,~r-·rp_,.-. .. i,-:J.,.~--1~h1~; ... ?...-1:,. ~~-~ ·:,/"':; (.,.<~ 
L ,. ·' --·-:A·- .... 't. .t-~t ... ,.;. •4;_.~.J~.1 >.):<J.. ,·~.J.....~-.... .•. 1,,.,t 1,.~·~ .1.-J ~;'.L •. \ "~·,_t,,~. ~-1.J-' .. ')l1.Ji..'"~·'""-' ~-4 ."(~l ..- ~,i!~ _t·~,r -.\~"' 

rnoi;~ivc·•q(iiJt rlJthe Board .will .sanetiorn thetdebuand corporate-reorganizatiomplan as the 
sanctioned scheme. .((>?~121 '\o 1) i)(:f~J ,J~:,A z:lirn:qr;rn'.) .:ifU 1o 
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' 
I 

Where in respect of a sick industrial company, a debt and corporate reorganiza- 
tion scheme is being prepared for submission under Section 16, or where an 
appeal under Section 21! relating to an industrial company is pending, then, 
notwithstanding anything! contained in the Companies Act, 1956 (I of 1956), or 
any other law or the memorandum and articles of association of the industrial 
company or any other inhrument having effect under the said Act or other law, 
the sick industrial company will not be permitted to sell or dispose off the assets 
of the company except with the consent of the Board or, as the case may be, the 
Appellate Authority. I 

I 

(2) 

i 
to carry secured creditors representing 75 percent of the secured debt, may opine 
that the sick industrial - wound up, and record and forward its opinion to the 
concerned High Court. 

(2) The High Co~rt shall, oJ the basis of the opinion of the Board, order winding 
up of the sick industrial tompany and may proceed and cause to proceed with 
the winding up of the sic* industrial company in accordance with the provisions 
of the Companies Act, 1956 (1 or 1956). 

I 
I 

(3) For the purpose of windi1ng up of the sick industrial company, the High Court· 
may appoint any officer bf the operating agency, if the operating agency gives 
its consent, as the liquidator of the sick industrial company and the officer so 
appointed shall for the put-poses of the winding up of the sick industrial company 
be deemed to be, and have all the powers of, the official liquidator under the 
Companies Act, 1956 (1 :of 1956). 

(4) Notwithstanding anything!contained in sub-sections (2) or (3), the Board may sell 
the assets of the sick induktrial company in such manner as it may deem fit, and 
forward the sale proceeds to the High Court for orders for distribution in accor 
dance with the provisions rf Section 529-A the Companies Act, 195 6 (1 of 1956). 

Suspension of legal proceedings, contracts, etc. 
I 

(1) Where in respect of a sick industrial company, a debt and corporate reorganiza- 
tion scheme is being prepared for submission under Section 16, or where an 
appeal under Section 21 relating to an industrial company is pending, then, 
notwithstanding anything contained in the Companies Act, 1956 (1 of 1956), or 
any other law or the memorandum and articles of association of the industrial 
company or any other in~trument having effect under the said Act or other law, 
no proceedings for the ~inding up of the industrial company or for execution, 
distress or the like against any of the properties of the industrial company or for 
the appointment of a rec~iver in respect thereof and no suit for the recovery of 
money or for the enforce'ment of any security against the industrial company or 
of any guarantee in respect of any loan, or advance granted to the industrial 
company, 'or no suit forJ the recovery of dues to any local authority such as 
municipal boards, providers of public utilities, etc., or eviction proceedings under 
the Rent Control Act sh1all lie or be proceeded with further, except with the 
consent of the Board or, las the case may be, the Appellate Authority. 

19 
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On receipt of an appeal under sub-section (1), the Appellate Authority may, after 
giving an opportunity to the appellant to be heard, if he so desires, and after 
making such further inquiry as it deems fit, confirm, modify or set aside tie 
order appealed against. 

(2) 

Any person aggrieved by an order of the Board made under this Act may, within 
21 days from the date on which a copy of the order is issued to him, prefer an 
appeal to the Appellate Authority; after this date the appeal is null and void. 

,- ' I 

(1) 

. . 
20 'Misfeasance 'proceedings. No change. Same as SICA, 1985. 

21 Ap~;ea1 

CHAPTER IV 
Mi~feasance proceedings, appeals and miscellaneous 

(b) on the declaration ceasing to have effect (i) any right, privilege, obligation 
or liability so 'remaining suspended or modified, shall become revived and 
enforceable as if the declaration had never been made; and (ii) any pro 
ceeding so remaining.stayed shall be proceed with subject to the provisions 
of any law which may then be in force, from the stage which had been 
reached when the proceedings became stayed. 

(5) In computing the period of limitation for the enforcement of any right, privilege, 
obligation or liability, the period during which it or the remedy for the enforce 
ment thereof remains suspended under this section shall be excluded. 

~.ny remedy for the enforcement of ,any right, privilege, obligation and 
liability suspended or modified by such declaration, and all proceedings 
relating thereto pending before any court, tribunal, officer or other author 
ity shall remain stayed or be continued subject to such declaration; and 

(a) 

(4) Any declaration made under sub-sections (1) and (2) with respect to a sick 
industrial company shall have effect notwithstanding anything contained in the 
Companies Act, 1956. ( 1 of 1956), or any other law, the memorandum and 
articles of association of the company or any instrument having effect under the 
said Act or other law or any agreement or any decree or order of a court, 
tribunal, officer or other authority or of any submission, settlement or standing 
order and accordingly, 

(3) Only during the period of consideration of any scheme under Section 16, or an 
appeal under section 21, the Board or, as the case may be, theAppellate Authori 
ty, may by order declare with respect to the sick industrial company concerned 
that the operation of all or any of the contracts, .assurances of property, agree 
ments, settlements, awards,· standing orders or other instruments in force, to 
which such sick industrial company is a party shall remain suspended or shall be 
enforceable with such adaptations and in such manner as may be specified by the 
Board or, as the case may be, the Appellate Authority. 
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(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (I), where any offence punish 
able under this Act has been committed by a company and it is proved that the 
offence has been committed with the consent or connivance of, or is attributable 
to any neglect on the part of, any director, manager, secretary or other officer 
of the company, such director, manager, secretary or other officer shall also be 
deemed to be guilty of that offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against 
and punished accordingly. 

Provided that nothing contained in this sub-section shall render any such person 
liable to any punishment, if he proves that the offence was committed without 
his knowledge or that he had exercised all due diligence to prevent the commis 
sion of such offerice. 

(1) Where any offence, punishable under this Act has.been committed by a company, 
every person who, at the time the offence was committed was in charge of, and 
was responsible to, the company for the conduct of the business of the company, 
as well as the company, shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence and shall be 
liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly: 

30 Offences by companies 

(2) No court shall take cognizance of any offence under sub-section (1) except on 
a complaint in writing of the Secretary or any such other officer of the Board or 
the Appellate Authority or any such officer of an operating agency as may be 
authorized in this behalf by the Board or the Appellate Authority. 

(1) Whoever violates the provisions of this Act or any scheme, or any order of the 
Board, or the Appellate Authority and whoever makes a false statement or gives 
false evidence to the Board or the Appellate Authority, shall be punishable with 
simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and shall also 
be liable to fine: 

29 Penalty for certain offences 

(3) Nothing in the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1969 (54 of 
1969), shall apply in relation to (a) the modernization or expansion of a sick 
industrial company, or (b) the amalgamation or merger of a sick industrial com 
pany with another company as a result of a scheme sanctioned in accordance with 
the provisions of this Act. 

- 
(2) Where there has been under any scheme under this Act an amalgamation of a sick 

industrial company with another company, the provisions of Section 72-A of the 
Income-tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961), 'shall, subject to the modifications that the 
power of the Central Government under that section may be exercised by the 
Board without any recommendation, by the specified authority referred to in that 
section, apply in relation to such amalgamation as they apply in relation to the 
amalgamation of a company owning an industrial ·undertaking with another 
company. 
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32 

31 

Explanation: For the purposes of this section, 
(a) "company" m~eans any body corporate and includes a firm or other 

association ori· individuals; and 
(b) "director", inJ relation to a firm, means a partner in the firm. 

Power to remove difficulties. No change. Same as SICA 1985. 

I Power to make rules. No change, Same as SICA 1985. 
I 
I 
I 
' 
! 
I 
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4.1.3 A sick industrial company must belong "to one of three· states. · '' .. , ; ·: »>» ,,; 

The minimal assessment norm 

:. ,. 

d) 

. b) 
c) 

The scheme of this 'section is as follows. ' '· ., .. 
Explain the minimum condition that must be satisfied before any reliabilitatio~ . 
(or even a brand new) scheme is approved by the financial institutions, banks, 
or BIFR. 
Prove that in the past even the minimal criterion wasnot s.atisfled . 
Analyze why_ this was so: specifically, the role of the rehabili tation.guidelines . 
prescribed by the Reserve Bank of India (R.!31),, and the· finaji§i~ sector'.~J?.a9 .. 

• • .·~~ .:.~,:'··~·,...,.. -~~\,, .. ':.~ "', :~~·-.i•: accounting practices. . . . . . · _ ., . _ . . ,. . . 
Suggest an improved method of appraisal, and make some, J>9Iicy~orien!~<f :~ 
recommendations. . . -~ .:..·,~·.. .. . . ' r ' ,, 

4.1.2 

4.1.1 Chapter 3 showed that the procedures of BIFR contributed "to the high failure 
rate of section 18(4) rehabilitation schemes. There is a far more fundamental reason for 
failure. Even if there were no delays in BIFR, many of these projects would fail in a 
wider economic sense: they are wrongly conceived and incorrectly appraised in the first 
place. This is a very strong assertion. It is not being. said that schemes fail· because of poor 
assumptions, faulty projections, and procedural delays. Instead, it will be shown that many 
rehabilitation projects are poorly ·rramed, are incentive incompatible, and have high 
failure risks, even In the best possible world where all forecasts cometrue, and where 
BIFR decides with alacrity. 

~ • j I , 4.1 Faulty project appraisal 

4.0.2 Section 4.1 examines a sample of rehabilitation packages-that were prepared 
by financial institutions·(as operating agencies or OAs) and sanctioned by the BIFR under 
section 18(4) of SICA. Section 4.2 looks at the issue of early detection.' ... , .. 

. -, . ~ .·~~ .. ; 

4.0.1 This chapter focuses on the close correlation between financial sector reforms 
and industrial restructuring. It argues that past practices of banks and term lending institu 
tions - economically unsound project appraisal, inappropriate discounting at opportunity 
costs, poor identification and inadequate provisi01,1ing of tainted portfolios, and insuffi 
cient capital adequacy . - not- only prevented- early detection and cure or unhealthy 
companies, but also induced the secured creditors to Increasetheir exposure in palpably 
sick companies. · 

4 : Appraisal, Financial Sector· Reforms, and' Industrial 
· Restructuring ~ .· · 

r. 

{ 



3 Of course, financial institutions must not ldopt this view - which rewards bad entrepreneurs for years of non- 
performance, and creates incentives for ~ to fall sick. · 
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2 Usually, the interest default is "funded" and re-issued as a funded interest term loan (FITL) at a subsidized 
interest rate which is 6.5 % points below the "normal" rate. 

1 In extreme cases, the going market price may be insufficient to even cover the average variable costs. 

I . , 

4.1.5 All BIFR companies carry outstanding debt: unpaid past principal and interest 
defaults. 2 In addition; many rehabilitation packages envisage fresh term loans to finance 
modernization, rationalizing labour, payment of unpaid labour dues, purchase of balancing 
equipment, and so on. For purely analytical reasons, suppose one took an extreme view that 
all past debts are sunk costs. 3 Despite this extreme assumption, from the lender's view 
point, a minimum requirement is that the project must, at least, repay the fresh loans 
at opportunity cost. This cost is not the price of borrowing funds, but the benefit forsaken 

4.1.4 Chapter 2 (fables 2.7 and 2.8, page 11) shows that (c) is a rarity among the 
BIFR companies. Most firms belong to (a) or (b). Significantly, firms belonging to (b) - 
bad financial structure, but passable average variable cost - account for a substantial portion 
of the BIFR cases. 

c) Very bad in average variable cost, but with relatively good financial struc 
ture and low unit r.xed cost compared to the healthier rums in the indus 
try. If restructuring is feasible, it must focus on large investments in plant, 
machinery and technology. Financial adjustments are relatively minor, more 
in the nature of corrections to smooth out the new debt obligations. 

b) Very bad in average fixed cost compared to healthy companies, but no 
worse off in unit variable cost: firms with high burden of committed pay 
ments compared to sales. Because of fixed payment obligations, these units are 
poorly insured against bad states; they are excessively leveraged with high 
debt-equity and total liability-to-equity ratios; and they have high unit wage 
cost - a fixed commitment in the unionized sector. With early detection, these 
companies can be turned around. Here, restructuring entails cleaning up of the 
books - part write-down of debt, part conversion of debt to equity, occasional 
write-down of equity. This might have to be accompanied by labour rational 
ization, sale of unproductive assets, and some extra support to finance relative 
ly modest balancing investments. The point is that the greatest adjustments are 
financial, not technical. 

a) Very bad in average variable cost as well as average fixed cost compared 
to healthy finns. 1 These are firms with inappropriate technology, obsolete 
plant and machinery, bad product-mix, poor marketing, high labour cost, high 
interest burden, and bad financial structure. Unless there are overwhelming 
non-economic reasons, the correct decision is to (i) allow these concerns to 
rapidly exit from the industry, and (ii) maximize the sale value of all disman 
tled assets, particularly land, to pay as much as possible to labour and secured 
creditors in the shortest time. 
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5 It can be argued that, with imperfect capital markets, market prices do not reflect long-term, social opportunity 
costs. But, all it requires is a two-step procedure. The institutions can evaluate their fresh exposure at market 
prices and, thereafter, expUcitly write-off a part of past debt, or set it off against equity, to conform to the "true" 
shadow price. To bring parity across borrowers, all new loans need to be evaluated at the market rates; adjust 
ments due to imperfections, externalities, and social needs must be explicit; and only on past debt, 

4 Until recently, the financial institutions evaluated loans at 12 % or thereabouts, on the ground that the base rate 
was 9 % or less. A spread of 3 % points was considered sufficient to cover all administrative costs plus risk. In 
no economy can administratively determined interest rates for borrowing funds be the proxy for opportunity costs 
- far less so in a capital scarce one. 

rL C!:. 0 rL < 0 

re~ 0 From the institution's and the Firm gains at the expense of the; 
firm's point of view, the minimum financial institution. Zone 2. 
requirement is satisfied, provided 
all assumptions hold. Zone 1. 

re< 0 Institution carries unacceptably high Project should never have been 
default risk, since a firm is unlikely considered in the first place. Zone 
IO pay the institutions while taking 3. 
a loss on its equity: Zone 4. 

The matrix gives the outcomes involving 'E• rp. and rL, and their implications. 4.1.7 

Similarly, one can calculate the return on promoter's contribution, Tp evaluated at the 
opportunity cost of equity providing funds. This is nothing other than 

s rp = - - 1 ~ 0. p 

\ 
I 

r 
I 
I 

4.1.6 Two other concepts need stating: (i) return on equity, and (ii) return on 
promoter's contribution. In most rehabilitation schemes, equity, E, consists of three com 
ponents: old equity, promoter's contribution to the project, P, and write-off/conversion of 
past debt. The flow that services this equity is the so-called "surplus" in a cash-flow state 
ment: the residual after meeting all debt, interest charges, reliefs and sacrifices, and all 
operating and fixed costs. Discounting this stream at the opportunity cost of equity funds 
yields its net present value, S. The opportunity cost of equity funds is the rate of return 
on risk free investment plus an industry-specific premium on risk. For the project to be 
attractive to thejinn, the opportunity cost return to equity, rE, cannot be negative. Thus, 

s 
TE = - - 1 ~ 0. 

E 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

'L == R - 1 > 0. 
L 

by not deploying these in their best (highest risk-return) use. 4 For our purposes, it suffices 
to evaluate fund flows as net present values, discounted at the market rate of interest. s In 
other words, if L is the loan, and R the discounted net present value of repayment flows 
(principal as well as interest) evaluated at opportunity cost, then the rate of return on loans, 
ti. must be such that 
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These cases exemplify the fact that projects have been appraised without proper 
dis~ounting .of fund flows. 

Financial institutions and BIFR have done worse: only in two projects requiring 
fresh funds did the scheme cover the loan as well as promoter's contribution at 
opportunity costs. For 8 out of 12 cases, the promoters more than adequately covered 

_ their contribution, while the institutions took a hit on their fresh exposure. 

Financial institutions and BIFR have often sanctioned rehabilitation schemes that 
iail to meet the minimal criterion: (a) evaluate fresh exposure at market rates of 

·interestt and simultaneously (b) secure the opportunity cost rate of return on equity 
funds. In 6 out of 12 cases, firms were forecasted to earn returns on equity that much 
exceeded opportunity 'costs, while the financial institutions lost out on their new 
exposure. Only oneproject covered equity as well as fresh loans. 

4.1.8 Do project appraisals always satisfy this minimal assessment norm? Far from 
it. Very few section 18(4) rehabilitation programmes prepared by financial institutions 
and endorsed by BIFR satisfy the minimal criterion, that both rL ~ 0, and rE ~ 0. To 
err in favour of the schemes, relatively modest discount rate are used: 15 % for loans, and 
20 per cent for equity funds. These are underestimates of the opportunity cost of term loans 
and equity funds during 1990-1991 - the years when the rehabilitation schemes were 
sanctioned. The sample consists of sanctioned schemes of22 firms: 14 composite textile mills, 
and 8 engineering companies. Chart 4.A and Chart 4.B (next page) plot the outcome. These 
illustrate major deficiencies in appraising rehabilitation projects. The Appendix to the chapter 
gives the data and the results in greater detail. 

re ~ 0 TL< 0 
Tp ~ 0 From the institution's and the Promoter gains at the expense of the 

promoter's point of view, the mini- financial institution. The firm may 
mum requirement is satisfied, lose, but not the promoter. Zone 2. 
provided all assumptions hold. The 
firm might make a loss on equity. 
Zone 1. 

r» < 0 Institution carries even higher Project should never have been 
default risk, since a promoter will considered in the first place. This is 
certainly not pay the institutions worse than TL < 0 & TE < 0. Zone 
while taking a loss on his equity 3. 
contribution. Zone 4. 
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8 Ibid., pp.56-64. 

-· 
7 See T.C.A. Anant, Shubhashis Gangopadhyay, Omkar Goswami, Industrial Sickness in India: Initial Findings, 
Paper #2, Studies in Industrial Development, Ministry of Industry, March 1992. 

11 For most projects, the DSCR during the first three to four years is less than l, thereafter rising to about 1.5. 
When simple averaging produces 1.33, the discounting procedure yields less - often less than unity. 

4.1.13 The Tewari Committee Report (1985) on industrial sickness had argued that 
the primary effort should be rehabilitation - which would inevitably require sacrifices from 

Sacrifices, RBI guidelines, accounting norms 

4.1.12 To understand why financial institutions, banks, and BIFR have disregarded 
notions of opportunity cost, net present value, and internal rate of return, one has to turn to 
a) the "sacrifices" enshrined in RBI's guidelines for rehabilitation, and 
b) the accounting standards that were followed in the financial sector. _ 
These became barriers to proper appraisal, .resulted in excessive exposure even in terminal 
cases, increased future risks of sick firms, and reduced the likelihood of successful turn 
around. 

.. 
I 

4.1.11 According to the Indian Cotton Mills Federation (ICMF), th'! average number 
of working days in textile millsis 325. A sample of 13 OA reports shows a mean of 339 
days: 14 days greater than the industry average. For six of these mills, projections are based 
on 350 working days, and for another on 356! With such assumptions, the OA reports arrive 
at massive sales targets - recoveries that have never occurred in the recent history of the 
Indian textile industry. When such projections are buttressed by sacrifices and generous loan 
and waiver schemes, the projects are always "viable" with the simple average DSCR is always 
greater than 1.33.7 When.the assumptions are scaled down modestly, the rehabilitation· 
packages swing from positive to negative net present values even at a 12 per cent rate 
of discount. 8 • 

4.1.10 Until now, the critique of appraisal has had nothing to do with the questionable 
assumptions often used estimate sales forecasts and fund flows in the rehabilitation proposals. 
Excessively favorable assumptions compound the problems that arise due to not discounting 
at opportunity cost. Many rehabilitation schemes appear viable because of over-optimistic 
assumptions regarding the sales forecasts. 

' ' •, 

4.1.9 Until recently, financial institutions and banks did not evaluate projects 
by using proper discounting. rates to calculate sensible net present values, or use internal 
rates of return. In the era of "development" finance, there was no felt need for using these 
analytical tools. An example illustrates this. There is an inflexible standard that is insisted 
upon by the BIFR: a safe rehabilitation project is one that generates a debt-service coverage 
ratio (DSCR) of 1.33. There are numerous instances where BIFR has sanctioned rehabili 
tation schemes so long as the simple, undiscounted annual average of the DSCRs equalled 
1.33?6 Schemes sanctioned on the basis of a simple average DSCR run high default risks: 
The firms can, and do, default in the early years; these cumulate and reduce the later DSCRs 
as well. 

j 
I 
I 
j 
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9 For management these involve (i) waiver or reduction in remuneration, (ii) foregoing interest on any unsecured 
loans made to the firm, (iii) writing-off loans made to the firm, (iv) bringing in fresh funds as promoter's 
contribution to equity, (v) agreeing to management changes and to appointment of outsiders as overseers on the 
.board, and (vi) providing personal guarantees and/or pledge of shares. For labour: (i) agreeing to rationalize 
lion/retrenchment of surplus staff, (ii) deferring or phasing out retrenchment compensation, (iii) wage stabilization 
or reduction during rehabilitation, (iv) 'not making fresh wage or payment demands, and (v) agreeing to 
increasing productivity along recommended lines. 

4 .1.15 Proponents of sacrifice speak of the social need to prevent industry from closing 
down, to protect labour, and to give firms breathing space to repay past dues. They ·consis 
tently fail to realize that the combination of BIFR delays, consensus, and sacrifices gives 
promoters the signal that everyone will accommodate to keep the firm going, and do so at 
prices well below the opportunity cost of funds. Chart 4.B illustrates that the promoters's 
assumptions are valid: flnanclal institutions suffer sizeable losses and, in doing so, 
bequeath large rents to promoters. 

4.1.16 . The arbitrage opportunities that these sacrifices create are factored in by the 
promoters while negotiating the project. This is why they often· agree to schemes where 
realistic forecasts yield negative net present values. Promoters realize that the arbitrage 
donated by banks, institutions, goverrunent, electricity boards, and municipal authorities 
allows them to recoup their contribution with remunerative returns within a few years. 
Once this is done, 'inost promoters start reneging on repayments; then, the project fails. 

· b) Interest rate reducing sacrifices create large arbitrage opportunities and give 
perverse signals to promoters and management of sick companies. BIFR' s rehabili 
tation packages give firms the benefit of easier credit, reduced outflows, and lower 
rates. These translate to an arbitrage of S to 8 percentage points. Since this is 
common knowledge, the owners have every incentive to make a poorly functioning 
non-BIFR firm a BIFR one as quickly as possible. Moreover, there is something 

. perverse about a situation hi which well managed, profitable, expanding compa 
nies must pay higher interest charges on term loans than chronically mismanaged, 
loss-making units. 

a) Sacrifices distort the cost of capital in a rehabilitation project. Most units are 
projected to reach positive net worth 'only because of the subsidized cost of loanable 

. funds. 

. the state and central governments; banks and financial institutions, management, and labour. 
: The recommendations regarding sacrifices were subsequently adopted by the RBI, and became 
· the basis for preparing and sanctioning operating agency reports. Box 4.1 (page 52) outlines 

the sacrifices that banks, financial institutions, state and central governments are routinely 
. called up~m to make. In addition, there are sacrifices by management as well as labour.9 

4.1.14 There are several problems with subsidies. that distort prices+- and sacrifices 
that reduce· interest .charges are no exceptions. 
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Central government 
18) Exemption or deferment from central excise duty for two to five years. 
19) ·Income tax relief for a specified period. 
20) Deferment of provident fund, and waiver of penalties on non-payment of PF and ESI dues. Also, 
exemption from paying the minimum 8.33 % bonus. 
21) Preferential supply of canalized items. 

State governments 
7) Exemption or deferment of sales tax, purchase tax and electricity duty for two to five years or 
when net worth becomes positive, whichever is earlier. The defennent is either free, or at simple interest 
of 12 % , with a moratorium of one to two years after BIFR sanctions the scheme. Consideration of sales 
tax loans at subsidized interest rates. 
8) Deferment of octroi duty and water charges. 
9) Deferment of energy dues, including turnover tax or sales tax on electricity. 
10) Waiver of compound interest and penal charges levied·on.state dues. 
11) Deferment of recovery of past state excise dues. 
12) Deferment of interest payment, or funding of interest on outstanding term loan dues of State 
Financial Corporations at subsidized rates. 
13) Exemption from power cuts, preference in power connections, and protection from·unilateral 
disconnection. ' 
14) State governments to provide guarantees for fresh loans, if asked for. Moreover, state govern- 
ments must not insist on bank guarantees for arrears of dues. 
15) Protection from revenue recovery action. 
16) Price preference, quota reservations, and assistance in the supply of controlled raw materials. 
17) Equity contribution, even where the sick unit is not taken over by the state government. 

Banks and flnancfal institutions 
1) Interest on term loans to be reduced. 
2) All penalties and damages for non-repayment may be waived. 
3) Unrealized interest can be funded (or capitalized) at a subsidized rate, subject to review. The 
interest can be 10 % , 6 % or even 0 % per year in exceptional cases. The normal repayment of funded 
interest is three to five years, extendable to six to seven years. 
4) Tue irregular component of a firm's cash credit (other th~ unadjusted interest, which is funded 
as (3) above) must be converted into a working capital term loan (WCTL). On this subsidized interest 
may be charged. 
5) The cash losses of a company consist not only of irregularities in the cash credit account, but 
also of non-payment of workers and other statutory dues, and overdue creditors. The latter liabilities are 
supposed to be shared between the participating banks and institutions on a fifty-fifty basis. Anticipated 
cash losses during the rehabilitation periods are to be borne by the financial institutions, who are also 
supposed to provide the margin money for additional working capital. 
6) Additional assistance for working capital is on commercial rates, which may be reduced if state 
governments offer concessions. The costs of rationalizing the labour force is met by the financial 
institutions and banks on a fifty-fifty basis. 

Box 4.1 : Sacrifices by various claimants during rehabilitation 
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12 The RBI was conscious of this, and mandated against write-offs in its guidelines for rehabilitation. 

11 This was recognized by the Report of the Committee on the Financial System (Narasimham Committee), 
December 1991, Chapter V. It says, •the capital ratios of Indian banks are generally low and some banks are 
seriously under-capitalised .•. it is necessary to have their assets on a more realistic basis and on the basis of 
their realizable value. Banks and DFI [development financial institutions] have not been following a uniform 
practice in respect of income recognition, valuation of investment and also provisioning against doubtful debts". 

I 

\ 
( 
I 

10 See Chapter 2 ofT.C.A. Anant, Shubhashis Gangopadhyay, Omkar Goswami, Industrial Sickness in India: 
Characteristics, Determinants, and History, 1970-1990, Ministry oflndustry, Studies jn Industrial Development, 
Paper No.6, October 1992. 

a) A non-performing asset (NP A) will now be defined as an advance where (i) interest 
on term loans has not been repaid for more than 180 days (two successive quarters), 

4.1.19 The suggestions of Narasimham Committee have finally induced commercial 
banks and financial institutions to opt for better health codes to detect incipient sickness, and 
to provide for doubtful loans in a manner that approximates the Bank of International Settle 
ments (BIS) standards. Some of the changes are listed below: 

4.1.18 Until recently, poor financial sector practices have been barriers to early 
identification and treatment of industrial sickness. These have ·also forced a particular 
type of error - that of supporting doubtful rehabilitation cases, when economic logic 
suggested otherwise. In the past, banks as well as financial institutions followed very unsatis 
factory methods· of detecting bad accounts and provisioning for them. ti The loans advanced 
to sick units were insufficiently written down in the books of the secured creditors. Inade 
quate provisioning meant that creditors could neither give part write-offs on old debt to assist 
a financially. strained but operationally viable company, 12 nor demand winding up of 
unviable, terminally sick companies - in effect making it a bad debt that required immediate 
and full provisioning, which hurt the account books even further. In other words, there were 
strong managerial incentives to support very unhealthy, contaminated, as well as terminally 
sick accounts, 

4. l .17 Faulty assumptions aside, pumping in more funds via the sacrifice approach 
often worsens the already poor financial structure of sick firms, and exposes it to even 
greater risks in the future. Rehabilitation can succeed if it 
a) avoids attributes that caused sickness in the first place, and 
b) is not based on improbable targets. 
Detailed analysis of several OA reports and sanctioned 18(4) schemes indicates quite the 
opposite.'? In most cases, these projects exhibit a peculiar blend of over-optimism with 
characteristics of acute sickness. Since most rehabilitation proposals follow the loan route - 
pumping in more credit at subsidized rates - these translate to unacceptably high debt-equity 
and total-liability to equity ratios, even by the standards of BIFR firms. In other words, the 
schemes propose a worse financial structure with poorer insurance against bad future 
states. These are covered up by excessive optimism: wage costs are targeted at unrealistically 
low levels (often below those of healthy firms), as are variable costs. The legion of failed 
BIFR-cases under 18(4) highlight such errors. 
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4.1.21 For any operationally viable firm, it is possible to design restructuring 
schemes that reduce the losses (through implicit write-offs) to financial institutions, and 
simultaneously secure a good return on equity for the firm. The principles are simple: 

Remedial suggestions 

It is very important to closely monitor, indeed accelerate, the pace of financial 
sector reforms. The faster we implement ref onns in the financial sector, quicker 
will we be able to restructure her industrial sector. It is in India's interest to imple 
ment the Narasimham Committee reforms as early as possible. Given this, and the 
possibility that commercial banks as well as RBI might prefer to go slow on these 
reforms, the Ministry of Finance must force the pace, and ensure that the books are 
thoroughly cleaned by 1995. 

4 .1. 20 It will take at least three years for these changes to be operationalized, and for 
the new classifications to stabilize and filter down to all branches. When this happens, there 
will be very little incentive left for banks or institutions to unnecessarily maintain operationally 
unviable industrial portfolios. At that point, there will be better appraisal with discounting 
at market prices, and sufficient sensitivity analysis. 

e) An eight-tier health code classification: (1) satisfactory, (2) irregular, (3) sick, but 
under rehabilitation, (4) sick and non-viable, (5) through (8): various forms of 
protested accounts. 

d) A four-tier asset classification: Standard: Not a NPA; Sub-standard: NPA for two 
years or less. This carries a general provision of 10 per cent of total outstanding loans. 
Doubtful: NPA exceeding two years. In such cases, provision for 20 per cent in the 
first year, 30 per cent for the second and third, and 50 per cent thereafter. Loss 
assets: Asset is not collectable. Should be completely written -off. 

c) Income from NPAs will be booked only when actually received, and not on an 
"accrual" basis. 

b) To mitigate the strain of providing for NPAs in one year, the government has decided 
to reach the 180 day cut-off over three years: four quarters up to 31 March 1993, 
three quarters for the year ending 31 March 1994, and two quarters thereafter. 

or (ii) overdrafts and cash credit accounts remain out of order for over 180 days, or 
(iii) bills purchased or discounted are not settled for over 180 days. 
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A.nY write-off by financlallnstltutions that gives a finn a return which exceeds the 
opportunity cost rate of return on equity funds is excessive: it has basically gifted 
rents to private promoter's at the expense of public funds. This must stop. 

All projects must be evaluated at proper opportunity costs. There should be no 
implicit write-off on new loans through interest rate or allied subsidies. If a firm 
is operationally viable and has proper management, then banks and institutions 
should consider partial write-offs and one-time settlements. These should only be 
made on past debts, not on new loans. 

Industrial restructuring requires financial sector reform. It is necessary to closely 
supervise financial sector reform, particularly how institutions appraise projects. 

4.1.22 In the Appendix to this chapter, these principles are illustrated using a case 
study of a textile mill whose rehabilitation project was sanctioned by BIFR under section 18(4) 
of SICA. 

In such cases, alternative schemes can be constructed where 
i) there are no write-off on new loans; 
ii) there is an explicit partial write-off on past debt; 
iii) the new loans and the non-written off portion of past debt are evaluated at 

market rates of interest; 
iv) the explicit partial write-off on past debt under the scheme is less than the 

implicit write-off conferred through interest rate subsidies; and 
v) the firm continues to earn a surplus which, when discounted at the oppor 

tunity cost of equity funds (risk free return plus risk premium) equals the 
value of equity. 

c) 

return; 
the financial institution's return on fresh loans is at less than opportunity 
cost; and 
the gains in (a) can compensate the loss in (b). 

b) 

Take any rehabilitation case where 
a) the projected return on equity is greater than the opportunity cost rate of 
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13 In the past, when projects were passed by the Director General of Technical Development (DGTD), or 
Controller of Capital Issues (CCI), or administrative ministries, banks and financial institutions considered that 
the first level of appraisal was satisfactorily completed. So, with minimal further appraisal, the Project Finance 

4.1.24 Development finance emphasized the need for disbursing cheap loans 
irrespective of proper project appraisal and loan recovery. For instance, government fiats 
resulted in vast amounts of term loans being advanced in the heyday of "mini" plants. Money 
was disbursed even more generously when mini plants were located in backward areas. No 
realistic market determined prices could justify the setting up of mini paper, or mini cement 
plants. Yet these were set up in legions without any worthwhile economic or technical analysis 
about their feasibility even in the medium term. Moreover, the promoters of such firms 
enjoyed the benefits of huge debt-equity leverages ranging from 5: 1to7: 1, which was further 
sweetened by fiscal concessions granted by the state and central governments. These plants 
suffered from acute diseconomies of scale, and started incurring losses after the first few years 
of operation - by which time the promoter had already recouped his meagre capital many 
times over. Inevitably, the firms would get sick, renege on term loan repayments and other 
statutory dues and, after July 1987, would be registered as BIFR companies to get the 
arbitrage benefit of subsequent rounds of subsidized finance. Not surprisingly, most mini 
cement and mini paper plants are BIFR cases, and have no hope of recovery under any 
realistic scenario. These bear testimony to the worst aspect of development finance: where 
loan disbursement and overarching gov:rnment diktats regarding "appropriate" technolo 
gy and location dominated sound banking practice proper project appraisal and 
recovery potential. 13 

4.1.23 These recommendations are fairly straightforward. After the Narasimham 
Committee Report, the financial sector appreciates the need for restructuring itself. These 
suggestions integrate financial sector reform with industrial sector restructuring; and, as such, 
should be readily accepted by all concerned. 

Finally, whenever write offs are taken, these should be in the form of debt-equity 
conversions: the financial institution should adjust the write off against some equity 
of the sick company. Debt-equity conversion dominates outright writing off: in good 
future states, the secured creditor holds profitable equity (which it can sell elsewhere 
or back to the company), while in bad states it is no worse than a write-off. 

The RBl's guidelines for rehabilitation must be altered to abjure the notion of 
sacrifices, and instead address the basic issues in appraisal: 
i) no write off on new loans; 
ii) if a partial write off is necessary, it should be explicit, and only on past 

debt; 
iii) the non-written off exposure to be charged and discounted at market rates 

of interest. 
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Departments sanctioned the loans. With the dismantling of the role of DG1D and CCI, there is ~11 urgent neec 
for banks and financial institutions to have competent technical and economic expertise in project appraisal - 
which does not exist i11 a11y measure i11 these institutlons. · . 

' ' 

4.2.1 It goes without saying that the earlier one detects irregularities in an account 
and takes remedial action, the lesser are the chances of the case becoming terminally sick. 
Thus, early detection.and quick action are paramount incornbatting the problem of industrial 
sickness. This was recognized in 1977. According to the Industrial Policy Statement of 1977~ 
"The cost of overcoming sickness in industry becomes .very much more manageable if sickness 

4.2 Early detection and the health code 
. .. .,_,_ 

4.1.26 Finally, it must be stated that proper appraisal is not a very difficult exercise. 
It really involves three steps. First, the need to get a good independent appraisal about the 
technical, economic, and commercial feasibility of a project. In this, all tradeable products 
should be evaluated at international border. prices. If the project shows profits despite the 
border price assumption, then it is probably a robust one. There are a number of reputed 
organizations that can do such an appraisal, of which CRISIL is one. Second, the cash flows 
have to subjected to rigourous sensitivity analysis. For instance, if a 10% fall in projected 
sales realization can tum the NPV from positive to negative, then the project is highly 
questionable. Third, in the cash flow analysis, all loans ought to evaluated at opportunity cost. 
Proper utilization of these three principles should invariably result in good appraisals. And 
there is no dearth of technically competent personnel in India to undertake such tasks . 

This, plus a substantially lower leverage than before (i.e. higher promoter's contribution), 
will reduce the risk of funding intrinsically bad projects, lessen the possibilities of arbitrage, 
and ensure better control and discipline among both borrowers and lenders. Simultaneously, 
financial institutions will have a second chance to evaluate the borrower's project viability 
and stream of future earnings. Moreover, this mechanism will select good borrowers and weed 
out. the leverage seekers. It will automatically create an environment for proper project 
appraisal and cost control, reduce time ovenuns.and force borrowers to get need based term 
loans and working capital. It will also -prevent entrepreneurs from swapping term loans for 
working capital requirements. 

The funds advanced by financial institutions for any project - new, ongoing, as 
well as rehabilitation - can be in the f onn of a demand loan while the project is 
being· implemented, If the project is implemented on schedule without any cost 
overruns, the demand loan is automatically converted into a term loan with its 
appropriate repayment schedule. Otherwise, fmancial institutions can opt for 
recalling their demand loans which, in any case, will carry a higher interest rate. 

, , 
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4.1.25 In the interim, before banks and term lending institutions can build up a strong 
appraisal base, the government should consider a risk minimizing alternative. 
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14 That there has been poor monitoring of large borrowal accounts is revealed in a RBI circular dated June 22, 
1993 (IECD.No.1718/08.13.01/92-93) sent to all scheduled commercial banks. It says: "In order to enable us 
to review the efficacy of these [early warning/incipient sickness] guidelines, we shall be glad to learn the precise 
system that has been put in place in your bank for the purpose of monitoring large borrowal accounts (Rs. l crore 
and more), particularly in the matter of verification and valuation of stocks held as security, realisability of book 
debts, and intercorporate investments made by such borrowers." The letter highlights three aspects of detecting 
incipient sickness. First, that commercial banks do not follow a uniform guideline, if they follow any guideline 
at all. Second, the RBI does not really know what each bank is precisely doing regarding detection and 
provisioning. Third, it suggests that neither the banks nor the RBI have a credible, clearly defined, quantifiable 
data base on incipient sickness, 

4.2.5 The Quarterly Review Statement (QRS) is supposed to be prepared for 
borrowers other than (i) branch level sanctions, (ii) identified difficult borrowers, (iii) sticky 
accounts, (iv) units under nursing, (v) sick units, and (vi) suit filed, decreed bad and doubtful 

4.2.4 The HCS classifies borrowers into one of eight health code categories pre- 
scribed by the RBI. These can be grouped as: 

Health Code 1 · Satisfactory; 
Health Code 2 Irregular; 
Health Code 3 & 4 Sick: either viable and under nursing, or non-viable; 
Health-Code 5 to 8 Various forms of protested accounts. 

Detecting incipient sickness clearly relates to any move from Health Code 1 to 2. Unfortu 
nately, the HCS has been unsuccessful in detecting incipient sickness. An important reason 
for this is the lack of objectivity. Expressions such as "satisfactory conduct", "punctual 
submission", "safety of advance not in doubt", "overdrawn for a temporary period", 
"slow/negligible turnover", "persistent delay", or "grave feature observed" are purely 
subjective phrases, with no quantifiable content. 

4.2.3 Because of the scarcity of objective criteria for determining incipient sickness, 
the scheduled banks use four surrogate methods to gauge the health of a borrower. These are: 
a) the Health Code System (hereafter HCS); 
b) the Quarterly Review Statement (QRS); and. 
c) .the Irregular Statement (IS); and 
d) the Non-Performing Assets (NPA) system of the Narasimham Committee. 
These systems draw information from one or more of the following sources: (i) information 
available within the bank itself; (ii) information submitted by the borrower; and (iii) secondary 
information available within the banks regarding the firm, the industry, and the economy. 

4.2.2 Despite a universal recognition of the need to detect incipient sickness, neither 
banks nor financial institutions have any objective method of distinguishing such malaise. 
And, in the absence of objective norms for measuring sickness, there is a corresponding 
absence of well defined, uniformly applicable methods ofcornbatting it.14 

can be diagnosed at an early date". Three years later, the government announced that "Various·:. 
all-India financial institutions have set up arrangements to detect sickness in undertakings at 
an early stage with a view to taking necessary corrective action. To ensure this the Govern 
ment propose to introduce a checklist to serve as 'an early warning system' for identifying 
symptoms of sickness" (Industrial Policy Statement, 1980). 

~ 
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IS Hanu~th~ Charya, He~irh c~ ~·Sic~~s Identifier, ~meo: NC~~~ April.1993 . 
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4.2.8 A Co.mmittee member h~·d_on~.ci;Jnsid~rab~e:r~ch.:in preparinga Revised 
Irregular Statement· (RIS)·, which· addresses-precisely this i~sue.15 In this approach, the 
existing.classification in the first two categoriesof the HC~ ("satisfactory11.and "irregular") 
is re Iac&i b 'four cate orie~: · · · - - ·· ,_ .. ·. . ·' · ', ·· · · · · .: · -~ ' ' , .. ·" ·. -, _ ... p .. ·,:·.: .. Y : ... ,_ ·~ . -: , _ _.. ... ) . ~.' . . . . . , ,. ." , '." .. ·i -. _,. '.:· ,_._ ·' .. _ ... _.,_ 

h _• • r•c ~· , ' -~· 

c) 

b) 

4.2.7 · · · - At present, then, the Irregular Statement (IS) is the most·conniiollly used 
instrument for detecting incipient sickness. Being a monthlystatement, the IS provides the 
management of commercial banks with six opportunities to examine the health of a borrower 
within any 180 'day period. .Moreover, the system of submitting is by _branches Is well 
entrenched, and forms the basis for action taken by commercial banks e-' a4'.hPc:or dihenviSe. 
Thus, reforming the IS is a practical way of addressing early detection. A drawback of 
IS as it stands today is that it is a "flash report": it depicts the health of the unit on a single 
day - the date of-the statement. To detect 'incipient .sickness on a regular basis,''one needs 
to convert the characteristic of a "flash report" into a "flow report", It is possible to design 
such an early warning signal on 'the basis of information available· with the bank. The 
sequence of events that results in undesirable performance is as follows: 
a) Lower· sales.realization. and/or diversion of funds leading to' reduced flows routed 

through the .bank. This is a very common occurrence. ' .. ~ - 
Dishonouring of bills due to poor quality of products, bad market conditions, wrong 
selection of buyers, which 'worsens . the problems of fund availability. 
These result in accounts becoming "irregular=r-cheques drawn by the borrower start 
to bounce; - · - - · ·-· -. ': : · 

4.2.6 ' · The Non-Performing ·Assets ·(NPA) system was· recommended by the 
Narasimham Committee in December 1992, and· has been only recently Introduced in the 
banks. To recapitulate, a -NPA is defined as an advance where (i) interest on term loans has 
not been repaid for. more than 180 days, or (ii) overdrafts and cash credit accounts remain 
out of order for over 180. days, or (iii) bills purchased or discounted are not settled for over 
180 days. The NPA system has a four-tier asset classification': 
Standard: Not a NP A. · · · 
Sub-standard: NPA for two years or less. This carries a general provision of 10 per 

cent of total outstanding loans. , _ 
Doubtful: NPA exceeding two years. In such cases, provision for 20 per centin 

the first year, 30 per cent for the second and third, and 50 per 'cent 
thereafter.. · · ·· · · · · · · · · ·. '., ., 

Loss assets;' . Asset is not collectable. Sho~ld be completely written-off. . . 
The provisions of the NP A system are being implemented in stages. For instance, up to March 
1993, for the purpose of provisioning, the norm was oneyear's default instead of 18_0 days. 
Since the NPA has been recently introduced;· it is yet to stabilize. ' ..: . .. · · :, · · 

' ~-. ", _'_.,.·7'"".·:- -, 

accounts. Because the QRS excludes ~J accounts other than the "satisfactory" ones, its 
coverage is inadequate and does not serve the purpose of identifying sick accounts. Moreover, 
the ·iripu~ to the QRS are supplied largely by the borrowers: Since most borrowers are 
reluctant to provide correct information in proper time; the QRS is hardly objective, always 
inadequate, and never up-to-date, · · . · · - · · : ' . · . . - · ·-.. . , 

•. • • ~ • < ~ - ,. 
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4.2.12 The exercise clearly shows that, compared to the RIS, that the Health Code 
System of the RBI seems to overestimate the number of satisfactorily performing ac 
counts. Borrowers appearing as "suspect" under RIS are classified as "satisfactory" by 
the RBI's HCS. More importantly, the RIS classification is quicker in detecting sickness 

I I RIS I HCS I (RBI) 

A. Regular 32.0% 64.0% 

B. Irregular 32.0% 17.3% 

C. Suspect 8.0% 2.0% 

D. Management inputs required 9.0% N.A 

E•. Recognized sick/weak 19.0% 16.7% 

TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 

•:Health Code 3~8. N.A: Not applicable 

Table 4.1: Comparing the Revised Irregular System (RIS) with RBI's Health Code 
System (HCS) 

4.2.11 The comparison between the RIS and the manner in which the RBI implements 
its Health Code System (HCS) is even more revealing. Given below is the comparison 
between the RIS and the HCS of the RBI. 

4.2.10 As a test case, the RIS was applied to evaluate accounts of nine major branches 
of public sector banks. The results show that the existing Irregular Statement (IS) routinely 
underestimates irregularity to the extent of 19% of total commercial bank lending! Nearly 
half of this is of a severe nature, and belongs to the "suspect" category. In contrast, the 
underestimation by the RIS system is negligible - around 1 % of total lending. 

4.2.9 Note, that there is a great degree of similarity between the RIS outlined above 
and the NPA system. Indeed, the RIS is an improvement over the NPA system: the RIS 
monitors on a monthly basis, while, by definition, the time unit in the NPA is 180 days. 
Therefore, it is a better (faster tracking) method of detecting incipient sickness. 

The proposed system is not omy transparent (quantitative norms replace qualitative 
judgements), but is also very easy to implement. All that it needs is regular up-dating 
from a bank's cash credit ledger (CCL), with minor revisions in the ledger format. 

c) Suspect 

a) Satisfactory 
b) Irregular 

Same as HCS classification number 1. 
Different from HCS classification number 2. It defines accounts over 
drawn for 5 to 20 days, or where one to 4 cheques have bounced, or 
where one to 2 bills or inward cheques have been dishonoured. 
Accounts that are irregular for more than 20 days, or where 5 or more 
cheques have bounced, or where 3 or more bills or inward cheques 
have been dishonoured. If a case is "irregular" for more than three 
months, it automatically becomes "suspect". 
Managerial Input Required: Accounts which are classified as "suspect" 
on three or more occasions during the previous six months. 

d)MIR 
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4.2.13 , A fundamental.problem of our scheduled banks and flnanclallnstltutlens 
is that they. do not keep minima) track of the credit-worthiness of the promoters. .It is 
often the case that a promoter defaults on the repayment dues of one of his Companies and, 
yet, continues to get ·tlie benefit of additional credit facilities (as a creditor of good ·standing) 
from a different bank, as the promoter of yet another company. ,Thi~ is another reason why 
there are many sick companies but hardly any sick promoters. Earlier, neither banks' nor 
financial institutions were terribly bothered about this anomaly. Presently, with the commer 
cial banks having to make heavy provisions as per the Narasimham Committee norms, 
there is a growing demand.to debar defaulting promoters from simultaneously util)z~g 
multiple bank and term _lending facilltles. , · · · 

4.2.14 In this milieu, therels a strong case to be made fercreatlnga common 
information base that deals with the credlt-worthlness of large borrowers iii both their 
corporate and individual capacities. This concept is not at all new. At one· end of the spec 
trum, it is a fact of life in the "unorganized" credit markets, ·At the other end,' foreign banks 
operating in India- use such information extensively in evaluating and- monitoring projects. 
Issues around this concept have been already discussed by Indian bankers. In a meeting of 
the Governor of RBI with the Chief Executives of all scheduled banks and financial institu 
tions on October 28, 1992; the Governor had noted that "in the event of bad behaviour on 
the part of a group [of promoters], there should be arrangements for exchange of information 
among banks and institutions ... the Bundesbank in Germany as well as the Federal Reserve 
of the USA share information with banks in case of defaults of companies beyond a certain 
level." In other words, there is a groundswell of opinion that defaulting promoters should not 
have access to cheap credit thanks to inadequateinformationflows, 

The RBI should closely examine the Revised Irregular System {RIS) and compare 
it with its own health code classification. Hit is the case that ·the.RIS ~identifies 
problems earlier without any great informational cost, the RBI should seriously 
consider adopting it to monitor incipient sickness. The RBI argument that the new . 
NPA system has just been introduced, has not "stabilized" and, therefore, .one ought .. 
not to consider alternatives is meaningful if, and only if, RBI can convince others that 

. the NPA system does a good job of identifying nascent disorder. If it does not, then 
the argument to remain with it merely because it has been recently introduced will be .. 
a poor one. 

(monthly monitoring versus half-yearly review under the HCS), and is more objective. 
Under the RIS, one can demarcate an irregularity covering 60 to.75 days, or two consecutive 
"suspects" as a case of incipient sickness ·(as against iso days of the NPA cl~siflei.li:~n). '.It 
is also easy to implement •. The RlS classification uses only, three parameters: ', duratlen 
of iri-egularity, dlshonour of inward cheques and bills, and of outward cheques: For finer 
detection, banks can make small changes in their ledger .format to take into aeooull.i: other 

. information such as changes in sales and receivables. . . 0 

• 

i • • ·• •• 
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In today's fluid and much more competitive environment, it is necessary to get 
away from rigid industry-specific norms, and, instead, device more flexible compa 
ny-specific, technology specific, demand-specific, and product-specific guidelines. 
As in other cases, it may be too difficult for banks and flnancial institutions to 
formulate such proactive guidelines. Therefore, it may be necessary to ask rating 
agencies to prepare such norms. 

4.2.15 'Equally, it is important to recognize that defaults are not necessarily 
malafide in intent. These could also be due to outdated as well as industry-specific 
(instead of firm-specific) working capital norms. The norms devised by the Tandon and 

'Chore Committees were in a regime of rigid price and quantity controls. Not only was 
, the industry structure per force more stable than what it is now or will ever be, but also there 
was no attempt to distinguish the credit-worthiness across firms in any industry. · 

At a later instance, the Governmrnt might wish to consider that the credit risk of 
promoters be clearly stated in the prospectus of every company issuing shares or 

- debt instruments in the market. 

. It will be useful to have an independent and reputable credit rating organization 
like CRISIL to take up this task. 

This data base, with its promoter risk ratings, should be available to all financial 
institutions and scheduled banks;' and ought to form a basis for making lending 
-declskms and project risk appraisals • 

In the rll"St instance, all financial institutions should create a common information 
pooi about firms that have defaulted on term lending dues, and list the names or 
promoters of such firms. In addition, alf scheduled commercial banks should 
prepare a similar list of irregularities in cash credit and working capital repayment 
for accounts exceeding Rs.10 crores, This list can be ranked according to risk - 
the frequency and magnitude or defaults - and should be updated every quarter. 

J _ 
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Returns Comments 
TEXTILES 
Mill A 
Implicit write-off on fresh loans (L) -17.9% RL < 0 
Implicit write-off on past debts (D) -14.4% RD < 0 
Return on equity funds (E) 65.2% RE. > 0 
Return on promoter's contribution (P) SJ0~4% RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) -41.59 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -S0.93 Zone 2 (E) 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs. lakhe) -92.52 Zone 2 .(P) ' 
Return over E (Rs. lakhs) 67. 20· 
Return over P (Re. lakhs) 143.20 
Mill B •. 

Implicit write-off on L -4.3% RL < 0 
Implicit write-off on D -5.2% RD < 0 
Return on E -75 .1% RE < 0 
Return on P -32.8\ RP< 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhe) -4.61 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -2.93 Zone 3 (E) 
Implicit write-off on ·L & D (Rs. lakhs) -7.54 Zone 3 (P) 
Return over E (RB. ~akhs) -95.42 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) -15.42' 
Mill C 
Implicit write-off on L -14.5\ RL < 0 
Implicit write-off on D -9.l\ RD < 0 
Return on E -13. 4" RE < 0 
Return on P 605.2\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) -88.82 
Implicit write-off on o· (Rs~ lakhs} -12.17 Zone 3 (E) 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs~ lakhs\ -100.99 Zone 2 {P) 
Return over E (Rs. lakhs) -39.13 ·. 

Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 217.87 
Mill D 
Implicit write-off on L -7.2\ RL < 0. 
Implicit write.-off. on D -1.5% RD < 0 
Return on E 185.9% RE > 0 
Return on P 1901.2\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) -6.26 .. 

Implicit ·Write-off on D (Ra. lakhs) - -0.81 zone 2 (E) 
Implicit write-off on La& D (Rs. lakhs) -7.07 ·zone 2 (P) . - 
Return over E (Rs. lakha) 65.06 
Return over P (RB. lakhs) 95.06 
Mill B 
Implicit write-off on·L -11.0\ RL < 0 
Implicit write-off on D -6.l\ RD < 0 
Return on E 18.2\ Rl); > 0 
Return on P 451.4' RP> 0 
Implicit wrlte-off on L (Rs. lakhs) -22.09 ~ .. - ', . '" 

Implicit write-off on D (Rs, lakhs) -0.49 Zone 2 (E) 
Implicit write-off on L '7r D (Re. lakhs) · -22.57 Zone 2· (P) 
Return over E {Rs. lakhs} 12. 71 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 67.71 

Appendix to Chapter 4 
A: Examples of Unsatisfactory 18(4) Rebatiilitation Schemes 
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Returns Comments 

Kill F 
Implici~ write-off on L NA 
Implicit write-off on D 2.5\ RD > 0 
Return on E -66.8\ RE < 0 
Return on P NA 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhe) NA 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhe) 6.63 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Re. lakhs) 6.63 
Return over E (Ra. lakhs} -96.86 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 48.14 
Mill G 
Implicit write-off on L 1.9\ RL > 0 
Implicit write-off on D -6.7\ RD < 0 
Return on E 34.8\ RE > 0 
Return on P 91.2\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Re. lakhs) 11.45 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -77. 61 Zone 1 (E) 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs. lakhs) -66.16 Zone 1 (P) 
Return over E (Re. lakhs) 194.73 Scheme failed 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 359.73 due to over 

optimistic 
forecasts 

Mill B 
Implicit write-off on L NA 
Implicit write-off on D 0.7\ RD > 0 
Return on E -49.1' RE < 0 
Return on P 3.6\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) NA 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) 1. 58 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs .. lakhs} 1.58 
Return over E (Rs. lakhs} -709.73 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) -225.73 
Mill X 
Implicit write-off on L -7.9\ RL < 0 
Implicit write-off on D -14.4\ RD < 0 
Return on E 79.B\ RE > 0 
Return on P 150.8\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) -36.91 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -66.64 Zone 2 (E} 
Implicit write-off on·L & D (Re. lakhs) -103.55 Zone 2 (P) 
Return over E (Rs. lakhs) 84.59 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 114. 59 
Mill J 
Implicit wrlte-off on L -5.6\ RL < 0 
Implicit write-off on D -14.4\ RD < 0 
Return on E -38.8\ RE < 0 
Return on P -2. l\ RP< 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) -16.18 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -24.26 Zone 3 (E) 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs. lakhs) -40.45 Zone 3 (P) 
Return over E {Rs. lakhs) -62 .11 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs} -2.11 
Mill IC 
Implicit write-off on L NA 
Implicit write-off on D -8.4\ RD < 0 
Return on E -34.5% RE < 0 
Return on P 52.2\ RP > 0 
Implicit write~off on~ (Rs. lakhs) NA 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -59.33 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs. lakhs) -59.33 
Return over E (Rs. lakhs) -308.13 ) 

Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 200.87 
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Returns Comments 
Mill L 
Implicit write-off on L -12.8% RL < 0 
Implicit write-off ·on D -4.0\ RD <-0 · 
Return on E 49.7¥1 RE > 0 
Return on P 282 .1% RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Re. lakhe) -51.83 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -39.78 Zone 2 (E) 
Implicit write-off on L.& D (Rs. lakhs) -91. 62. Zone 2 (P) 
Return over E (Re. lakhs) 125.95 
Return over P (Rs. 1akhs) 279.95 
Mill K 1 

Implicit write-off on L 3.2% RL > 0 
Implicit write-off on D -12.7% RD < 0 
Return on E -4.l\ RE < 0 
Return on P 14.n RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) 1.59 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -34.65 Zone 4 (E) 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs •. lakhs) -33.06 zone 1 (P) 
Return over E (Rs. lakhe) -5.15 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 14.85 
Mill H 
Implicit·write-off Oh L NA 
Implicit write-off on D -5.2\ 
Return on E -57.4111 
·Return on P -53.5% 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) NA 
Implicit write-off.on D (Rs. lakhs) -64.44 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs. lakhs) -64.44 
Return over E (Rs. lakhs) -1748.71 
Return over p (Rs. lakhs) -1492.71 
ENGINEERING 
Firm 1 
Implicit write-off on L NA 
Implicit write-off on D -24.4\ RD < 0 
Return on E 396.8\ RE > 0 
Return on P 760.0\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) NA 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) -72. 54 
Implici.t write-off on L & D (Rs. lakhs) -72.54 
Return over E (Rs. lakhs) 207.44 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 229.52 
Firm 2 
Implicit write-off on L NA 
Implicit write-off on D -6.515 RD < 0 
Return on E -64.4\ RE < 0 
Return on P ' -41.0\ RP < 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Re. lakhs) NA 
Implicit write-off on D (Rs. lakhs) . -11.63 .. 

, Implicit write-off on L 'D (Rs. lakhs) -11. 62 v 

Return over E (Rs. lakhs) -48.70 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) -18.70 
Firm 3 
Implicit write-off on L NA 
Implicit write-off on D 4.8\ RD > 0 
Return on E -30.0\ RE < 0 
Return on P 179.0% RP > Q. 
Implicit write-off on L (-Rs. lakhs) NA ; 

Implicit write-off on D (Re. lakhs) 6.51 . 
Implicit write-off on L " D (Ra. lakhs) 6.51 
Return over E (Rs. lakha) -15.21 ' 

Return over P (Rs. lakha) 22.79 
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Returns Comments 
Firm 4 I 

Implicit write-off on L NA 
Implicit ~rite-off on D 2.4\ RD > 0 
Return on E -62.9\ RE < 0 
Return on P 94.0\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off/'on L (Rs. lakhs) NA 
Implicit write-off. on D (Rs. lakhs) 42.45 
Implicit write-o~f on L & D (Re. lakhs) 42.45 
Return over E (Rs. lakhs) -538.89 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 154.11 
Firm 5 a 
Implicit write-off on L -31. 0\ RL < 0 
Implicit write-off on D -18.6\ RD < 0 
Return on E 15.4\ RE > 0 Return on P 276.0\ RP > 0 Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) -9.29 
Implicit write-off on D {Rs. lakhs) -17. 85 Zone 2 (E) Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs. lakhs) -27.14 Zone 2 (P) Return over E·(Rs. lakhs) 17.60 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 96.60 
Firm 6 
Implicit write-off .on L NA 
Implicit write-off on D -5.6% RD < 0 
Return on E - -45.0% RE < 0 Return on P 265.3\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) NA 
Implicit write-off .on D (Rs. lakhs) -24.61 
Implicit write-off on L & D (Rs. lakhs) -:24.61 
Return over E (Rs. lakns) -56.99 
Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 50.67 
Firm 7 .. 

Implicit write-off on L -12.4\ RL < 0 
Implicit write-off on D -7.0\ RD < 0 
Return on E -61.0\ RE < 0 Return on P -37. 7\ RP< 0 Implicit write-off on L (Rs. lakhs) -8.08 Implicit write-off on D (Ra. lakhs) -3.17 Zone 3 (E) Implicit write-off on L IC D (Rs. lakhs) -11.25 Zone 3 (P) Return over E (Rs. lakhs) -35.90 
Return over P (Rs •. lakhs) -13.87 - 
Firm a 
Implicit write-off on L NA Implicit write-off on D o. 9i RD > 0 
Return on E -43 .1\ RE < 0 Return on P 48.8\ RP > 0 
Implicit write-off- on L (Rs. lakhs) NA Implicit write-off on D {Rs. lakhs) 2.05 Implicit write-off on L ic D (Rs. lakhs) 2.05 Return over E (Re. lakhe) -74.39 Return over P (Rs. lakhs) 32.22 
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17 Often schemes are sanctioned in the middle of a financial year. Thus, the first post-sanction flows are often 
for periods less than a full year. By not discounting the flows of first.post-sanction column, we err on the side 
of safety. 

16 These have to be routinely questioned. But, here, our focus is different We wish to prove that, given any 
set of technical, cost, sales, and price assumptions, it is often possible to construct a "better" restructuring 
scheme: lower write-offs on term debt can be supported by opportunity cost return on equity funds. 

All flows on loans and debts are discounted at 15%. The "surplus" flows are discount 
ed at 20%. Naturally, this exercise can be conducted for any set of discount rates. Of course, 
the higher the discount rate(s), more of the past debt will have to be written-off. 

Explanation: Year 0 is the year in which theproject was sanctioned by BIFR. Year 
1 is the year to which all future flows are discounted. To err on the side of safety, the flows 
at the end of the first post-sanction financial year are not discounted.17 Thus, in the example 
shown here, given any flow in year t as F, and a discount rate ri where i indexes the type of 
fund (loan or equity), the Year 1 discounting is: 

To prove this, an example is cited below. It relates to a textile mill in Ahmedabad. 
Note that we are not questioning the technical, marketing, commercial, and price/cost 
assumptions that have been used to build the cash flows over the duration of the project.16 
The base project is the section 18(4) rehabilitation scheme prepared by a financial institution 
and sanctioned by BIFR. 

In such cases, it is possible to construct an alternative restructuring scheme where 
i) there are no write-off on new loans; 
ii) there is an explicit partial write-off on past debt; 
iii) the new loans and the non-written off portion of past debt are evaluated at market rates 

of interest; 
iv) the explicit partial write-off on past debt under the scheme is less than the implicit 

write-off conferred through interest rate subsidies; arid · - 
v) the firm continues to earn a surplus which, when discounted at the opportunity cost 

of equity funds (risk free return plus risk premium) exactly equals the value of equity. 

r. . . . . , 

It has been shown in Chapter 4 that many appraisals and sanctions concerning rehabilitation 
under section 18(4) of SICA were poorly conceived: even in the best case scenario, _these . ~ . . '· . . ., 

would have resulted in the promoters-earning rents at the expense pf financial institutions. 
It was also asserted that one cancertainlyimproveupon any 18(4) rehabilitation schemewhere 
i) _ the projected return on equity is far greater than the opportunity cost rate of return; 
ii)· the financial institution's return on fresh loans is at less than opportunity cost; and 
iii) the gains in (i) can compensate the loss in (ii). · 

2000-10 
}: 

t ... 1991 • l 

B: A Superior Appraisal Scheme . 
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The method is simple. First, use the discount rates to see how much implicit write-off 
is being given on fresh loans (L), on past debts (D), and on both. Simultaneously, calculate 
the gain on equity (discounted value of surplus versus value of equity) and promoter's 
contribution (discounted value of surplus compared to the contribution), Second, evaluate 
everything without any write-off. In this case, it generates a surplus stream whose present 
discounted value is less than equity. Therefore, it is not incentive compatible, and the surplus 
requires to be scaled upward to just cover equity. This will involve a certain write-off on past 
debts, but none on fresh exposure. Third, compare the new write-off with the old one. If the 
new write-off is less than the old, then the alternative scheme dominates the base proposal. 



an example Improvlng on BIFR's rehabilitation schemes 
Textile Mill A 

Year 0 1 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1991 1998 1999 lOOO 

Old equity 0 

Out&tanding debt written off -· 76 
Promoter> contribution 27 
To1.1l equity 103 

Total ou!Atanding dcbl (D) 354 169.39 31.00 50.00 · S0.00 S0.00 50.00 31.00 31.00 31.00 30.00 

lnlereot on one component of D @.6% 17.32 4.56 ·U6 4.56. 3.99 2.85 1.71 0.57 

lnterelt on another COIT'f'OllCnl of D @ 116.35 26.10 
z 

26.10 2.S.28 22.38 19.-46 16.55 13.64 10.n 7.112 4.91 2.00 

9.39% 

Toi.II interest on D 133.68 

Modcmiution Jo.1n (Ll) 167 77.60 19.00 19.00 19.00 19.00 19.00 111.00 111.00 18.00 111.00 

Rchabilitotion loan (l.2) 31 14.93 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

Special loan (LJ) JS I0.00 
. 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 

Total new term loans (L) 233 102.53 

Interest on LI @ 11.S~ --- 64.0S- -·-·- -i9.20 11U1 15.92 13.74 11.55 9.J7 7.24. 5.17 3.10 1.03 - 

Interest on U @ 11.5 OJ; 15.00 3.56 3.56 3.33 . 2.87 2.41 1.95 1.55 l.20 0.116 0.51 0.17 

lnlereat on lJ @ 6 OJ; 9.82 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.00 1.63 1.28 0.92 

Total intc"'ot on L S8.117 

Surplu~fderic.it 170.20 47.00 32.00 23.00 25.00 28.00 3.00 0.00 54.00 56.00 58.00. 511.00 

T<nl of D ind inl on D 354 303.07 30.66 30.66 60.84 76.37 72.31 68.26 64.21 41.72 38.82 35.91 32.00 

Total of L and int on L 233 191.41 3.56 24.86 '46.H 43.89 41.25 38.60 41.02 37.44 34.66 31.89 29.12 

Total of D and L & interest 5117 494.411 
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Note to the table: In the scheme prepared by the OA and Sanctioned by BIFR, the total implicit write-off is Rs.92.52 lakhs (Rs.41.59 lakhs 
on new loans, L, and Rs.50.93 lakhs on past debts, D). This write-off is due to pumping in and re-scheduling of highly subsidized funds. Thanks 
to the write-off, the equity of the firm earns Rs.67.2 lakhs over its opportunity cost; alternatively, the promoter earns Rs.143.2 lakhsever his 
minor contribution of Rs.p lakhs, Thus, public funds are effectively donated to the promoter as huge rents above opportunity costs, 'The 
alternative scheme aims to construct an explicit write-off on only past debt (D), such that the net present value of the surplus (free funds) to 
the company whose net present value at its opportunity cost of 20 per cent discount exactly covers equity. This write-off is only Rs.13.07 lakhs 
on D, and none on fresh exposure. The firm covers its opportunity cost of equity, and the financial institutions save Rs.79.45 lakhs. Hence, 
it dominates the sanctioned scheme. 

Textil17MiU A l 
Year1 0 l 1990 1991 199:Z 1993 "1994 1995 1??6 1997 1998 1999 lOOO 
Sup.PO""' there is 1>0 implicit write olT 

To/.l of D and int on D: the diocounted Scale up 354.00 35.81 JS.Bl 71.06 89.20 84.46 79.73 75.00 48.73 45.34 41.94 37.J8 

I 
au,Plus mull equal the principal, 1.17 

TOtal of L and int on L: the diocoonted Scale up 233.00 4:33 J0.26 .56.6S .SJ.43 .50.21 46.99 49.93 45.58 42.19 38.K2 3$.4.S 
ouiy,lua mu•t equal the principal, 1.22 

Total of D + L + interclll .5~7.()>') ~.l.S 66.07 121.12· 142.63 134.68 126.72 124.93 !14.31 1!7.54 80.76 72.83 

New 1urplua -- 91.74 41.07 2J.4S 2.66 2.63 6.88 -16.!!6 -11.70 38.85 '41.94 45.04 46.29 

The superior 51:heme 

Rc-oceling wrplu• oo th•t aurplu1 dio- Scafe up IOJ.00 46.11 24.08 2.99 2.9S . 7.73 -11!.93 -IJ.14 43.62 47.0') .SO • .S6 .s l.97 
counted at 20 % i1 e.:actly equal to 1.12 
equity. So, equity fund1 cam their op- . \ portunity cost return. _,,..,. 

Required write-Off on pall debt (D) (A) S.04 2.63 O.JJ 0.32 0.84 -2.07 -1.44 4.77 S.IS 5.52 S.68 
without any write-Gff oa aew loam J3.07 
(L) 

Prorortion of D that should be 'Written 4.0% 
off without any write--0rf on L 

Tobll writc--0ff (on L and 0) •• per 92.52 
ocheme sanctioned by .BIFR (B) 

Effective saving: B - A 79.45 
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1 To quote section 32(1): "The provisions of this Act and of any rules or schemes made thereunder shall have 
effect notwithstanding anything inconsistent contained in any other law except the provisions of the Foreign 
Exchange Regulation Act, 1973 (46 of 1973) and the Urban Land (ceiling and Regulation) Act, 1976 (33 of 
1976)". In reality, the Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) has already challenged this by notifying that the 
Income Tax Act will have overriding effect over any order passed by BIFR under section 17(2) of SICA. This 
will be discussed later in the chapter. 

5.1. l A little reflection suggests that barriers to industrial and corporate restruc 
turing encourage firms to pay the factors - labour, financial institutions, and banks - 
less than their due share, and remain unpunished for doing so. A sick firm invariably 

5.1 What are barriers to restructuring? 

5.0.3 Despite such overarching powers of SICA, a combination of many factors - 
consensus seeking, veto powers of parties, slow BIFR procedures, the failure to use the threat 
of winding up, poor appraisal, and bad project assumptions - have made it difficult for BIFR 
to recommend even the simplest forms of restructuring, and ensure its subsequent implemen 
tation. This chapter follows up on the recommendations made in the Chapters 3 and 4. It 
identifies other major barriers to industrial and corporate restructuring, and suggests short 
and medium term remedial measures. Section 5.1 begin with an orientation: the primary 
feature of any barrier to restructuring. The subsequent sections are arranged according to 

I themes: management (5.2), land (5.3), labour (5.4), taxation,. mergers, promoter's contribu 
tion, and restructuring of debt to equity {5.5), and corporate law and problems in winding 
up of completely unviable companies (5.6). 

5.0.2 The wide-ranging provisions of SICA allows BIFR to approve ahnost any 
type of industrial restructuring it sees fit: rehabilitation, change in management and board 
of directors, mergers and amalgamation, sale or lease of whole or part of the company, 
altering the debt and equity structure, reducing rights of existing shareholders, reorganizing 
the firm as a workers' cooperative, selling of shares of sick company to another industrial 
company, and so on. Furthermore, section 32(1) or SICA clearly states that it overrides 
all law other than the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act of 1973 (FERA), and the Urban 
Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act or 1976 (ULCRA). 1 

5.0.1 There are many good reasons for a profitable and financially sound firm to opt 
for corporate restructuring. From a social point of view, the need for restructuring is far 
greater for ailing firms. These companies have certain common features: current liabilities 
exceed current assets, the debt burden is very high compared to future income, poor manage 
ment, inefficiencies in labour use, workers not being paid their statutory dues, and an excess 
of unproductive but saleable fixed assets. Without proper reorganization (either reorganization 
or winding up), these firms bleed the economy, and also deprive workers of their dues. 

5 : Barriers to Restructuring 
Land, Labour, Law, and Management 
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5.2.2 Over and above unintended omissions and neglect, there are instances of wilful 
acts of asset stripping, strategic debt defaults, and non-payment of statutory dues. Since these 
are very difficult to prove in courts, the creditors ask BIFR to implement a change in 
management due to "loss of faith" - a portmanteau term that covers all. 

The blame for this state of affairs [sickness] has rested in no small measure on the management 
which was family-type non-professional, and even operating at times as absentee management. 
The management structures continued lo be weak . . . The perceptions of management were 
static in regard to technology, products, markets and changing labour management relationship. 
In short, management attitudes were complacent and were not equipped lo cope with the 
changing demands of the industrial scene. (BIFR, Industrial Sickness- Case Studies, vol. I (2), 
Textiles, p. l.) 

5.2.1 This section relates to firms that are financially sick but operationally viable. 
In many cases, after repeated repayment defaults, banks and institutions lose confidence in 
the existing management, and demand management change as a precondition for corporate 
reorganization. BIFR itself has recognized the role of poor management. Describing the sorry 
state of the composite textile mills, BIFR states that 

5.2 Change in management or directorship 

Irrespective of ideology, industrial and corporate restructuring has to be thought 
as methods that maximize future payments to labour and to secured creditors. 
Conversely, barriers to restructuring help inefficient capitalists maintain. their 
stranglehold over the assets of a company, and encourage them to renege on their 
obligations to banks, financial institutions, the government, and the workers. Well 
meaning, employment and industry protecting barriers always have perverse effects: 
these neither protect labour payments in the long run, nor prevent asset stripping, 
arbitrage seeking, and debt defaults in the short. - 

5.1.3 · Economically unviable firms - where variable costs exceed sales - also 
default on loan repayment, wage payments, and employees' dues. Such firms requires radical 
surgery: winding up, and sale of assets at the highest possible price, to obtain the maximum 
terminal payment to secured creditors and involuntarily unemployed workers. Here, barriers 
to restructuring prevent labour from getting the benefits of a price that can secure terminal 
benefits that are as close as possible to the net present value of forfeited wages. 

5.1.2 If a firm is operationally viable, then a properly designed financial, manage 
ment, and asset restructuring package can allow it to reorganize, and, hence, make factor 
payments in the future. In such instances, barriers to restructuring worsen the existing 
problems, and so ensure non-payment to labour and creditors. 

reneges on paying long term secured creditors, and defaults on provident fund and other 
labour contributions. 
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' With the introduction of the new bill, there has been a great deal of confusion in quoting sections, as the 
numbers in the existing act do not correspond to those in the proposed bill. To avoid this, we shall use ECA 
to identify section numbers of the existing Companies Act of 1956, and PCB for the proposed Companies Bill 
of 1993. . 

2 According to courts, banks or financial institutions are lenders to, not owners of, a firm. Hence, default 
requires filing for recovery, not appealing for change of management. Without proof of malfeasance, misfea 
sance, or deliberate intent, courts rarely ever rule in favour of changing management, particularly when this 
moved by secured creditors. · 

5 .2. 7 Fraud, malfeasance, misfeasance, and breach of trust are fuzzy concepts, and 
virtually impossible to prove. In any case, since the BIFR is a quasi-judicial body, the affected 

5.2.6 Non-payment to creditors is easy to prove, and there have been attempts to 
invoke section 267-ECA (section 291-PCB) to remove whole time executive directors, 
particularly managing directors of defaulting companies. However, courts take the view that 
since the liability of a joint-stock company is limited, corporate defaults made under the tenure 
of any managing director do not come under this section. It only covers defaults of such 
people on their personal account. Besides, a lender cannot dictate the replacement. It is a 
simple matter for firms - particularly family dominated companies - to go through the 
motions of a de jure change, while de facto control remains in the same hands. 

5.2.5 Cases of "undischarged insolvency", "moral turpitude" and "unsound mind" 
are rare. Since "proper" information disclosure depends upon the majority view of the board, 
it is very difficult for a third party such as a bank or financial institution to effect a directorial 
change through (e). Creditors cannot ask for removal of director(s) under (d), for this has 
no bearing upon the dealings between the firm and its lenders. So, removing management 
hinges upon either defaulting on loans (f), or proven fraud (g). 

5.2.4 The Companies Act of 1956 and the amended Companies Bill of 1993 (tabled 
in Parliament in May 1993) outline when and why a chairman, director, whole time executive 
director, or a manager of a company can be disqualified, removed or replaced. 3 Removal 
can be sought if a person (a) is an undischarged insolvent; (b) has been convicted of moral 
turpitude; (c) is of unsound mind; (d) has not paid any call regarding shares of the company 
held by him; (e) has failed to disclose information or interest in any contract or transaction 
made by him on behalf of the company; (f) has suspended payment to creditors of the 
company (relates to managing and whole time executive directors); and (g) is fraudulent in 
commercial dealings - malfeasance, misfeasance, "non-feasance" (section 24 of SICA), or 
breach of trust. 

5.2.3 It is very difficult, if not hnpossible, for secured creditors to force a real 
change in management - more so when existing management thinks otherwise. Consider 
pre-SICA cases, where secured creditors want a change in the management of ailing compa 
nies whose net worth is not yet negative. Courts repeatedly take the view that debt default 
is no ground for creditors demanding a change in management.2 
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5 This allows a group of 100 shareholders or one representing a tenth of the share capital, whichever is less, 
to complain to the Company Law Board that a company's affairs are being conducted in a manner oppressive 
to any member or members: that the majority has effected material changes in the management or control of 
the company which is likely to be prejudicial to public interest, the company, and the shareholders. 

4 There have been instances where BIFR has taken decisions that are inimical to changing management or sick 
firms. In one case, when the lead financial institution wanted a change in management because of "loss of confi 
dence" in the promoter, BIFR wanted it to furnish documentary evidence to support the claim ., despite BIFR 
itself having initiated misfeasance proceedings against the same promoter four years earlier under section 24 
of SICA! 

5 .2.10 Thus, the law and its implementation work against the simplest type of corpo 
rate restructuring - changing the management or directors of a sick industrial company. This 
flows from an asymmetric relationship where a sick company's powers to legally resist 
changes demanded by creditors exceed those of the banks or financial institutions. 

5.2.9 BIFR can recommend change in management of a SICA company (since SICA 
overrides The Companies Act). However, BIFR's quasi-judicial nature ensures that it can only 
recommend, not order. Besides, nothing can prevent anyone - including amalajide promoter 
or his agent - to file a writ petition under Article 226 of the Constitution to stay the BIFR 
proceeding, on the ground that management changes infringe upon his legal rights. The 
standard court procedure is to first grant the stay, and then examine the case at leisure. 

5.2.8 There is yet another way in which the Companies Act itself gives enormous 
scope for inefficient promoters to resist changes in management and the board: oppression 
of minority by majority under sections 397 and 398 of ECA (sections 403 and 404 of 
PCB). When financial institutions, as large shareholders, try to force a change in management 
upon an unwilling promoter, the promoter invariably gets a "small" shareholder to file a stay 
petition at the Company Law Board (CLB) under oppression of minority by majority.5 
Usually the CLB grants stays that are long enough for profitable asset stripping. 

director can always challenge this in court. This ensures the case dragging on interminably 
through repeated 'stay orders." 
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. . 
A few examples suffice to prove the point. _The are many others. 

• ··, I ' • I • • • ' o ~· 1 : ~ . ~ ' ' ~· - ' -,,_';,.; _. • 

5.3.3 
-··"\. 

5.3.2 . Since such lands are unutilized by these flrms,' and command high prices· 
for alternative commercial use in urban.areas, their sale can generate· substantial 
addltlonal-funds for repaying whole or .part of outstanding debts and' also .Ior meeting , 
the costs.of rationalizing the labour.force. Land sale is the most profitable and economl 
cally meaningful way of generatlnglnternal resources for (i) reorganizing viable compa-. 
nies or (ii) getting the best value for unviable firms. 

' .. I ' •' .. \ . ·-:: 
"• , \ I l ~,.:.; • • L 

5.3.1 , Often, cash strapped· but operationally ·viable companies·own considerable 
vacanf.land within the factory premises. Thisis true for.all composite textile mills located 
in Bombay, Ahmedabad.Kanpur, and Calcutta; alljute millslocated in, or around Calcutta; 
and most of.the engineering and fabricating companies thatwere established inthe ,1950s or 
earlier. · :.; - ·, .," · · · ~. ::· ' :, 

. : ~ . S.3 Sale of surplus Iand 

. ............ . - .... ~ ~ ·,; ~. '-:. 
I I •• 

The penal provisions for non-compliance under sections33 and 34 of SICA·should 
be implemented by BIFR. Deviating from any of BIFR 's directives can be penalized 
by simple imprisonment of three years and an unspecified open-ended fine. The • 
Board has never invoked such penalties. To.signal its intent in preventing system- .- · 
atic defaults, BIFR should occasionally implement these penalties, and, publicize : : 
them. · : . 1 ~ •.. 

•. .•.' 

. . 

. Unfortunately, the PCB has not addressed this problem. It should consider putting 
. in an amendment or 'Insertlng a separate section. that strengthens the .hands of 

· secured creditors. There must be a clause that when a company defaults on repay 
ments to secured creditors in excess or .180 days, the creditors. may (either singly, 
.or jointly):- .. , , 
a) secure a change in management, which can include the.entire board.of the 

company, 
b) appoint a person of their choice as executive or managing director, or chief 

executive, and 
c) unless (a) and (b) are executed within a given time frame, stop·giving any 

further funds, including working capital, attach properties and assets, or 
. attach equity shares in lieu of default. . . 

· Such.a provision should be incorporated. in ev~ry section of the PCB that specifies 
removal of directors, managing directors, or managers. ,: · . . , . . . . 

The Companies Act should be amended so that securedcredltors-eanjmplement 
de facto changes in management .and/or the. Board of. Directors in instances or 
repeated debt defaults, As they stand, sections 267--ECA-and 291-PC~ are not good 
enough. _ · .; 
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6 The data are from Barjor E. Mehta, Urban rejuvenation through property development: Re-using land of textile 
mills under liquidation in Ahmedabad City, Centre for Environmental Planning and Technology, Ahmedabad. 

5.3.6 Section 6 of ULCRA states that firms holding excess vacant land have to file 
a detailed statement to the appropriate state authority within a specified time period. On this 
'basis, the state authority must prepare a final land statement, which states the exact amount, 
specification, lecation, and lay of the vacant land. This is the document which forms the basis 
for the government's notifying the firm of its intent to purchase excess vacant land. 

5.3.5 According to ULCRA, there is no legal distinction between "persons", 
"individuals", and "companies". Section 3 of ULCRA bans persons (or companies) from 
holding any vacant land in excess of the ceiling limit. The ceiling limit varies according to 
categories of urban area. For category A (which covers Greater Bombay, Calcutta Urban 
Area, and Delhi Urban Area), the ceiling is 500 square metres. For category B (in which fall 
Ahmedabad, Kanpur, and Bangalore), this is 1,000 square metres. For C and D these are 
1,500 and 2,000 square metres respectively. Virtually all textile mills have vacant landholding 
that is substantially greater than any of these limits. 

5.3.4 Unfortunately, very few land sales have taken place, thanks to two major 
barriers: the Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act of 1976 (ULCRA), and local 
municipal and state-level deterrents. The first problem is that SICA cannot override 
ULCRA. The second is that the states which have the greatest incidence of industrial 
sickness - Gujarat, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, and West Bengal - have all accepted, 
and hnplemented ULCRA. 

b) India United Mill, a sick, nationalized textile mill under the Maharashtra North 
subsidiary of the National Textile Corporation (NTC), has a finishing unit that cover 
6 to 7 acres of prime, upper class residential area of Bombay island. The finishing 
unit is totally inoperative: no cloth is processed or finished there. The current market 
value of the land is approximately Rs.55 to Rs. 60 crores. This can (i) can not only 
secure a generous voluntary retirement scheme for the "displaced" workers, but (ii) 
also pump in fresh finance to NTC - to modernize its spinning without budgetary 
support from the government. 

a) A group of 15 textile mills in Ahmedabad are closed since the mid-1980s. These mills 
together own approximately 85 hectares of re-usable property, some in exclusively 
industrial, and others in commercial-cum-residential areas. Some 28,600 workers are 
affected by the closure of these textile mills, and have not yet been paid their dues, 
which amounts to Rs.86.7 crores, or Rs.30,300 per worker.6 The total outstanding 
liabilities of these 15 units were Rs.155.2 crores. After detailed examination, it has 
been found that with (i) proper fragmentation of plots to allow for more promoters 
and developers and (ii) appropriate allocation between industrial and commercial uses, 
land sales alone could fetch Rs. 84 crores. Ignoring the sale of other assets, a propor 
tional distribution of these proceeds between the first claimants - workers and secured 
creditors - would go a long way in paying the workers' dues. Moreover, property 
sales and industrial redevelopment can create additional employment. It was estimated 
that sale would eventually create a demand for 40,000 jobs. 
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5.3.12 Other barriers to re-development and sale of surplus land of sick units are 
enshrined in local, municipal level restrictions. These regulate the type of sales and end-uses 
of land within urban limits: Some of the regulations are well meaning and are-intended to limit 

-.: 
I · 5.3.11 ·Except in Gujarat - and that, too, only in recent times v-. such exemptions 

are rarely given. Political considerations, especially the fear of being labelled as "pro-indusiri 
alist", play a major role in refusing waivers under section 20, even when these are recom 
mended by the BIFR. For instance, in West Bengal, not a single section 20 application has 
been cleared by the stategovernment since 1976. West Bengal is only an extreme case.of an 
all-India implementation problem. Recently, some of the ULCRA states (again, Gujarat is 
the notable leader) have agreed to section 20 dispensations for rehabilitation purposes, 
particularly if a scheme is sanctioned by BIFR. While this is a step in the right direction, 
implementation in the problem states has been tardy. In West Bengal, this decision was taken 
9 months earlier. As yet, no case has been implemented. · 

5.3.10 There is a more serious problem. Section 20 of ULCRA outlines the powers 
of exemption. If the state government is convinced that 'the excess land is being used, or is 
proposed to be used in a manner useful to public interest, or if its purchase causes "undue 
hardship" to the firm, then it can exempt such land from government acquisition. In theory, 
therefore, if a company can prove that the commercial sale of such land is necessary for 
running the unit and paying workers and creditors their dues, then the state government can 
consider an exemption. · 

5.3.9 Companies believe otherwise. The land is usually their freehold asset whose 
market value can be realized to reduce current and long term liabilities, to pay for labour 
rationalization, and even to generate some surplus. The enormous differential between the 
market and the government's offer price for urban land heightens this conflict. Thus, a 
prisoner's dilemma: companies rarely voluntarily disclose the amount of excess land under 
section 6 of ULCRA: Without a firm filing a return, there is no basis for determining the 
amount of vacant land. It continues to remain unutilized, with no claimant getting any benefit 
of its market value. 

5.3.8 Here lies the first problem: conflicting views about who should' get the first 
cut of the proceeds of land sale. The state governments argue that (i) the land was sold at low 
prices to the firms for industrial purposes, (ii) the firms have failed in their objective of 
producing industrial output and providing gainful employment, and often failed in paying 
workers their statutory dues. Hence, shareholders of such firms have no rights to any benefits 
from the capital gains of land sales. The first cut should go to the state. In rare instances 
where state governments allow sale of surplus land, it is acquired and then auctioned off by 
the government, and part of the proceeds is loaned to the company for rehabilitation. 

5. 3. 7 Section 11 states the price for acquiring such land. If the land was income 
earning (which is rarely the case), the government has to pay 8.33 times the average income 
realized in the last five years. Otherwise, it can acquire the property by paying Rs.10 per 
square metre in urban categories A and B, and Rs.5 per square metre in C and D! The 
payment schedule is tantamount to state expropriation: Rs.25 ,000 or 25 % whichever is less 
in the first year after sale, and the balance in 5 % state government bonds redeemable after 
20 years! 
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5.3.15 The extent of redevelopment and private sale ofland permitted under theDCRs 
in Maharashtra, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal continue to be governed by a state's 
interpretation of ULCRA, and its use of section 20. In this respect, Gujarat has taken the 
lead. It has circulated a notification which (i) allows firms under rehabilitation or perrna- 

If a part or the surplus land or any factory is earmarked for low income housing, 
a) this tradeable right should be allowed to be allocated elsewhere on a proper 

tional basis, or 
b) the market value or this right should be handed over to a specific low cost 

housing fund administered by the state government. 
To explain: In the case of (a), suppose the area allocated for low income housing is one 
acre. In the original zone, the market price of an acre of development rights is, say, 
Rs.10 crores. If this is shifted to an area where the price is Rs.5 crores per acre.rthen 
the builder, developer, or the firm that sold the land right must buy two acres of land 
for low income housing. It is not necessary for the firm that is developing the excess 
land for high income residential/commercial property to build the low income flats. 
Typically, low income houses require one kind of expertise, and high income another. 
Instead, the proportional right can be given to reputable corporations that specialize in 
low cost housing. Option (b) is simpler: transfer the market value of the land earmarked 
for low income housing to a low income housing fund of the government. 

5.3.14 It is certainly very important to earmark a third of the land is earmarked for 
low cost housing for deprived sections of society. However, if this is in the same physical 
location where another third is being developed at commercial rates, then there will very few 
buyers of the high priced commercial/residential property, and the prices will crash. Simulta 
neously creating affordable housing for the underprivileged, and getting the maximum value 
for the development rights requires physical dissociation of one from the other. 

5.3.13 Consider Bombay, where there are several sick, operationally unviable textile 
mills located on prime urban land on Bombay Island. Although the conditions imposed by 
the Development Control Regulations (DCR) of the Maharashtra State Government (February 
1991) are improvements over the earlier DCR, these continue to rule out meaningful commer 
cial sale of land. The new DCR defines a higher floor space index (FSI - roughly the ratio 
of allowable built-up area to. open area). However, it specifies how the land has to be 
physically allocated. According to section 58 of the new DCR, the land of sick and/or closed 
textile mills in Bombay can be developed and sold (given ULCRA permission) provided the 
open and post-demolition land is redeveloped as follows: approximately a third for play 
ground, parks, or other open use; another third for low cost urban housing to be developed 
by the state's public sector housing corporation; and the final third for residential and 
commercial use, to be developed and sold by the firm or its developer at commercial rates. 

pollution, maintain positive externalities of zoning, deter excessive construction activity, and 
prevent traffic and infrastructural congestion. However, often such regulations impose 
excessively restrictive conditions: after meeting these, there is very little "free" land left to 
be sold at commercial rates. 
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Corporate reorganization via land sales needs a success story .... either in Bombay, · 
or in Ahmedabad, or both. In the former, the prices are better, but the state govern 
ment is as yet unpreparedto give permission. In the latter, the prices are lower, while 
the state government is quite willing to aid the process. · 

When land sales come into being, there will be a tremendous need for financial 
intermediation. Sellers will need up-front payments to' finance. voluntary retirement 
schemes (VRS), modernization, and finarice repayment dues, while buyers will realize 
the value at a much later date. This needs involvement of banks and financial institu 
tions who have commercial sense, ample funds, credibility, and expertise in housing 
finance. The government must involve the Housing Development Finance Corpora 
tion (HDFC) and other reputable flnanclal intermediaries in formulating a specific, 
clearly sequenced, commercially viable plans for urban redevelopment through sale 
or excess land. 

Given the problem of land sale in the ULCRA states, the OAs as well as BIFR. 
should not factor in uncertain sale proceeds in estlmatlng either the "means of 
finance" or the "sources of funds" in the projected cash flows of a 18(4) rehabili 
tation proposal. 

The Central Government should try to convene a conference of the ULCRA states, 
and attempt to persuade these states of the need to amend sections 20 and 21- to· 
incorporate an additional clauses exemption will be given when land sale is recom 
mended by the BIFR,. subject to regional master plans. This is a must for the 
industrial states. ULCRA is based on section 252 of the Constitution, which gives the 
Parliament the power to legislate for two or more states, given their consent. Therefore, 
the Union Government should convince at least the minimum number of states needed 
to amend ULCRA of the need to amend this serious barrier to industrial restructuring. . . 

The Central Government should take the lead by asking the Union Territories to 
grant exemption under sections 20 and. 21 of ULCRA, particularly for BIFR 
schemes. 

5.3.16 There is yet another problem with ULCRA. Rehabilitation schemes have been 
sanctioned by BIFR assuming land sales. The expected sale value is often factored in as a 
"source of funds". When the land sales fail to materialize (because of the state government's 
not giving permission under ULCRA), the promoters Claim that the scheme has failed, and 
immediately start defaulting on repayments. 

nent'closure to ask for section 20 exemptions, and (ii) instructs the appropriate govern 
ment agency to normally grant these exemptions. However, the other three problem states 
.have shown remarkable reticence in realizing the latent value of land. ULCRA exemptions 
are rare in Maharashtra, and are unheard of in Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. 
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7 Usually, workers in the private sector agree to real sacrifices: (i) voluntary agreements to rationalization and 
retrenchment of surplus staff; (ii) phasing out of what is often a meagre retrenchment compensation; (iii) wage 
freeze; (iv) bans on fresh demands during a given period; and (v) agreeing to relocation, redefinition of work, 
and increasing productivity and working hours. Unlike promoters, ·state governments, banks, and even the 
institutions, in most of 17(2) and 18(4) cases, labour generally agrees and adheres to the terms of the sanctioned 
schemes. 

5.4.2 The problem is that state governments - the "appropriate Government" of the 
IDA - have consistently refused to grant permission either under 25(N) or 25(0). This 

Section 2S(N) 
No workman employed in any industrial establishment to which Chapter VB applies, and who bas been 
in continuous service for at least one year (interpreted as 240 days) in that establishment can be retrenched 
without (a) being given three months' notice in writing indicating reasons for retrenchment; and (b) the 
period of the notice having expired; and (c) prior permission being sought from the appropriate govern 
ment agency in a prescribed manner, clearly stating reasons for retrenchment, a copy of which bas to 
be sent to the workman. Further, "an order of the appropriate Government or the specified authority 
granting, or refusing to grant permission, shall ... be final and binding on all parties concerned, and shall 
remain in force for one year from the date of such order" [section 25N(5)]. If permission for retrench 
ment is granted, then the workman will be entitled to receive, at time of retrenchment, compensation 
equivalent to 15 days' average pay for every completed year of continuous service. 
Section 25(0) 
This outlines the procedure for permanently closing down an industrial undertaking. An employer who 
intends to close down such an undertaking (a) must apply to the appropriate government authority in the 
prescribed manner at least 90 days before intended date of closure; and (b) must clearly state reasons 
for the closure; and (c) simultaneously serve a copy of this to the representatives of the workmen. 
Similar to section 25(N), "an order of the appropriate Government or the specified authority granting, 
or refusing to grant permission, shall ... be final and binding on all parties concerned, and shall remain 
in force for one year from the date of such order· [section 250(4)]. If permission for retrenchment is 
granted, then the workmen will be entitled to receive, at time of retrenchment, compensation equivalent 
to 15 days' average pay for every completed year of continuous service, 
NB: 1) Workman means any person employed in any industry for hire or reward who is not (i) subject 
to the Air Force Act, 1950, the Anny Act, 1950, or the Navy Act, 1957; or (ii) employed in the police 
or in prisons; or (iii) employed mainly in a managerial or administrative capacity; or (iv) drawing wages 
exceeding Rs.1600 per month [section 2(s) of the IDA]. 

2) "Retrenchment" is termination by the employer of the services of a workman for any reason 
whatsoever, other than as a punishment inflicted as disciplinary action, but excludes (i) voluntary 
retirement; (ii) retirement at superannuation; (ii) termination of service because of non-renewal or expiry 
of a time-bound contract; or (iv) termination on ground of continued ill health. Chapter VB of the IDA 
outlines special provisions and procedures that have to be followed during Jay-off, retrenchment, and 
(permanent) closure of an industrial unit [section 2(oo)]. · 

Industrial Disputes Act 

5.4.1 Except in some states, there is hardl1 any evidence of labour force presenting 
insuperable hurdles to private sector restructuring. Nevertheless, there is a major barrier 
to restructuring the workforce, which is entirely due to prevailing practices among state 
governments. Given below are two relevant sections of the Industrial Disputes Act (IDA), 
1947. 

5 .4 Restructuring the labour force 
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11 For instance, the illegally laid-Off workers in textile mills cannoteven get the benefits of the Textile Workers' 
Rehabilitation Fund. Only workers retrenched from "closed" mills (i.e. those which obtained section 25(0) 
approval) can get retrenchment benefits from the fund. 

.». 
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5 .4.4 In this regard, the recommendations of the Bajaj Committee are very sensible, 
and seek to protect the real rights of the workers. However, these are consistently vetoed by 
representatives of organized, politically affiliated trade union, who are willing to turn a 
Nelson's eye to de facto unemployment and consequent lumpeni.zation, but always prevent 
measures that recognize involuntarily unemployment, and give such workers thei_r. fair dues. 

5.4.5 - One seriously needs to ask why should there be any need for prior state 
government approval. India has enough labour laws (including provisions In the IDA) and 
court judgements that prevent any employer from victimizing unionized workers, .or from 
unjustly or illegally laying-off or retrenching labour. In such an environment, it Is almost 
impossible for an honest entrepreneur to unfairly retrench workers. Therefore, it is quite 
unnecessary to have yet another sanctioning authority - namely, the state Labour Commis 
sioners under .sections 25(N) and 25(0) of the IDA. Equally, it is well known that dishonest 
entrepreneurs with political connections can easily circumvent sections 25(N) and ·25(0) by 
declaring an indefinite lock-out and, so, force labourers to quit. In such cases, these two 

. sections are effectively irrelevant, So, in the "best-case scenario", sections 25(N) and 25(0) 
are redundant; and in the "worst-case-seenarlq", these are irrelevant. Hence, it makes 
sense to eliminate them altogether. 

5.4.3 As a consequence, several thousands of textile workers in the cities of Bombay 
and Ahmedabad have been deprived of their terminal benefits and arrears of pay in the last 
five years, when mills have declared lock-outs to escape the barriers imposed on retrenchment 
and closures. Most of these workers have been reduced to the level of lumpen proletariat, 
eking out a meagre' existence as peddlers and vegetable sellers. 8 . 

It is a matter of common knowledge that the State Governments or even the Central Govern 
ment are reluctant to allow retrenchment or closure of industrial undertakings ... The ground· 
reality is, however, very different, for ·a termmally sick unit cannot continue to produce 
[profitably] or pay its labour. As a consequence, the unit remains in a state of suspended 
animation for years, though on paper it may be shown to have been locked out ..• the workers 
are deprived of their current wages and do not also have any possibility of receiving their 
terminal benefits (p.90, para 9.5) 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

unfortunate reality has been recognized by the Report of the Inter-Ministerial Working Group 
on Industrial Restructuring (J.L. Bajaj Commiuee), March 1992. A section of the report is 
worth quoting. · 

l 
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5.5.3 Methods of reducing debt-equity ratio can be divided into two groups: 
i) where banks and institutions write-off some of the debt (through sacrifices), provided 

the promoter comes in with fresh equity; and 
ii) where the institutions invoke the conversion clause in the loan documents, i.e. in 

addition to the promoter's contribution, the financial institutions directly swap some 
debt for equity shares, which they then retain or later sell to outside shareholders. 

5.5.2 Section 18(2.d) of SICA allows alteration of the capital structure; section 
18(2.f) allows reduction of the interest or rights of shareholders in the sick firm; and section 
18(2.l) allows transfer of issue of shares in the sick company at face value or at discount to 
any industrial company or person(s). 

5. 5 .1 · In Chapter 4, a case has been made for devising financial restructuring packages 
that reduce the debt-equity ratio of operationally viable firms. Specifically, commercially 
viable but financially leveraged companies should be reorganized in a way that reduces future 
debt burdens. It was suggested that this can be done by 
a) evaluating rehabilitation schemes at proper opportunity costs, 
b) having no implicit write-off on new loans through interest rate subsidies, 
c) considering, if necessary, partial explicit write-offs only on past debts, not on new 

loans, and 
d) converting this written-off amount to equity held by the financial institution or bank. 
It was also stated· that the debt-equity conversion route dominates a straight write-off: if the 
firm turns around, the secured creditors hold good equity; if it does not, conversion is no 
worse than a write-off. · 

5.5 Converting debt to equity, mergers, and taxation 

Chapter VB of the Industrial Disputes Act, which governs lay-off, retrenchment, 
and closure, applies to undertaking having 100 or more workers. This should be 
raised to 300 or more. 

Furthermore, the government should amend the compensation for retrenchment 
and closure from 15 clays' wages to one months' wages per year of completed 
service. Fifteen days' wages is a niggardly amount. If the government wants workers 
to agree to being laid-off, it must make the minimum payoff.more attractive. 

In theory, any retrenchment or labour rationalization recommended by BIFR under a 
sanctioned scheme overrides the provisions of 25(N) and 25(0) of the IDA. However, 
this needs to be clearly notified and publicized, since Labour Commissioners of many 
state governments seem to be unaware of it. 

The government must try to amend sections 2S(N) and 25(0) of IDA such that 
there should be no need for applying to the appropriate government. 

··---·---------- .. -------------~ 
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9 RBI, letter number IECD.No.45/IRD/IA-A/91-92, dated January 2, 1992. The gist of it is as follows: (a) alt 
hough conversion is normally of funded interest and/or term debt, it can be extended to all term liabilities; (b) 
the conversion can be either as equity or as quasi-equity, such as zero-based debentures, cumulative convertible 
preference shares, etc; (c) the company should tum-around and have continuous net profits within three to five 
years of the conversion; (d) after conversion, the gross cash flow of the sick firm should be at least 1.5 times 
the repayment installments, and provide for at least 12% return on equity from the seventh or eighth year of 
the rehabilitation package; (e) converting debt to should only be for companies listed in the Stock Exchange; 
and (f) after conversion, banks cannot hold more than 30 % of the paid-up capital of the company, or more than 
30% of its own paid-up capital and reserves, whichever is less, under section 19(2) of the Banking Regulation 
Act, 1949. . 

5.5.7 Despite these instruments and RBI's approval, there have been very few 
instances where institutions have insisted upon debt-equity conversion. There are several 
reasons for this. First, there is the problem of inertia in the financial institutions: it requires 
a mental change to switch from "pumping in more so-called developmental funds" to restruc 
turing via debt-equity conversion. Second, converting unpaid interest to equity immediately 
raises the tax burden of the banks or institutions. Unpaid interest is not taxable, but its 
capitalized equity equivalent is an investment of a bank/institution: hence, its notional income 
is taxable. One can get around this by converting part of the unpaid principal, instead of the 
unpaid interest. However, there is a second tax problem. Income tax authorities usually do 
not allow the equity so converted to be written down in the first few years. Thus, banks and 

5.5.6 . Until quite recently, RBI disallowed converting past term loan dues of a sick 
industrial company. In January 1992, the RBI issued a notice that permitted financial institu 
tions and banks to convert funded interest and/or term debt to equity.9 The new RBI notice 
signals an important change in the central bank's views of financial restructuring. After years 
of insisting on sacrifices, the RBI has recognized that operationally viable firms can be 
restructured without necessarily opting for concessional loans and implicit write-offs. 

5 .5 .5 There are three problems with this approach. First, it does not penalize existing 
promoters for having repeatedly defaulted in the first place. Quite often, the stock of accumu 
lated debt to the institutions and banks reflects the promoter's managerial and entrepreneurial 
inabilities. Second, the promoter's contribution often does not materialize, especially in the 
case of questionable promoters. These promoters agree to the contribution only to buy time 
for asset stripping. Third, the apparent "penalty" inflicted by insisting on· higher promoters' 
contribution is nullified by simultaneously bequeathing interest rate subsidies. Indeed, the 
arbitrage opportunities via interest subsidies invariably exceed the cost of greater promoters' 
funds. 

s:s.4 The first method has quite popular in BIFR. In fact, BIFR has steadily 
increased the requirement for promoter's contribution from the paltry proportions laid down 
by the RBI. Before permitting any rescheduling of old loans, funding of interest, and fresh 
project financing, BIFR insists upon the promoter coming in with either unsecured loans, or 
equity, or zero-rated non-repayable debentures that convert to equity of a specified date. 

Both reduce the debt-equity ratio. The second inflicts an additional penalty on the existing 
promoter for previous defaults. 
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5.5.9 For some peculiar reason, the CBDT has ruled that the provisions of SICA that 
override the Income-Tax Act of 1961 are limited only to schemes sanctioned under 18(4) of 
SICA, and not to 17(2) proposals: "orders passed by BIFR under section 17(2) will not have 
the effect of overriding the provisions of the Income Tax Act" (Ministry of Finance, CBDT, 
circular no.523 of October 10, 1988). Consequently, merger scheme that are endogenously 
designed under section 17(2) by the companies with their investment bankers, without any 

5 .5.8 It is apparent the world over that mergers and acquisitions is the dominant route 
of industrial and corporate restructuring. There are scale economies, marketing and organiza 
tional synergies in mergers, and these will be exploite.d more and more. India can be no 
exception. In fact, the successes of BIFR have been the merger cases under section 17(2), 
and not those sanctioned under section 18(4) rehabilitation. 

The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDn should remove all tax hurdles that 
prevent banks and financial institutions (custodians of public funds) from convert 
ing debt to equity of sick companies, particularly when this is recommended by 
the BIFR. 

To prevent promoters from reneging on their contribution, no rehabilitation scheme 
should be sanctioned without such funds being placed in escrow accounts. It is said 
that promoters do not have requisite funds to pay up in one instalment. This is a 
specious argument, If the project is truly viable, and the promoter a person of integrity, 
then someone will always certainly agree to loan the funds. 

This can be done in three simple steps. 
1. Calculate the entire exposure (old debt plus new proposed loans) at market 

rates. 
2. Estimate the write-off that needs to be given on past debt such that the firm 

earns a return on equity exactly equal to its opportunity cost, while the 
remaining exposure earns a return at its market price. 

3. Evaluate the market price of shares of the company, and convert the write 
off into purchase of an equivalent number of existing shares. 

insist on fresh equity contribution from the promoter; 
convert a proportion of past dues to equity, which is then held by the 
financial institution, or sold to third parties - this lowers the debt burden 
and also reduces the control of the promoter and his share of future profits 
of the company; and 
evaluate the residual exposure at market rates of interest. c) 

For a financial institution, the best way to reduce the debt burden of the company 
is to: 
a) 
b) 

financial institutions not only fail to reap any tax breaks from the conversion, but also lose 
first charge on repayment of dues by virtue of converting a loan to equity. 

·-··------------------------~ 
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to Section 41 deals with profits chargeable to tax. Section llSJ involves special provisions relating to certain 
companies. Sections 72A and 79 refer to set-off and provisioning of losses in cases of merger. 

I . 

' 
5.5.10 High Stamp Duties are major barriers to amalgamation. Peculiarly, two 
of the .states that have the highest incidence of industrial sickness - Maharashtra and West 
Bengal - and, hence, the greatest need for promoting mergers, also happen to have the 
highest Stamp Duties, For instance, thenew amendment to the Stamp Act in Maharashtra · 
states that mergers and amalgamation are to be treated as conveyancing and/or sales, and 
attract 10% Stamp Duty on the current value of the assets. Unfortunately, mergers are 
constrained by the address of the registered office of the sick (or transferee) company, 
irrespective of the location or the healthy (or transferor) firm. Therefore, there is little 
hope that firms will merge in states with low Stamp Duties and, thus, force a long term 
equilibrium of Stamp Duties across states. 

Moreover, the government should consider appointing a committee to prepare a 
pollcy-orlented report on barriers to mergers, and what laws and previsions need 

· to be changed to facllltate the process of merging companies. The committee should 
consist of an economist and two to three experts in corporate mergers and taxation. 

·Given the importance of mergers, the CBDT must play a more facilitating and 
positive role. Merger proposals that are endogenously designed and passed under 
section 17(2) of SICA must get all the benefits under from sections 41 (1), 72A, 79, 
and 115J of the Income Tax Act, and enjoy the overriding status of SICA as do 

: schemes under section 18(4). 

5.5.10 Bither mergers are important, or they are not. They cannot be _important for 
a sick company whose net worth is not expected to tum positive within reasonable time · 
[case of section 17(3)going to 18(4)), and unlmportant for pntentlallyvlable sick compa 
nies [section 17(2) cases]. Given that mergers will play the key role in industrial restructuring 
in the widest sense of the term, it is necessary that CBDT restructure itself to encourage such 
mergers. 

additional funding, get no benefits from sections 41(1), 72A, 79, and l 15J of the Income Tax 
Act.10 
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11 Sections 85-ECA through 87-ECA (corresponding to 110-PCB to 112-PCB) state that there can only be two 
kinds of shares (equity and preference), and that equity share must carry voting rights. 

5 .5 .13 Those who believe that this instrument will be misused by promoters .to retain 
control over companies fail to realize that, over time, markets give proper signals. In the long 
run, investors will avoid bad promoters and select good ones. The correct way of protecting 
investors (indeed, anyone) is to ensure that their contracts with the company are 
honoured. Limiting the number and type of contracts between two free entities - a firm 
and its investor - is a convoluted and undesirable way of protecting the latter from the 
former. 

To aid mergers and financial restructuring of sick companies, an additional amend 
ment should be tagged on to the new Companies Bill: notwithstanding sections 110- 
PCB through 112-PCB, companies should be allowed to issue share carrying 
varying rights to voting and dividend, up to a maximum of 25% of their total paid 
up share capital. There is a need to ensure that non-voting shares are not used as 
instruments to perpetuate the existence of inefficient promoters and management. This 
can be easily done by clause whereby non-voting shares would automatically become 
ordinary voting shares in the event of the company not declaring dividends for two or 
three year~. 

5.5.12 Such strictly limited scope of using quasi-equity instruments to finance restruc 
turing, mergers, and amalgamation, is because neither the existing Companies Act, nor the 
proposed Companies Bill, allow for non-voting shares. 11 

5.5.11 What is often required in mergers is the use of quasi-equity instruments, 
which provide capital without eroding ownership or voting rights: the more powerful firm 
does not wish to dilute its ownership by merging with the sick company. Unfortunately, there 
are only a few quasi-equity instruments that can be used in India. Essentially, these are limited 
to zero-coupon convertible debentures, preference shares, and cumulative convertible 
preference shares. 

Although Stamp Duties are state subjects, the central government should use its 
powers of persuasion to convince the industrial states with high Stamp Duties to 
reduce these in their own economic interest. For this, it will be necessary to (i) first, 
do a study on the rates and effects of Stamp Duties in six states - Maharashtra, 
Gujarat, West Bengal, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and Uttar Pradesh - which can be done 
by the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy, and (ii) convene a conference 
of these states, and start a dialogue about rationalizing Stamp Duties. 

\,· 
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12 Ajeet N. Mathur, Industrial Restructuring in India and the National Renewal Fund, Asian Development Bank, 
January 1993, p.17. 

5.6.6 Moreover, the High Court usually does not know whether a winding up 
case forwarded to it is being appealed at the AAIFR. If there is an appeal, then the Court 
cannot proceed until AAIFR upholds BIFR's decision. It is always in the promoter's interest 
to extend the hiatus between BIFR's decision and the passing of the winding up order 
in Court. During this period, the firm is totally unprotected, unpoliced, and in limbo - 
outside the pale of SICA and also of the winding up provisions of The Companies Act. 
Longer is the gap, greater is the scope to strip assets and sell off as much moveable property 
and inventory as possible. 

5.6.5 BIFR decides upon winding up under section 20(1) of SICA and forwards its 
opinion to the High Court. The BIFR's opinion is binding upon the Court. In rare instances 
of very efficient High Courts, the minimum delay between BIFR forwarding its opinion and 
the Court passing the winding up order is two to three months. On an average, the delays 
run up to three years. Often, these occur when a petitioner - who is usually the promoter 
or his agent - files a writ petition under Article 226 of the Constitution to stay the order, 
on the claim that his legal rights have been infringed. 

5.6.4 BIFR is empowered to recommend winding up under section 20(1) of SICA. 
Once the order is forwarded to the concerned High Court, the matter is out of SICA's 
jurisdiction, and is governed by The Companies Act, and local High Court procedures and 
practices. A properly sequenced flow of legal procedures is needed to understand the various 
problems in winding up an unviable BIFR firm. 

5.6.3 The Companies Act of 1956 defines three types of winding up: (i) those ordered 
by the Court; (ii) voluntary winding up; and (iii) those under the supervision of the Court. 
The Companies Bill eliminates the third category. Given our emphasis on BIFR, we shall 
focus on the first type of winding up. 

5.6.2 First, some facts. A sample of 1857 companies that were "in winding up" 
shows that12 

42 % of the cases 0-10 years; 
27% of the cases 10-20 years; 
19% of the cases 20-30 years; 
12 % of the cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. over 30 years. 

This sample clearly underscores the terrible delays in winding up unviable companies, and 
in releasing their unutilized assets. 

5.6.1 The greatest barrier to Industrial restructuring is that it is virtually 
impossible to liquidate and wind up an unviable firm. There are multiple barriers: of law, 
of legal interpretation, of legal procedures, and of implementation. The upshot is that the 
two most important claimants to the assets of a flrm - its workers and the secured 
creditors - rarely ever get even a small fraction of their outstanding dues. 

5.6 Problems in winding up 
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13 West Bengal, however, is different. There are several cases where workers and mobs have prevented the OL 
from taking possession - often at the behest or instigation of the management. Bailiffs have had to return after 
being prevented from entering the factory gates; and the district magistrates have been often "advised" by local 
political leaders to go slow in aiding the OL. 

5 .6. 8 The most trivial aspect of possession is taking charge of the premises. In most 
states, there is no opposition to the OL taking physical possession.13 A common source of 
delay is the acquisition of all financial, transactional, and asset records. Section 454-ECA 
(524-PCB) requires that the OL submit a statement of affairs of the company: details of assets 
and their fungibility, all its liabilities, names, addresses, occupation of all its creditors, details 
of secured and unsecured debt, and full particulars of directors) promoters, controlling 
interests, and management. To prepare this statement, the OL needs to possess all books of 
accounts and negotiable instruments of the company. Notices have to be issued to the erstwhile 
directors and management to hand over all such material. Directors invariably fail to respond, 
and finally show cause notices are issued. Although the OL is supposed to submit the 
statement within 21 days, extendable up to three months, in fact the process takes at least six 
months. Generally, the average delay is two years. When directors refuse to respond despite 
the show cause notice, the OL requires permission of the Court to initiate prosecution, which 
takes another three to four months. In the event of prosecution, the case gets dragged on for 
another three to five years before the directors hand over the books of account. 

5.6.7 The Court passes the winding up order, files a copy of it with the Registrar 
of Companies, and appoints the official liquidator (OL). Usually, within a month the OL takes 
formal possession of the physical premises of the company, and appoints security guards to 
protect the assets. 

Section 450-ECA (520-PCB) explicitly allows the Court to appoint a provisional 
liquidator until such time it passes the winding-up order. This practice should be' 
encouraged. As soon as BIFR forwards its recommendation, the High Court should 
inunediately appoint a provisional liquidator to take custody of the company's 
property under section 456. This measure should reduce the asset stripping that 
invariably occurs before the winding-up order is passed. 
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The delays in preparing audited accounts, listing inventories and assets, and valuation 
are due to two reasons: (i) lack of proper accounts, and (ii) there is no incentive for 
a reputable firm of chartered accountants or valuers to work at the rates offered by the 
OL, more so because this requires much more effort compared to examining the records 
of a healthy company. This may be remedied by (i) giving the chartered accountants 
and valuers substantially larger fees for their work; (ii) stating clear cut-off dates; 
and (iii) asking the accountants and valuers to work in close cooperation with the 
secured creditors. 

5. 6. 9 The next round of delays occurs at the time of preparation of accounts, detailed 
listing of all assets and inventories, and valuation of assets. Chartered accountants are 
supposed to scrutinize accounts of the company from its incorporation - a time-consuming 
process that takes at least two years. Moreover, it is very difficult to make a thorough listing 
of assets and inventories, espe ... cially if plants and fixed assets are located in different places. 
Sometimes, accountants face resistance from the office of the OL to proper itemization of 
inventories and assets: the gains from under-reporting are immense. There are also long delays 
in valuation. In best possible situations, this takes eighteen months. Usually, the valuation 
is arbitrary, and there are considerable difference between the estimate of the officially 
appointed valuer and that of the secured creditors. Often the OL, or the High Court, or some 
claimant questions the valuation process, and it has to start all over again, 

The basic reason for directors delaying the process is to buy time to alter accounts, 
inflate their claims, and maintain unofficial control over the company'sassets, These 
delays can be reduced by lowering the incentive to procrastinate. Section 20(4) or SICA 
empowers BIFR to sell the assets or a company that is to be wound-up, and 
transfer the sale proceeds to the concerned High Court for distribution to claim 
ants. BIFR should implement this in every case of winding-up. When this is done, 
the earlier directors will submit the books of accounts with alacrity to realize their 
claims as quickly as possible. 

<, 
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5.6.13 In almost all cases, the sale process goes through many rounds of bidding, 
cJaims, counter-claims, and re-advertising - a sequence of events that can take more than 
three to four years. Often this occurs despite bids exceeding the reservation price: someone 
ask for leave of the Court to get an even better price that never materializes. 

5. 6.12 Economic logic suggests that the "going concern" diktat cannot protect workers 
even in the short run. Firms wind up because they have excessively high debt burden, and 
are operationally unviable, and because all claimants have failed to devise feasible rehabilita 
tion programmes. When a firm is operationally unviable and cannot get a consensus to 
reorganize its debts and labour force, the act of selling it as a "going concern" can hardly 
make the firm turn-around and, so, protect labour. There are no guarantee that a private 
buyer will not take advantage of the lower price, declare a Jock-out, and so effectively 
retrench workers and strip the assets. This is a fig leaf of social consciousness. Courts fail 
to realize that the best way of protecting the workers' interests in a firm that is belng 
wound up is to realize the highest possible sale value. This is invariably better achieved 
through the sale of dismantled assets. Thus, the ruling on sale as "going concern" is yet 
another example of a well meaning judgement that is totally inimical to the interests of 
workers. 

5 .6.11 The sale process is fraught with delays, and guided by poor precedence, judge 
ments and guidelines. The most glaring is the insistence that the wound up firm should 
be sold as a "going concern" with additional preference being given to workers' coopera 
tives. There is a broad consensus among lawyers and secured creditors that the value of sale 
realized as a "going concern" is less than half of what can be realized by selling assets 
separately in the dismantled, unbundled state. This "sacrifice" is considered worthwhile 
for protecting the workers. 

5 .6.10 The next step is in two parts. Notices have to be sent to debtors of the company 
to repay their debts. Thereafter, the OL advertises for sale, gets tenders, and the High Court 
then sells the assets of the company. When a company's debtors refuse to pay - as they 
often do - recovery proceedings have to be filed in the High Court. Getting a decree 
often takes three to four years, depending on the High Court. Even when all the 
company's debtors are well-behaved, there are still long delays in advertising and opening 
of tenders in Court. In the Calcutta High Court (which, incidentally, is reasonably efficient), 
delays mount up to an average of two years. 
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5.5.16 The new Companies Bill of 1993 has attempted to address these issues, and 
has introduced changes that can remedy some of the malaise in winding up. In the final 
analysis, however, one has to recognize that no amount of changes in .the Companies Act 
can accelerate the winding up process so long as the matter is under the OL and con 
stantly adjudicated by the High Courts. The Companies (Court) Rules defines 102 strictly 
sequential procedures that have to be followed in winding up by court. In addition there 
is the Civil Procedure Code, and local delays in getting dates coupled with easy· - 
virtually automatic - facility for adlournments. In such a milieu, winding up can be 
delayed in myriad ways. 
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5.5.15 Since workers have pari passu charge with secured creditors (under 529A-ECA 
or 593-PCB), their representatives (or claimed representatives) do everything possible to 
inflate the claims. This leads to major delays and disputes between workers and secured 
creditors, especially if the labour roster and muster rolls are incomplete, as these often are. 
This stage in the proceeding takes no less than four years, often much more. When all the 
delays are cumulated, the total time taken in liquidation is rarely less than ten years - 
a time horizon in which the only thing that remains saleable is the land. 
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In addition, the government must strengthen the process of recovering debt from 
working, viable companies. This can be done by implementing a recommendation made 
in Chapter 3: the setting up of five Recovery Tribunals only for recovering corporate 
debts to secured creditors to cover cases exceeding Rs.50 lakhs. There should only be 
summary procedures, and a "complete code for recovery", which may then be used to 
prevent the overlapping jurisdiction of Civil Courts. 

The government should seriously consider introducing summary procedures in 
wmding up cases. 

To truly reduce the problem or delays in winding up, there must be five fast track 
Winding-up Tribunals, situated in Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Delhi, and 
Bangalore. These tribunals should only examine winding-up cases and, to that 
extent, expedite the process, The presiding officers should know Company Law as 
well as commercial litigation - which is often not the case at present. The Govern 
ment should investigate the possibility of barring jurisdiction of Civil Courts over 
the affairs of the Winding-up Tribunals. 
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6.4 The definitions of sickness in SICA and in the proposed amendment (passed 
by the Rajya Sabha in August 1992) are serious barriers to reorganizing unhealthy 

6.3 Irrespective of ideology, industrial and corporate restructuring has to be 
thought as methods that maximize future payments to labour and to secured creditors. 
Conversely, barriers to restructuring help inefficient capitalists maintain their 
stranglehold over the assets of a company, and encourage them to renege on their 
obligations to banks, financial institutions, the government, and the workers, Well 
meaning, employment and industry protecting barriers always have perverse effects: these 
neither protect labour payments in the long run, nor prevent asset stripping and debt.defaults 
in the short. 

. .. 
6.2. . The Committee strongly believes that the barriers. to Industrial and 
corporate restructuring serve no economic goal. By preventing reorganization. at the 
appropriate time, these barriers choke off future growth opportunities, and so foster an 
uncompetitive environment which rapidly leads to pervasive industrial sickness. Furthermore, 
these barriers are anti-labour: although the restraints seek to protect labour in the short 
run, these actually harm long and medium term employment by eliminating growth 
possibilities. Equally, these hurdles go against the economic interests of any non-myopic 
government. They result in a systematic drain of scarce public funds, foster a climate of 
budgetary support, and eventually justify high tariffs, quotas, sectoral and product reservations 
to sustain inefficient firms. If anything, barriers to restructuring serve onl; 01_1e, ov~r7 

riding purpose: they maintain an army of inefficient promoters. and managers in the 
public and the private sector, who justify their incompetent existence on the ground that 
their firms "protect" employment. 

6.1 In writing this report, we found. that the problem of industrial sickness is 
closely linked with wider issues of industrial and financial sector reform. Consequently, 
the range of this report is vast: SICA and the working of BIFR, how projects are appraised 
by financial institutions, financial sector practices, opportunity costs and asset reorganization, 
corporate law, land and labour laws, the role of the Reserve Bank, financial instruments 
needed in debt-equity conversion, critique of development finance, and, above all, the 
principles of incentive compatibility. Our basic - though unstated - premise has been 
that one cannot view the problem or industrial sickness in isolation. Thus, one cannot have 
one class of norms for industrial companies, anotherset of independently derived ones for 
banks and financial institutions, a third for labour, a fourth for land, and a fifth for corporate 
taxation, and so on, and yet claim to provide incentive compatible solutions to the problem 
of industrial sickness. Therefore, we have freely utilized or modified recommendation made 
by various other committees such as the Bajaj Committee, the Narasimham Committee, and 
others. What'we have recommended throughout the report should be viewed as a part 
or a package that will not only go a long way in ameliorating problems or industrial 
sickness but, more importantly, will create a much more economically rational, market 
driven, competitive industrial structure which is governed by far fewer contradictory 
and perverse signals than before. 

6 : Conclusion and Summary of Recommendations 
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.. b).· ; · BIFR.should.,dictate. an abridged version of its·decision in the preSence·.of all parties 
before formally closing or adjourning a hearing. This synopsized version should 
highlight the basic decisions and indicate the date when the full text will be sent to 
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6. 8 The only operationally significant basis for BIFR should ·b~ that of being 
a fast-track facilitator and, occasionally, an arbitrator. In this context, as purely short term 

, 1 measures;: BIFR and .the--gover:nmentrshbuld :implenwnt some organizational changes. These 
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-::.6.7·s· ri::·r :;·1 ;·.1 u rFor any;} meaningful restructurlog.« the responslblltty, 'of ,jJ;Idustrial and 
.. corporate reorganization. must-shift from· secured. creditors .and the.State .. _.·as '..it\is 
. presently-the case ~._to,tbe·defaulting'debtor·n.rms." .:··:.ii ,·· .,- · · .: ·;, (·,:·_, 

l .. 6;6·,,_.\:1ai ',·; ;·r The BfFR. processls.very time consuming. The.main reasons for.delays are: 
·1'.a)·, '.: ~=. : the.quasi-judicial .nature.of BIFR proceedings, 1 which dependson consensus· at· al most 
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b) BIFR's clear preference for rehabilitation over winding-up, 'unless-repeatedlyproven 
otherwise. 

L. Theeomblnation of;"con5en5us'! and.vsacriflce" ·is usually fatal.Ior a" sick company. 
-Further, :BIFR's.partig.Iity:tow3.!"d~- rehabilitation -has -had three .serious ~consequences::".•:·, 
'·a).,,,;~~ 'It.bas-lengthened the· processes : · ; . : · · 1 ·:.,:i_.j', , · . :2:., · · ·~.:: i~ :·1 ,;·:· , r : _,,.'.·:;. 

.: b):nt: .. ,dthas prevented-Blf'R fromcredibly using the.threarof'windingup under section,20(4) 
.<1.·~;,:~::ofSICA-to force.quick consensus ·; :·'. · c:'~.r·w· · ·: -r.:1 :r··· -. · ··.; ~, .. ··~i.' 
de) .. , It;has given tremendous.opportunities to promoters and, occasionally; state' govern- 
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': 6.5 - -,,': ~~; t, There isyet anotherproblem with theSICA definitions: ·they are "backward" 
·looking.and basedun.the.historical book value.of.a firm's assets, not its future earning 

.opotentlal, nor.jtscurrentreallzable- market value. As. per SICA's negative net worth 
·1,criterion; .. whatmattersis that.the b<iok value (and not the marketvalue)·ofthe firm-is.less 
.1.thair~·its .current. financial.obligations. ·Without-, barriers to -asset reorganiiation, ·sale~- 'or 
')·withdrawal from an industry, 0 firins can; realize the. market value of their 'assets ~. which: can 
·"often·be,substant~alty;higher·than the bookvalue. 'It ispossible that.a.market drivenvaluation 
'•.ofrland~and other.assets 'can. suffice to- meet 'all. the current ·claims on 'a." sick": firm. u nfortu 
:1 nately; SICA,~'.With. its emphasis. on net.worth and; hence;' book value, precludes such -an 
:.,:economically meaningful :valuation.· Thus,, the ,SICA :definition creates asituatlon.where 
:; the ·!.seemingly;sick~SirriiS exceed .the.quanturn of· truly .slck .ones·. s: ·; •• - •• ·:; ·: t, ·.1 · -, ·._:~ · \ ·, 
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industrikl .cohlp~rti~ :becau~ th~·primirily ide~~iry terminally sic~··fl~;·, This ensures 
... ve"iy defayed inteiventlon 'and: so,-ieduces"the likeiihoo<f ofcommercialviable reorganization, 

reconstruction, or rehabilitation. Matters worsen when such extreme, late-detection criteria 
'.'.'.combine~with 'BIFR~s'.preference.· for rehabilitation using heavily subsidized public funds> 
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6.11 There is a strong case for having SICA override FERA. Getting SICA 
outside FERA will encourage foreign investors to takeover potentially viable sick companies 
and, if nothing else, raise the market price and bid values of these otherwise poorly utilized 
industrial assets. This may sound like a radical suggestion. However, it will attract foreign 
capital and equity - .investing in existing plant is cheaper than sinking funds in a greenfield 
location. If it is generally agreed that getting foreign exchange and foreign equity is in 

e When a company is thus "sick", the secured creditor would have the option of 
moving High Courts or Recovery Tribunals to recover the secured assets of the 
company. It would now be up to the firm to seek time-bound protection from the 
BIFR. 

• H· the company refers to BIFR, . the Board would instruct the manage 
ment/promoter to prepare a reorganization plan within 90 days that can satisfy 
the secured creditor(s). 

• H creditors representing three-fourths of the secured debt were satisfied by the 
plan, it would become a sanctioned scheme of the BIFR. If not, then the Board 
would give the firm one last attempt to prepare an alternative plan within another 
60 days in consultation with the secured creditors, government, and labour. 

• If the second plan is not accepted by creditors representing more than three 
fourths of the secured debt, then BIFR would automatically recommend the 
company to the Recovery Tribunals (if the company is considered economically 
viable) or to be wound up under what is presently section 20(4) of SICA. 
There should be a deeming provision in the amended SICA which states that once the 
150 (90 + 60) days de.adline has passed without any scheme being sanctioned, then 
it is deemed to. be "non-restructurable" or "non-viable". If the former, it should go 
to recovery courts for attachment of security; if the latter, it should be wound up under 

», what is presently section 20(4) of SICA. 

d) Given this definition, SICA should legislate the following procedure: 

ThereIs an urgent need for a criterion that allows for early detection. The 
problem with early detection is that it will immediately result in more cases, even 
when references are voluntary. Given the present procedures of BIFR, the Board will 
get overwhelmed by this growth in references, and rapidly degenerate to the levels 
of Courts. Hence, a definition that detects incipient sickness can work only if the 
scope of BIFR and SICA is fundamentally restricted to what matters the most - 
single-point facilitation and fast arbitration. As it stands, we have multiple defini 
tions of sickness depending upon whether a firm is evaluated by banks and financial 
institutions, or by SICA. It is contradictory have 180 days' default on interest repay 
ment as an index for provisioning of a doubtful account, and simultaneously have 
negative net worth as the criterion of sickness for the same account. The new SICA 
should eliminate the negative net worth criterion altogether. In its place, the focus 
should be on incipient sickness. Therefore, the government should integrate the 
financial and · industrial sector by using the definition suggested by the 
Narasimham Committee Report. The definition of sickness should change to (i) 
default of '.ISO days or more on repayment to term lending institutions, or (ii) 
irregularities in cash credit or working capital for 180 days or more. 

I 
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6.17 For operationally any viable firm, it. is possible to design ~~ructuring 
schemes that reduce the losses (through implicit write-offs) to financial institutions, and 

6.15 Poor financial sector practices have been barriers to early identification 
and treatment or industrial sickness. These have forced a particular type of error - that 
of supporting doubtful rehabilitation cases, when economic logic suggested otherwise. 
In the past, banks as well as financial institutions followed very unsatisfactory methods of 
detecting bad accounts and provisioning for them. The loans advanced to sick units were 
insufficiently written down in the books of the secured creditors. Inadequate provisioning 
meant that creditors could neither give part write-offs on old debt to assist a financially. 
strained but operationally viable company, nor demand the winding up· of unviable firms - 
in effect making it a bad debt that required immediate and full provisioning, which hurt the 
account books even further.' Thus, there were strong managerial incentives to support very 
unhealthy, contaminated, as well as terminall y sick accounts. 

6.16 · It is, the ref ore, very important to Closely monitor, indeed accelerate, the 
pace or flnanclal sector reforms. The faster-India effects reforms in the financial sector, 
quicker will she be able to restructure her industrial sector. It is in India's interest to· 
implement the Narasimham Committee reforms as early as possible. Given this, and the fact 
that commercial banks as well as.RBI would prefer to go slow on these reforms, 'the Ministry. 
of Finance must force thepace, and ensure that the books are cleaned by 1995. · , 

.j." 
~ :~. 1 

6.14 Past practices of banks .and term lending institutions - unsound project 
appraisal, inappropriate discounting at opportunity costs, poor identification and 
inadequate provisioning of tainted portfolios, and insufficient capital adequacy -:-- not 
only prevented early detection and cure of unhealthy companies, but also induced the 
secured· creditors to-increase their exposure in palpably sick companies. Financial 
institutions and BIFR have often sanctioned rehabilitation schemes that fail to meet the 
minimal criterion: (a) evaluate fresh exposure at market rates of interest, and simultaneously 
(b) secure the· opportunity cost rate of return on equity funds. Often, the institutions and BIFR 
have done worse: in many so-called rehabilltatlonprojects, the institutions had to shoulder 
large (opportunity cost) losses even on their fresh exposure, while the promoters earned 
substantial rents over the opportunity cost of equity funds. The Appendix to Chapter 4 
lists some such cases. 

6.12 There should be five Recovery Tribunals only for recovering corporate 
debts to secured creditors. These should be self-financing: salaries and. expenses paid by 
the banks and financial institutions. The presiding officers should have experience in commer 
cial litigation. The tribunal should only cover cases exceeding Rs.50 Jakhs. There should be 
a "complete code for recovery", i.e. consistent and closed, which can 'then maintain an 
independent jurisdiction of these tribunals, and so circumvent the problems of overlapping 
jurisdiction. · 

6':13 the appendix to Chapter 3 presents a legal draft of an amended SICA that 
incorporates most of these suggestions. 

India's national interest, then getting such funds to re-vitalize hitherto moribund compa 
nies .must likewise be in the national interest. 
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a) the projected return on equity is grea~LJ!iJW)h~r.9PHQ!°t~!l~t)'.1~sJ !?il~19fa~el~.m~ c:~L~ 
b) the financial institution's return on fresh loans is at less than opportunity cost; and· 
c)1hrnH~@:g~n~:!nl(~L~·~WP,C~~J~qh~--:lo~.s.J~.;(b).;r :wi'i ~]1J idw::;!c '7·11~.HfT !.:.£ .c 
In.such cases. .alternative.schemes. can.be. constructed-where --i" - • "'''"' ,.,., ., ~},_.,, ·r~-'-·" ., ;. ·;; ir-l c- ;. -: •.,.. ;.,.·JJ...~l\ C"..J''-~"·-~~""·" !.../.,~- t .......... rrL••;....,.,. •,\t~i:.-·•··~ 11°11 _~;.,,..-.. ........ ~ .._;.z.o..;·J ....... ~ ... .i~i" ~- .... ._ .1[.t.}~ .. _, a-! .t· ,.-; ... ,.,.r_, ~..F ..... .,. , • .,,.r.J 

i) ··ci.m..:.•here: are.no.write-off on. new. loans; iJ""(;r,·-,,-,.,. "fJ"r ,,,..! r: ; ·-r< ;:b .--! 1· ,...;~·°'f'"'0 I..~-·: . .,;,,, .: ,!.- •. ,: 
-1.'6 iJ~.-'.,. .1. .. .i: .JJ~L-,..~1•};._,,,,,~. "J·,;J.pii. ~ • ..-~._..,,,.,}_ £.,.,.,,,_,..·;~·t ~I ~ • .Jf~--.ifl"'--! ....s -, ,1., v.1)CJ1~-- .... .;.:..z...Ji:L.'li~•t.! 1.J..l.1.~ i:__,t;L .. u·.J .... i~-f 

ii) th . '1· . 'al . ff ~ deb' 11 <i >-.;l, ere.is.an eyp lCltipar.ti -wnte-o ,.on-past, t'·t') l·'L·•··,:':1 ;<'.·-1•(11·-rl '0't"r' "l';~.,-,;1;; ;-:..(,, ~,...., 1-1~ .. , . ..;~~""" ...J,...:1l~· .:::r -i. .... 1"J ·:J .~_,... .... ~,11.1....;:tt"'...,y.,.,.n..l&-' -:....s .- ... ~ ....... .._ .... ~ ... J._., u .. .,v .. 1 ..... •-- ... ita....1 _t ·- ..... , .... ·~-~ .J1 ... u_~·~J .... J-:1~_. 

ii~l~ rri.:.$.~:~~wr}~~i~drf!wmo~t~~t~":,9,ff ~r;tJQ~9f P~~~ ~el?,t~rn ~Y~~te~k'J._L"1~~~~,~!es s 
.. ~ -10f-1nterest· f,.~r·· - - r~i ~ -H ,..,·~ ''l h ,, 0..,, .r.,i:- .n. .~,.Ji.').~ l'r·,t·J">,,.~h '. Ip }r-nil·,r- .. - r '----t.t--:.p: qorq<t'-'·<i:.-···-· '". <,,fi:; •.• -,;<\3 .:;,,.~ ;IT~vn r t. .'.:i .• 1-., O.a. .1ri..n ,t:lt,;tth..·:·• ,,2.)d. ,u ,J,,1_,,,_.~n:r1~"~1-.(,_,~..,1 ...... 

ivj the explicit partial' write-off .on past debt un~e~ the scheme is less than ~~J,~.Pli~~tL 
write-off conferred through interest rate subsidies; and 

v) wi1 1\~.<r ::-fi!!!1.1~9nHPH~s·it9 j~ ~~~1:!ffil u.~1 iWE~~Pi, ~Y'~~~qb~.i~Qt}~~ .. ~~t~ PAe:9pportuni ty ~~~ .'.1 
of equity funds (risk free return P,lus risk pren:i~H~rn)2~~~ ;.9_1~1yij9(f;?.Qfy,f9.!1,~~Yb<i1mn~ 

In the Appendix to Chapter 4 such a scheme has been constructed as an example. - 
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i 
6.i4,.lffi m ;: ~·~~cat(!s,i~!~£~i~e;qpy-~~d~ m~i:g~!'!J~.~~~~~1<?~,qµ_~J~~quity instrµ}!le!!~, (:: 
w~J~~.:P.~9vL~<!~.~piJ;tl;. w,i!h9~,t~r~!ll!tg;~mme~Jl~P,::,,~~1 ~9!i'!g ~,ig~~ ~.~c; more powerful firm 
d~!-fjgt ~~~p !q04~~u1~1its1Q~~e,~~~iP~:~Y}~~rgiq.g ~~~Jh~~'~Js ".9.mPa9>i:nUnfortuna~ely, there 
are only a few quasi-equity insJ;9m~.qts ~.~~S,~·,b~iH.~};~J!l,~Ja .. ; ~~~!i.wly, these ¥e limited 

~~~,~~&~\~~i~N~{lff~.¢~~3t~~~~,~~~~i%.~~~~l~i~~11;r;wT~~:~ts er:~~~~ (b 
rest~ctu.flng~-'m~iger~~G aiid'ainat'g-~~~t16ri~ ·is {t\1&ause ._, neitli~r the .. J~ing ,Co~panies Act, . , 
nor'1tii~1~p. 'rop' osed q~bm'HaillfSl'·:BiJl!1 ,'aliowt rt>i·~rii<)nlvotmg·c' :-shdres. c.ro"~afd.?mef'gfer5'1·an<i'1 

"> r: 'I a! ~.: ~ ' .... - '.ii •' ... - 'I - -~ • - r. .. ::.-- • financf~J"restn(Cfur~g ~f~sl~k-' C~~pa~iesf1al(~dtli~i~k~ll~am~od.Df~rtt sbbuid~ tie:·tijgged D.L 
on:ttnlie·p[-9l)'os~a·c·ompihles=.nill:'nof-,fit}i$fali.~!}ig'sectio~fi~01p€tJ'fJ{toiigh·i~iiPCB~}·}~ 
comparlie5'~ sbou~(! tl~~~·i a)!~w~tFt'O" ·~ue:;;;s\l~fe ,.4~mgD\iaeyillg1 ~igiltsr rto"~!9tfuif =a~d~ ~ 1 

divfa~n,a:~ui>' to;a 2sb~ifhU.m~'d(~s% --<>r ;-their' ·t'oijlt~ pai~~~~sff are1'ea7pitii'i;'. :ii:·nt: ~ t)J:J t A, t ~,.() 
ttii)I1.u;~;_!:}D ·~.(i (~HLn ·f~~ i~:~J:~:_S{.: 'tlr~ ~!1fHf: ~ ~~f~ i:~~G~~!IOff! ~J ... /1 ~~fii ~;fff~)r~'t~ }:~.~~ V-l ~!iJ 1:r~o 1~:·J.fl1 

-9iL~2 '1dl~1g!)a1.I !£r;i]:e-~i.1~~) s([~ JE:1j LliHJO~i ne:;d l.8rl J.{ c:1;:-~-~ Of; [ Gi /':'i1tI .:}rf-~ ul 11Hn , .. ~n•iJ 9tiJ 
6.~~i :n~im no ~~lH~f~Sk?c!f~I}C.~.zl?~ 1r'P~Hf ie} i~J~~~~-~~ '!'!'°1 ~R.'i J~t.''?i ... ~\ v 3 };1.~W.'J ~~g!>~g,,m 
as ~~Y.:i~;!e~~!>.W~ti9~; m ~~.9Y,14Il!~i ~~t.l!~i;f P!1!J 1§! ~-~,e .. ~?,~jl;.to~,g1~~~1!.;;t'1~{PFJ>J~t~r:d 
be~~g:J,iqpl~~eat~J' ~J.f .th~fPi.9J~tis?j~p!~m~n~~oJ}L~~~PJA i~~~.oµ.~1~)'.; ~'?~.t p~~m!~~, n;· 
the demand loan is automatically eonverted into a term loan with its appropriate repayment.<'·' 

,;.:,l"~i;.;..J,,r.i:~~ 

schedule. Otherwise, financial institutions can opt for recalling their demand loans which, 
in ~y case, ,will c~ a_ ·higQer i~terest rate: This~ P,~us, substanti~ly \ower l~verages th~~ -· 
ber9re!Ot~:1c111gnef p{<!~i:i~r'-.s1fi)ntiibuii~n>;iwni:reiiure·tfie1nsx1oc f~~9iflg'iiitri!!sicaIJy 9id· :': 
prdj~1s!·11ef sserl rtl\e ·i>Os~if?illti~s foratoitiag~,~aria~etf sure(betfef oontf61~~dra1~~iplin'e:-a.ruo~gi: 1 

'li'1".-i.,,."l'")'i '~~1"1'l~''"'b{~<>':.> ~(j 'O!utlif<l'..l'! 9i1" ~JS{fl~t::>•)-i4'1i1 ('·~ l',.['.i<!•>'." ~~~ ·~j cd'I in j'Y.'.:)'".>'!""· •-:bo) 
6 

.c;.t.A. .!V .... 1.:-~-~ {~"' ... ~~..Jof<.Jt.'i- .. -~J~ .. _,,·~- - ... ,,.~ · c .... -~ -· ;. ..... ~ , r,,. • .:if. ... '-• ... ,.c .. _ _..~ -1 • ..:- ... -._.. ~ .. _,..,,,.,.,_ • ...., 

• t • • '> ' ' ( ~ r f J ' e ' • I ' "'l"""'J· '-'<'-'"·-;:<'\;~ '""1:-:-•i;p5--, ""O·· """"~-.-,r; "'V'1rv;l-0 ?f\ ""fl"-~(,,-.'~-· ·l (l r;::i«~·-..,,•¥ i\f>J-\. 'i'"•!P ,~ri< "'"•!;:> -..,> • ....,.!~ ~c,,, ..... vll-~Y-· .... ('!l .,_,.t,..._.J~ .... ~!1.1.,," i (...L.ilJ. .... l· -::), .;_4-,J \J a.,.,. ~ ... I .... .t.C...v.•.J! .,.~j,J -1 • .... · ... u~-..._ ... -.....Jt· i•-" •·• ,.zy,; • .1.JL.ii.•I. ~~_., -·'- 
4 • - .. • .. ~ : ~ - .. .. (" 1· A'1' ~ ' .. 'f :t ...,, .. • • ~ 

6. 23 ~nu~ f)fj rn CH:igh2S~p'! D~tie~fg~ m~Jo\f f b'arHe~ ·to i amaigartlratiOii. 2pf:t~f iai-ly"! Ctw~ ~I 
of the states that have the highest incidence of industrial sickness - Maharashtra and West 
Bengal '.lrrtrand ,y, hence,i~tlleE greatest-need) fon -promoting ~ !J!~rgers,-f 1aj,so::happen to have the. o 
highest-StampiDutiesajalthcugf» Stamp-Dutiesaare rstaJe :subjects,l:th~-: central goyernmenfurl 
shouldsuse jts ·powersgofrpersuasfon1to:1convinee ::the) ip.duStriall$(tes·;withnhigli Stiuyp:'t1 
Dutlesttn reduce' tbese.:iJl!tbe!t1owg~economiC ·!nterest~E'Fqr lhis~Iitrwill·J>e:liecessaty..>to (i)~;1 
first, do a study on the rates and effects of Stamp Duties in six states - Maharashtra, Gujaratsr. 
West Bengal, Karnataka, Tamil !jaP,~,;:r.~P rrP.~!Mft~~.~s,!1,J a 2~19,c;:h_;0can be -,<d.i;>~~n~.X ;!I!~ (s 
N~Ji.~1)0al.,~~~~J~~~~ 9[,~HPL·)li.~ F'.~~fµ}1q~ ,~4i~Rli,~y. ,JP.1<l (ji); isap1_v1,.~r?~ ~1,,,~~~1f~1rence of tij~~ .~1~t~~' , ,1 and.startGa.ai3.Io' ue'al:>out ralionaliziri ' Sta1li d u'uties:-.,-: - . ".,_ ~ . 'hhd '~ "·' ~<.~'' ~ e.a \ u 

·1·(-. !"'"°'f·l'lrir: '·~<'("! '.;'·j[ l oc'f\" ., "J "···,-~ g __ ,.:l"'if Re. ;:;v J:iQ ! :\ OT ( iO'I ,,... .. vts: I' •.J t ,v.;.;,. ~ ... ,._, ~~. i-?•.1 ...... _...,'to~·~ ~J? v """'"~ .... ~~_._ .l.'f. J..; t \. ~- - - !t_ ......... u 

J·~,··""t- 1·, ,.._!\cl j.h :::.:i•:-·A "'.:\ r~ cl .... .,;...; ... -c r: .. ! b•4 r"' f.: 1 ... f ~ j:.-1 C" ~~- io r .. 'l.1- ¥::- ~;~ .+.1·"Jo.r.!~\...'~~;._.~.!;2. ... L- fl . .t..!!.i ,....,\.),..,_,. \::--·~!1~:.J2.!. r ~!.i""'..\J./ it 0 f!.:..1.£\J .;., .. \.)) -.;~10 ::J!.~ij. ,,-/ 

l 6.21 The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) should remove all tax hurdles 
that jpre,vent.?banks· and financialinstifulions;(c~o.dians .Of)ptiblic f undsjfrem.eonvertlng: d 
debt. to\eq.uity, ~or sigk~ompanie.S, ·,par,ticula11ly.:~w~en;this ~ is1 ~pmmendedibytthe.~BIFR. i::J 

• • · ·1 · •· · • • ' · • · · • 1-... • • r • · ' V .. ~iJi..:J~1£fiH1H1£ L.r~v ;; .~1Q.?i5}J;; ;jgtrI~lV5~ ~:-~nJ JU~} u~·.;; ncs ~1~V!O'r;oo f...l·C~Gg ~:r:d~~ ·L-!\·~~· ir12.tf:_:;~;·;~r-i 
'"'t•i-~ ..... -~·-:~--, ,.;_.·r."'4.;._.. ··--~'-..,,,rh.:.,~r {~-, ... ,'~('t"':··1 :i:· ...... ·) h:'fh! ~~':";t::o.in.··'!J~ ·~-£1a'r:~·r "t•U1.r:;_.·~•"2'•"'f~~:,~. :---o·'r;---~:::;\ .. T~1";-~c.; P~":'- .-:-:"",~~.-\-,:-'\ 6.22''' · k·' •·• .. "It'ls apparept'thewprld·o~er ttiatmergers·anCf·-acqu1s1bons 1~fthe1dom1nanrro.\lte ·-~ 

ofYndu s'tti~f~<li &>ri)orilill~"t'.e~tf.UBi~flng _! Tilefe'1ate(J~i~6rtom1es; :fuaik:etfng'aHCl'\1,rgani'.z.a!.: i;, 
tional synergies in· =ifie°fgets!1\ilna1 ffi~Se:.• wliFJ.~··;:expioHed'i~or~ i.D:if ;.ffiore. n-rrldii''Cafi·~bf .. 86' t::i 
exception. In fact, the successes of BIFR have been the merger cases under section 17(2), 
andinot :tbose:.~pctfoned~ ... unden ~sectiome18.( 4) reha~.ili~tion~Givem th~: importance ,of.;) 
m~rgerS;~:tbeJC.BDTJ:mustc:play...:a morerfacllitatingfa:qd1positiv.erroleorMerger:,proposals1r: 
thatia~_:endogen01isly.:designec! and;passedh1nc;ter.~section.rtrl(2).-.:of~s~e~·mustige.t~allthe~:1 
benefi~underjfrom-~sectionsAl(l); 1Z2A,179r:anCl:J lSJi Qf.- the ~Income ffax,Act;' ~and enjoy; q 
the1o~eri;iding· .status 1ofr:SIG:A~ asfdo,schemes~~urtder,,sectibn.rl8(4) .rt dnsd ·13flfr>n .ie;:~:n.:biz 

·-~ -...1 ~I l, ( 
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6.28 Comparison between the RIS and the manner in which the RBI implements its 
Health Code System (HCS) is even.more revealing. Compared to the RIS, that the Health 
Code System of the RBI seems to overestimate the number of satisfactorily performing 

Different from HCS classification number 2; It defines accounts over 
drawn for 5 to 20 days, or where one to 4 cheques have bounced, or 
where one to 2 bills or inward cheques have been dishonoured. 

c) Suspect Accounts that are irregular for more than 20 days, or where 5 or more 
cheques have bounced, or where 3 or more bills or inward cheques 
have been dishonoured. If a case· is "irregular" for more than three 

-rnonths, it automatically becomes "suspect" 
d) 1\1IR Managerial Input Required: Accounts which are classified as "suspect" 

on three or more occasions during the previous six months. 
The proposed system is not only transparent (quantitative norms replace qualitative 
judgements), but is also very easy to implement. All that Itneeds is regular up-dating 
from a bank's cash credit ledger (CCL),.with minor revisions in the ledger format. There 
is a great degree of similarity between the RIS outlined above and the Non-performing Assets 
(NP A) classification, as proposed, by the Narasimham Committee. The RIS is an improve 
ment over the NPA system: the RIS monitors on a monthly basis, while, by definition, 
the time unit in the NPA is 180 days. It has been found that the existing Irregular State 
ment (IS) routinely underestimates irregularity to the extent of 19% of total commercial 
bank lending! Nearly half of this is of a severe nature, and belongs to the "suspect" category. 
In contrast, the underestimation by the_RIS system is negligible - around 1 % of total 
lending. 

Same as RCS classification number· 1. a) Satisfactory ' 
b) Irregular 

6.27 .t Reforming the Irregular Statements (IS) routinely prepared by commercial 
banks is a practical way of addressing the issue of early detection. In devising a Revised 
Irregular Statement (RIS), the existing classification in the first two categories of the presently 
used Health Code System, HCS, ("satisfactory" and "irregular") is replaced by four catego 
nes: 

6.26 , It goes without saying that the earlier one detects irregularities in an 
account and takes remedial action, the lesser are the chances of the case becoming· 
terminally sick. Thus, early detection and quick actlon are paramount in combatting the 
problem of industrial sickness. Despite a universal recognition of the need to detect incipient 
sickness, neither banks nor financial institutions have any objective method of distinguishing 
such malaise. And, because of the absence of objective norms for measuring sickness, there 
is a corresponding absence of well defined, uniformly app~icable method.s of combatting it. 

both borrowers and lenders. Simultaneously, financial institutions will have a second chance 
to evaluate the borrower's project viability and stream -, of future earnings. Moreover, this 
mechanism will select good borrowers and weed out the leverage seekers. It will automatically 
create an environment for proper project appraisal and cost control, reduce time overruns, 
and force borrowers to get need based term loans and working capital. It will also prevent 
entrepreneurs from swapping term loans for working capital requirements. 

-·' . 
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6. 33 The Companies Act should be amended so that secured creditors can imple 
ment de facto changes in management and/or the Board of Directors in instances of 

6.32 The Companies Act (even in its proposed form) and its implementation 
work against the simplest type of corporate restructuring - changing the management 
or directors of a sick industrial company. This flows from an asymmetric relationship where 
a sick company's powers to legally resist changes demanded by creditors exceed those of the 
banks or financial institutions. 

6.31 Equally, it is important to recognize that defaults are not necessarily malafide 
in intent. These could also be due to outdated as well as industry-specific (instead of firm 
specific) working capital norms. The norms devised by the Tandon and Chore Committees 
were in a regime of rigid price and quantity controls. Not only was the industry structure 
per force more stable than what it is now or will ever be, but also there was no attempt to 
distinguish the credit-worthiness across firms in any industry. In today's fluid and much 
more competitive environment, it is necessary to get away from rigid industry-specific 
norms, and, instead, device more flexible company-specific, technology specific, demand 
specific, and product-specific guidelines. As in other cases, it may be too difficult for 
banks and financial institutions to formulate such proactive guidelines. Therefore, it may 
be necessary to ask rating agencies to prepare such norms. 

6.30 A fundamental problem of our: scheduled banks and financial institutions is that 
they do not keep minimal track of the credit-worthiness of the promoters. Therefore, it is 
suggested that, in the first instance, all financial institutions should create a common 
information pool about firms that have defaulted on term lending dues, and list the 
names of promoters of such firms. In addition, all scheduled commercial banks should <, 

prepare a similar list of irregularities in cash credit and working capital repayment for 
accounts exceeding Rs.10 crores. This list can be ranked according to risk - the 
frequency and magnitude of defaults - and should be updated every quarter. This data 
base, with its promoter risk ratings, should be available to all financial institutions and - 
scheduled banks, and ought to form a basis for making lending decisions and project risk 
appraisals. It will be useful to have an independent and reputable credit rating organiza 
tion like CRISIL to take up 'this task. At a later instance, the Government might wish to 
consider that the credit risk of promoters be clearly stated in the prospectus of every company 
issuing shares or debt instruments in the market. 

6.29 The RBI should closely examine the Revised Irregular System (RIS) and 
compare it with its own health code classification. If it is the case that the RIS identifies 
problems earlier without any great informational cost, the RBI should adopt it to monitor 
incipient sickness. 

accounts. Borrowers appearing as "suspect" under RIS are classified as "satisfactory" 
by the RBl's HCS code. More importantly, the RIS classification is quicker in detecting 
sickness (monthly monitoring versus half-yearly review under the lICS), and is more 
objective. 
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repeated debt defaults. As they stand, sections 267 of the existing Companies Act (ECA) 
and . 291H)f .the 'proposed Companies Bill .:or.i.1993'- (PCB) -are. not. 'gOod e"iiough~ · Ther~ 'ID.'Ust ·; 
be.a clause that ;When ~· company Clefaults.'off. repayments- to.secured credi tors in~'excess' of ii ~0,ri 
days;·.the:creditots~may1(eithefi1singly:,. or jointlyff ;,,_ :". t ;: ;;-r .. ·;;,, · '.n··:' ···'.·ih;.:>.>'·.' : ~-1•0~<:·.:' 

-~·"•,; '~::~l 
a) secure a change in management, which can include the entire board of the company, ... 
b) appoint a person of their choice as executive or managing director, or chief executive, 

i".·~.~- .·an~~·) __ '.''.·::·:,:,;:_·.,r..~~1.~:: ... ::_~f :-.-::··,_. - ·:; - ~'}.::['.~~·:'.,·_·,.:~·>·:.·- ~.~:-~.~,:_~,,.,,'.:·:.:. ,:·-~,: .. 1 I,., "-~1~·::: 
cF·}' · '·uniess.·(arand _(b) ~are .~~e.t~~-~itp~~··ci.·:giye~·-;~~e.·.-,f~e~ ~t~P.~·giv~nl(~Y_fui;tf.j~~- . 

. : : ·ftfllrlds, 'indudihg\vorking '·capital; 1attaclfproperties and 'assets, 6r ittic.h'.~~~!Y·. ~Jl~es~-~ 
in lieu of default. · ,,_,_.i. ·· ·• ·· <.:,, · " 

Such a provision should be incorporated in every section of the PCB that s~ifies removal . 
of 'directors, · managing.direetors.aorr managers·:,~Moroover? the: penal ·provisions for non-:': 
complianceunder sections·J3 ·a·nd.34' of SICA-sh:cnild be irifpl~me'iited bf BIFR. Deviating ~1i 

from .anycof ·BIFR~ s.direeti ves-can' be 'penalizedrby' slfriple impri'so~~erit r,()f 'three ;years·· an~·:": 
an-unspecified opensended :firie~i:·.Tue·::Board:;has~~nevef ilivokea~·stich·perialties. 'To :sig'i1al · ·~ 
its Lin terit -in: preventing «systematic'. defaults;» BtFIF should oecasio~aily·?impfori:}en't these;.:• 
penalties-rand -publicizesthem.bv'' · v...- : .:_p;,~., !'~.,~ . .'G •:; ; :r 'i · ::::\11 ~- ··;. ..;i ~0 ':l\1 -~ -.~ ,,, e , - ; -:-;:gr..;·,= q 

". ' .r., 1-11 > r ~ (,' 7·.',.-- .. ~t.,: . .-,·.-, 0 ~'C'·'i;-·"'r. . .! ;~?.1~- ~ .. ·· .• ~ i_F·~·· ~ , :::,··:'~ ;rf,',,·•·~ ') ~~ ~. -~~:. : ... ~ ~·: ~~ ~~..i ·:··( .'-;,~ .. , t•+ : ~_{;' -~_; ;_,; :·f!1! ·~·· ~1_,..._·~ ·: ;:ri.t~J-~u-..t~.il ... _ - __ - _ _ - _ - _ 
r-~s,t .... _ ?~:-r~·· -~ -, .-,~?~··i ·,:···s ~.-~~? ~-~·-...L·~-~:. . -r-. s·~ .r sfr.u:: .. bLrt-~ ·-- ~:~p: .· .. -)·~; :(~ -S:-· .. n~·~s~:.·~.:·:~ :_;_~~~- 't··"'.;'..!~!!"':.~-l: 

6. ~~-;'-- ;.'~~·:; .: .• P[~~;~; ~~~1~stBp~; .-.~~f, ~~~~~n~Hy.__ vi.a~le E~~p.an~~~,-, '?~~ 1C~!}Si,d~rabJ~L3 vacant lID.id w1th1_~ Ui~.f'!-~ti?:I:Y.PJ:~qll~s ... Since .. ~µc.h \ands areunutilized l?y, th~~.firms;~ and ,, ~ ..... ,r j ... ri , , ... 1 ,, •... t , .... ,. , .. "?1 ""'.,., .•. h,. :.1c:::,,t: 1. .~ • ~·-· 1 ........ t.J .. • - .. 1 1•.. .......... • ... • - co~,~an~:.?~~h: P.~~~ J~~:·~.\~.fr~µ:Y~~ ~~T,~r8~a.1 ~~ ,~!1 ~rban; ~'11S.t.;}~,~~r5~~1 ·~. g~Q~~~,. r, 
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m~:~~~}P~ .~s~~ ~! }J~,~n~~~J~g}~,7 ~~~~9~~ i~?.I~·,1~~~,_,s~~~- ~· .~h~. ~~~- P~~t;i~~l~~-·a~~,-:i-~ 
econonucally meamngful way·or generating W,~,,t;r,~al i;espp~c~, r~r12(a)_,r~~!~apt?:~.1'~i!•~~'~.::z: 
companies or (ii) getting the best value for uiivfahle firms. Unfortunately, very few land 
sales have taken place, thanks to two major barriers: the Urban Land (Celllngand Regula- ) 
tion)~Aetr;of· ~1976~ (ULCRA), 'and :1ocal !inuniCiiial and' state-level deterrents. The firs] '': 
problem 'is that•SICA:cannot-·overiide,ULORAi th'e second is·iha(the:stateslwh~~h have'Q{e 11' 

greatest: incidence ofindustrial: sickness·~:..:¥. tGlijadit~· 1 Mafiarashtia:~' U~0°.-~P~desti,;'"ahd \\y~t r! ~ 
Bengal -:"": .. have·all·accepted·; and.'impleniented:U:tt:RA.'· '.'Jr:~-· 1<; ;};;j:s ;-~ ·_:·ilf:~3 ·: "' :H .'''-~'i' 
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6. 3?, : ~~:,1.: .. :, -.~,,·, i-~~,~~~9\~l ,~.9Y¢~¥tent; ~ti,~p~q ~lf.e=~·~e l~~,d, ~y ,~-~~~ ,t~~ ViH~n. r~rr:i~Pi::: m 
ries'1to -gran.t'exemptfotLtihder, sections 2'0 and 2LoC.ULCRA, .. particularly;for BIFR,,-7 
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sch~~~~~~ J,h~~'.goy~~J?e~t ,'sh?p~~.-,~·gfiy;~p~;~ ~p~f~i~_9ff.Pf. .. tJ:i~ V~~-¥ :.~ta~rs ,,. :u14- ,~~!~~pt,0 - : 
to P~~~~~pe it!.!~~~ '.~tri.e~: ~Km~ n~ tR _;~~~:?d,;.~f.A~89~39 -~~; ~1n~9, .m~.<?!P.Pffi~~~~ ~d~.1~1,oi:!~' : ; 
clause:·JexemptJ.on will be g1ven~~hen latr(f sal.e. 1~ .. r~mipe'1cJ~ l::>y the BI,.fR, s~J:>J~t_.to ·~,r 
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regional master plans. ULCRA iS".basea on section 252 of the Co'nstitution, which gives the 
Parliament the power to legislate for two or more states, given ~heir co~n~~ Therefor~'-· _ 
the .Uniou.,Governinentlshould--convince· at:leasetht(iriihliDum 'ntlmber]of 'States needed'· 0 

to amend -UL~RAlontlie ineed to amend thiS'.serfous 'barrier 't-0\ihd~ri~l reStructiiri.ng·; ')':t 
Further-,;given the,prob'letn of' land !saJe in~the tJLc:RA states; 'fhe OAs 'as' Weir as·~IFR isi-ioiild' -\ 'J 

not ·Jactor.;,in. ~uncertain<~-sa1e1~prbcooiSt,ih·; estimatint·:-Ciilier the1i''.' irt~s1 )>f'"fi_nance" : 'of 'the1 ~ $ 

"sources of funds" in the projected cash flows of a 18(4) rehatiiliiliuo11"pt6po'Shl.1 Morb"~:d 
importantly, when land sales come into being, there will be a tremendous need for 
financial intermediation,:::-. and .,will need the .involvement of.·banks and .-financial' institutions t:. ,] 
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wh~ R~Y¢; ~om,per,~ia).. ~q~~~ ~.~mI?Ie.. fun~.S,£1'.eq~~j_!i,~y, ~~ e~~r.ti~ i11: ~ou~~ing finan~.:.lbe_:·;in 
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-- 2"!01!b::tr: t~~-~u:·~~: hn~) ;:·!:1:"i·i~J'"'{{ wo.- ff?l'i~ B to 2~::~22.~~ ~){i.i OJ (J'fi.f.iTHJ)r) JflJ;J')OqiTH: n~:\(1{ ow: ~H"i} 
government must involve Jh~fHo.~i1_1g~D.e.veJ9pmenJcl.li_Q_.QllCe:;,C9{ptu:-atio.~; (HDF~-and ' ~ - ~ 
other reputable financial intermediaries in formulating a specific, clearly sequenced, 
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AQi:'.16.:-c. 0• n .._.~1 ~::~:X~P,tJn_; ~me;s~~-~; ·.Qie.r~Js,r har~ly1a11Yi~~yj4~n~,p~ Jabour, force.presenting 
3.Jn.~u~~~!~: hµ~~\~~-'~Q ~pii.wJl.e: ~s.ectPr:;r.esJ!Uctµ_png·. N.ev~rthel~'11tber.e ;iS 1~ ;major~ barrler 
;,tQff~.!:ru~turi,n.g t.~~~.or;k.{t;n:~c~,j~llicbr:is ~mtirel)J d.U.eLtQ · pr,eyail,ing;pra.ctices:·among -~te 
~£gQy~rqm~qfs,~pa,rth.~{!Jarh'.Jhe;~Jctf1sectio.ns:.2S~faQd fS.(O).'Ofi:tbe:Industrial:iDisputes" 
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;iJrt;:f1J~(~ ~pwJ .~raj~~i99 jeitbe.n.l!.nc!~r ·gS_(N) ;or1~5:( O).~ :.{\.s ~t,C.OIJ~Q.ence;.~ several· thousands 

of textile workers in the cities of Bombay and Ahmedabad have been deprived iofothc:tir 
terminal benefits and arrears of pay in the last five years, when mills have declared lock-outs 
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,;:_Qi~}uLsii ;o~i r~~Q.~~Ls.eljiQ1lSly needs l_Q.;~klwh.Yr~hou!d!t!le.t~ b.e1anY<:·need for1prior;:state 
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n g_qyf!·d µ_4g~rn~9J~!i th~tsP.z:e.y~nhC!:IJ Y:~eJnplqyer ;from:,v,ictimiz;i_ngi unionized 'workers]: or; from 
1r~9jµ~~y, q~dHeg~l~·1J~yj.ng:Qff;9fdreJrencJJipg1Jap_o_\l.r:·I~1-;sucbr;ao environmentreitils almost 
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en.t!~P.~~n~~.r"s .. ,w;iJhJRQ!i t.~®1· connections-can; ~s.il Yi rc.irc:µnwenti ~tions!25.(N) and;f2.S(O)i by 
declaring an indefinite lock-out and, so, force labourers to quit. In such cases, these two 
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6.43 The sale process is fraught with delays, and guided by poor precedence, judge 
ments and guidelines. The most glaring is the insistence that the wound up firm should 
be sold as a "going concern" with additional preference being given to workers' coopera 
tives. There is a broad consensus that the value of sale realized as a "going concern" is less 
than half of what can be realized by selling assets separately in the dismantled, unbundled 
state. This "sacrifice" is considered worthwhile for protecting the workers. Economic logic 
suggests that the "going concern" diktat cannot protect workers even in the short run. Firms 
wind up because they have excessively high debt burden, and are operationally unviable, and 
because all claimants have failed to devise feasible rehabilitation programmes. When a firm 
is operationally unviable and cannot get a consensus to reorganize its debts and labour force, 
selling it as a "going concern" can hardly make the firm tum-around and, so, protect labour. 
The best way of protecting the workers' interests in a firm that is being wound up is to 

6.42 The delays in preparing audited accounts, listing inventories and assets, and 
valuation are due to two reasons: (i) lack of proper accounts, and (ii) there is no incentive 
for a reputable firm of chartered accountants or valuers to work at the rates offered by the 
OL, more so because this requires much more effort compared to a healthy company. This 
may be remedied by (i) giving the chartered accountants and valuers more remunerative 
fees; (ii) stating clear cut-off dates; and (iii) asking the accountants and valuers to work 
in close cooperation with the secured creditors. 

6.41 A common source of delay in winding up is the acquisition of all financial, 
transactional, and asset records. Section 454-ECA (524-PCB) requires that the OL submit 
a statement of affairs of the company: details of assets and their fungibility, aJI its liabilities, 
names, addresses, occupation of all its creditors, details of secured and unsecured debt, and 
full particulars of directors, promoters, controlling interests, and management. Directors often 
delay the process to buy time to alter accounts, inflate their claims, and maintain unofficia1 
control over the company's assets. These delays can be reduced by lowering the incentive 
to procrastinate. Section 20(4) of SICA empowers BIFR to sell the assets of a company 
that is to be wound-up, and transfer the sale proceeds to the concerned High Court for 
distribution to claimants. BIFR should implement this in 'every case of winding-up. 

6.40 It is always in the promoter's interest to extend the hiatus between BIFR's 
decision and the passing of the winding up order in Court. During this period, the firm is 
totally unprotected, unpoliced, and in limbo - outside the pale of SICA and also of the 
winding up provisions of The Companies Act. Longer is the gap, greater is the scope to strip 
assets and sell off as much moveable property and inventory as possible. Section 450-ECA 
(520-PCB) explicitly allows the Court to appoint a provisional liquidator until such time 
it passes the winding-up order. This practice should be encouraged. As soon as BIFR 
forwards its recommendation, the High Court should immediately appoint a provisional 
liquidator to take custody of the company's property under section 456. This measure 
should reduce the asset stripping that invariably occurs before the winding-up order is 
passed. 

the two most important claimants to the assets of a firm - workers and secured creditors - 
rarely ever get even a small fraction of their outstanding dues. 
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6.44 In the final analysis, it has to be recognized that no amount of changes in the 
Companies Act or allied laws can accelerate the winding up process so long as the matter is 
under the Official Liquidator, and is being constantly adjudicated by the High Courts. The 
Companies (Court} Rules defines 102 strictly sequential procedures that have to be followed 
in winding up by court. In addition there is the Civil Procedure Code, and local delays in 
getting dates coupled with easy - virtually automatic - facility for adjournments. In such 
a milieu, winding up can be delayed in myriad ways. Therefore, to truly reduce the problem 
of delays in winding up, there must be five fast track Winding-up Tribunals, situated 
in Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Delhi, and Bangr-lore. These tribunals should only examine 
winding-up cases and, to that extent, expedite the process. The presiding officers should know 
Company Law as well as commercial litigation - which is often not the case at present. The 
Government should investigate the possibility of barring overlapping jurisdiction of Civil 
Courts in the affairs of the Winding-up Tribunals. It should also seriously consider introducing 
summary procedures in winding up cases. 

realize the highest possible sale value. This is invariably better achieved through the sale 
of dismantled assets. Thus, the ruling on sale as "going concern" is yet another example. of 
a well meaning judgement that is totally inimical to the interests of workers. 
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